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La Florida in the Creole Imaginary: The
Frontier of New Spain in Francisco de
Florencia's Historia de la Provincia (1694)
by]ason Dyck

''Are

our oldest heroes only to be found in the colonial
history of the "Thirteen Original States?"" 1Jose Manuel
Espinosa posed this question in 1935 in a brief article
on the Jesuit Francisco de Florencia (1620-1695), one of the most
prolific sacred historians of Spanish America. As a student of Herbert E. Bolton-a pioneering historian of the borderlands-Espinosa argued that Florida should be considered part of the colonial
history of the United States even if it was mostly under Spanish
rule until 1821. 2 Since Florencia was born in Saint Augustine, Espinosa debunked what he called the "Brooke legend," the belief that
Robert Brooke (1663-1714) of Maryland was the first Americanborn Catholic priest. By including the borderlands in his vision
of colonial U.S. history, Espinosa gave Florencia the boast of preJason Dyck received his PhD from the University of Toronto in 2012, where he
specialized in the colonial history of Spanish America. He is now currently studying
library and information science at Western University in London, Canada.
1
Jose Manuel Espinosa, "Francisco de F1orencia, S. J., 1619-1695: Our First
Native-Born Priest," TheHistaricalBuUetin 13, no. 4 (1935): 65.
2
For Herbert E. Bolton's work, see The Spanish Borderlands: A Chronide of Old
Florida and the Southwest (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1921) and "The
Epic of Greater America," American Histarical Review 38, no. 3 (1933): 448-474.
The importance of his work and legacy has been nicely summarized by David].
Weber, "The Spanish Borderlands, Historiography Redux," The History Teacher
39, no. 1 (2005): 43-56 and Samuel Truett, "Epics of Greater America: Herbert
Eugene Bolton's Quest for a Transnational American History," in Interpreting
Spanish Colonialism: Empires, Nations, and Legends, eds. Christopher &hmidtNowara and John M. Nieto-Philips (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2005), 213-248.
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cedence and transformed him into an early "hero" of America. A
few years later, in 1939, Francisco Zambrano categorized Florencia
as "Mexican" in his historical guide to the Society of Jesus in New
Spain. 3 Indeed, several scholars have represented Florencia as a
true Mexican patriot given his account of the Virgin of Guadalupe,
a Marian image that became a symbol of Mexican nationalism ever
since Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla (1753-1811) raised her banner in
the wars for independence in the early nineteenth century. 4
The tendency to project the Mexico-U.S. border back into the
colonial past explains why Florencia became an honorary "citizen"
of two countries he never knew. 5 More recently this anachronistic
view of the Jesuit's "nationality" has been partially corrected, for
modern scholars now refer to him as a creole - someone born of
European ancestry (whether real or imagined) in the Americas. 6
But even if they have restored Florencia's creole status, their analysis of his life and corpus of writings is still primarily rooted within
the central valley of Mexico. This observation is also pertinent to
the vast and still growing scholarship on criollismo (creolism), which
tends to focus on cultural symbols and developments in the centre
of viceregal power in New Spain to the exclusion of frontier regions
like La Florida.' In the same way that Florencia's Floridian past
has been largely ignored, La Florida is often excluded from studies
3
4

5

6

7

Francisco Zambrano, La Compaiiia de Jesus en Mexico. Compendia hist6rico (Mexico City: Buena Prensa, 1939), 100.
For two examples, see Alberto Valenzuela Rodarte, "El padre Florencia y las
inforrnaciones guadalupanas," .Abside3l (1967): 3-28 and Francisco de la Maza,
"Los evangelistas de Guadalupe y el nacionalismo mexicano," Cuadernos Americanos 8, no. 6 (1949): 163-188. Florencia also plays a significant role in studies
of the Virgin of Guadalupe, the two most important being Stafford Poole, Our
Lady of Guadalupe: The Origi,ns and Sources of a Mexican National Symbol 15311797 (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1995) and David A. Brading,
Mexican Phoenix: Our Lady of Guadalupe-Image and Tradition across Five Centuries
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001).
There are several encyclopedia entries on Florencia but no full-length biography. The most detailed account of his life is Francisco Zambrano and Jose
Gutierrez Casillas, Diccionario bio-bibliogrdfico de la Compaiiia de Jesus en Mexico
(Mexico City: EditorialJus, 1966-1977), 6:703-767.
On the etymological origins of creole, see Ralph Bauer and Jose Antonio
Mazzotti, "Introduction: Creole Subjects in the Colonial Americas," in Creole
Subjects in the Colonial Americas, eds. Ralph Bauer and Jose Antonio Mazzotti
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 3-7, 52-53.
For two pioneering works, see Jacques Lafaye, Quetzalcoatl and Guadalupe: The
Formation of Mexican National Consciousness, 1531-1813 [1974], trans. Benjamin
Keen (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976) and David A. Brading, The
First America: The Spanish Monarchy, Creole Patriots, and the Liberal State, 14921867 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991).
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of New Spain and from how Latin America is conceptualized as a
region in the present. Given his connection to both the centre and
the periphery of the viceroyalty, Florencia's sacred histories offer
an important yet neglected window into the development of creole
patriotism in the mid-colonial period.
For a more expansive reading of creole symbols and geography, I tum to Florencia's description of La Florida in his Historia de
l,a, Provincia de l,a, Compaiiia de Jesus de NuevaEspaiia (1694). In Book
I of his provincial chronicle, he retells the earliest history of the
Jesuit missions in La Florida, initially penned by Diego de Soto (b.
1579) in an unpublished manuscript entitled Historia de l,a,s cosas
mas dignas (ca. 1601). Although Florencia closely follows de Soto's
version, he inserts personal observations and provides a more positive description of both the land and its indigenous inhabitants. I
contend that Florencia's modified version of the La Florida missions was a call for the Spanish crown to fortify the frontier, which
formed an integral part of his overall patriotic vision of New Spain.
An analysis of the Historia de l,a,Provinciar-the first published history
of the Jesuit Province of New Spain-demonstrates that La Florida
was not always on the periphery of intellectual currents in Mexico
City, especially when the English and the French were increasingly
encroaching on Spanish territory in the late seventeenth century.
My study begins with an overview of Florencia's attachment to his
patria before turning to his treatment of the La Florida missions
and his discourse of Floridian fertility.
The Edges of Empire
Florencia's life and vision of La Florida and New Spain need to
be understood within the context of a major cultural development
during the colonial period: the transition from the gachupin to the
creole. 8 Gachupines, according to the travelling Carmelite friar Isidro
de la Asuncion (1624-1701), were Spaniards born in Spain while creoles, in the words oftheJesuitJose de Acosta (1540-1600), were those
"born of Spaniards in the Indies." 9 Both were considered Spaniards,
but they were different based upon an accident of birth. Yet even
8

9

Solange Alberro deals with this theme in several studies, the most pertinent
being Del gachupin al criollo ode como Los espaiioles de Mexico dejaron de serlo (Mexico City: El Colegio de Mexico, 1992) .
Isidro de la Asuncion, Itinerario a Indias (1673-1678), ed. Jacques Hirzy (Mexico
City: Orden del Carmen en Mexico and Condumex, 1992), 93.Jose de Acosta,
Historia natural y moral de las Indias (1590], ed. Edmundo O'Gorman (Mexico
City: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1940), 185.
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if several creoles proclaimed to be "pure" Spaniards through what
Maria Elena Martinez calls "genealogical fictions," many of them
were, in fact, of mixed racial ancestry. 10 They were the offspring
of conquistadors and other settlers who had either married the
daughters of indigenous nobles or had sexual liaisons with Indian
commoners and African slaves. Many Spanish fathers, in tum, legitimized some of their mestizo and mulatto children as "Spaniards"
and secured their place within the creole elite. 11 Although several
creoles shared bloodlines with Indians, Africans, and castas (people
of mixed ancestry), they envisioned themselves as natural rulers in
a society-to use the words of Jorge Canizares-Esguerra-that was
"obsessed with identifying and enforcing racial hierarchies."12
Scholars have shown that early signs of creole patriotism
emerged in New Spain among the offspring of the conquistadors
in the second half of the sixteenth century. Bitter with the crown
for phasing out the encomienda (a grant of labour and tribute rights
from a group of Indians), they painted a picture of themselves as
dispossessed heirs in a land their ancestors had subdued and upon
which their blood was spilt. Forced to leave their seigniorial aspirations aside, they joined other early Spanish settlers to form a creole
aristocracy, a small portion of the entire population of New Spain
that by the end of the seventeenth century well outnumbered those
arriving from the Iberian peninsula. 13 Over time creoles developed
separate identities from their parents and ancestors based upon
their interaction with Amerindian intellectuals, their engagement
with the land, and through their appropriation of indigenous and
African customs. 14 They also formed ideas of themselves as a "creole
nation" as a result of discrimination, particularly when peninsular
10

According to Marfa Elena Martinez, the creole aristocracy produced some of
the most elaborate genealogies in the early modern Spanish world. Genealogical Fictions: Limpieza de Sangre, Religion, and Gender in Colonial Mexico (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 2008).
11 Elizabeth Anne Kuznesof discusses the mixed racial ancestry of creoles in "Ethnic and Gender Influences on "Spanish" Creole Society," Colonial Latin American Review 4, no. l (1995): 153-176.
12 Jorge Canizares-Esguerra, "Racial, Religious, and Civic Creole Identity in Colonial Spanish America," American Literary History 17, no. 3 (2005): 424.
13 Anthony Pagden explores this process in "Identity Formation in Spanish
America," in Colonial Identity in the Atlantic World, eds. Nicholas Canny and
Anthony Pagden (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987) , 51-93.
14 Scholars are increasingly recognizing that creoles borrowed discursive practices and archival materials from Indian nobles, both of which influenced their
patriotic descriptions of the pre-Hispanic past and contemporary history. Especially good on this subject is Peter B. Villella, Indigenous Elites and Creol,e Identity
in Colonial Mexico, 1500-1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016).
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Spaniards were favoured for higher ecclesiastical and bureaucratic
posts in the Americas. 15 But perhaps most troubling for creoles was
when Europeans-employing early modern theories of American
degeneracy-claimed that they were corrupted by their natural
environment. 16 Others pointed to their intimate interactions with
the Indian, African, and casta populations, believing that creoles
had acquired several of their immoral habits.17
Many of the creoles who began to address their purported
degeneracy and moral depravity were religious scholars, like Florencia, who had been filling up the secular and regular wings of
the Catholic Church in New Spain since the late sixteenth century. They weaved patriotic defenses of their land and people into
histories, sermons, maps, city views, paintings, shields, scientific
tracts, vidas (lives), devotional literature, and into their accounts
of the pre-Hispanic past. 18 While scholars have identified various
15
16

17

18

Mark A. Burkholder provides a nice synthesis of this problem in Spaniards in the
Colonial Empire: Creoles vs. Peninsulars? (West Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013).
Jorge Canizares-Esguerra addresses theories of degeneracy in the early to midcolonial period in "New World, New Stars: Patriotic Astrology and the Invention of Indian and Creole Bodies in Colonial Spanish America, 1600-1650,"
American Historical Review 104, no. 1 (1999): 33-68 and "Demons, Stars, and
the Imagination: The Early Modern Body in the Tropics," in The Origins ofRacism in the West, eds. Miriam Eliav-Feldon, Benjamin Isaac, and Joseph Ziegler
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 313-325. To follow these theories into the eighteenth-century context of the Enlightenment, see Antonello
Gerbi, The Dispute of the New World: The History of a Polemic, 1750-1900 [1955],
trans. Jeremy Moyle (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1973).
For a chilling example, see the Neopolitan traveller Giovanni Francesco
Gemelli Careri, Viaje a la NuevaEspana [1700], trans. Francisca Perujo, 2nd ed.
(Mexico City: Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico, 2002) , 22.
For histories, see Brading, The First America, esp. 255-464 and Jorge Caii.izaresEsguerra, Haw to Write the History of the New World: Histories, Epistemologies, and
Identities in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 2001), esp. 130-265. For sermons, see Carmen Jose Alejos-Grau, "La contribuci6n de los eclesiasticos novohispanos a la formaci6n de la conciencia
nacional mex.icana (siglos XVII y XVIII)," Histaria Sacra 53 (2001): 285-309.
For maps, see Mitchell A. Codding, "Perfecting the Geography of New Spain:
Alzate and the Cartographic Legacy of Siguenza y Gongora," Colonial Latin
American Review 3, nos. 1-2 (1994): 185-219. For city views, see Richard L. Kagan
with the collaboration of Fernando Marias, Urban Images of the Hispanic World,
1493-1793 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). For paintings, see Ilona
Katzew, Casta Painting: Images of R.ace in Eighteenth-Century Mexico (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 2004). For shields, see Elizabeth Perry, "Convents, Art,
and Creole Identity in Late Viceregal New Spain," in Women and Art in Early
Modern Latin America, eds. Kellen Kee McIntyre and Richard E. Phillips (Leiden:
Brill, 2007), 321-341. For science, see Helen Cowie, "Peripheral Vision: Science and Creole Patriotism in Eighteenth-Century Spanish America," Studies
in History and Philosophy ofBiological and Biomedical Sciences 40 (2009): 143-155.
For "saints," see Antonio Rubia! Garcia, La santidad controvertida. Hagiografia y
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symbols around which creole identity was formed, a core patriotic
trinity for New Spain has been identified that centres on the following three themes: (1) the Mexica (or Aztecs), (2) the Virgin
of Guadalupe, and (3) the land. While the Mexica past and the
shrine of Tepeyac were certainly integral to the formation of a
creole consciousness, my focus in this study is on the land, which
was affectionately known as the patria in the Spanish world. In the
early modern period the patria was a sacred place, a source oflocal
pride that formed the base of both individual and local identities.
Sebastian de Covarruvias Orozco ( 1539-1613), author of an early
seventeenth-century Spanish dictionary, defines patria as "the land
where one was born." 19 In most cases this "land" was a local town
or city, but in other cases this "land" referred to kingdoms like New
Spain or even to all of America.
Given the multiple meanings of the patria in the early modern Spanish world, it is not surprising that creoles manifested signs
of both local and regional pride. This observation is crucial for a
broader understanding of creole patriotism, one that is inclusive
of the frontier in how New Spain was conceptualized throughout
the colonial period. Instead of making a direct link between creole patriotism and Mexican nationalism, one needs to consider, as
John H. Elliott has wisely urged, the various loyalties creoles had
within the Spanish empire. 2° Creoles held allegiance to their fam-

19

20

conciencia criolla alrededor de Los venerabl,es no canonizados de Nueva &paiia (Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1999) and Ronald J. Morgan, Spanish American Saints and the Rhetoric of Identity, 1600-1810 (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 2002). For images, see Lafaye, Quetzalcoatl and Guadalupe and
Poole, Our Lady of Guadalupe. And for the pre-Hispanic past, see Anthony Pagden, "From Noble Savages to Savage Nobles: The Criollo Uses of the Amerindian Past," in Spanish Imperialism and the Political Imagi,nation: Studies in European
and Spanish-American Social and Political Theory, 1513-1830 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1990), 91-116 and Rebecca Earle, The Return of the Native: Indians and Myth-Making in Spanish America, 1810-1930 (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2007).
Sebastian Covarruvias Orozco, Tesoro de la kngua castellana o espaiiola (Madrid:
Luis-Sanchez, 1611), 58lr. Also helpful for understanding how the patria was
conceived in the early modern period are David A Brading, "Patriotism and
the Nation in Colonial Spanish America," in Constructing CoUective Identities and
Shaping Public Spheres: Latin American Paths, eds. Luis Roniger and Mario Sznajder (Brighton: Sussex Academic Press, 1998), 13-45 and Claudio Lomnitz,
"Nationalism as a Practical System: Benedict Anderson's Theory of Nationalism from the Vantage Point of Spanish America," in The Other Mirror: Grand
Theory through the Lens of Latin America, eds. Miguel Angel Centero and Fernando Lopez-Alves (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), 329-359.
John H. Elliott, Spain, Europe & the Wider World, 1500-1800 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2009), 173-192.
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ily, municipality, king, and god. They also shared a pride in place,
one rooted in their homelands and in their kingdom, providing
them with a larger legal framework in which to understand their
position within the empire. In the case of Florencia, his patria was
clearly New Spain, a territory he claims "produced everything the
fertility of Spain provides, not only in the same measure but in
many cases much more." 21 But his patria (sometimes referred to
as the patria chica) was also Saint Augustine, a military fort established along the Atlantic coast of La Florida. According to surviving parish records, Florencia was born in this Spanish outpost on
August 13, 1620 to Claudio de Florencia and Juana de Leyba. 22
When Florencia was a child there were roughly three hundred
residents in Saint Augustine and several homes were only simple
huts of palmetto. The military garrison was never a major magnet
for settlers given the lack of foodstuffs, the shortage of supplies,
and the irregular arrival of the royal subsidy (situado). Although
Saint Augustine was underdeveloped, it still possessed several
Spanish institutions, including a hospital, a shrine dedicated to
Santa Barbara, and a Franciscan convent where young boys like
Florencia learned how to read and write. 23 Patricia R. Wickman
argues that the fort was not entirely marginalized by Spain because
it still had access to all of "the basic elements of Spanish society." 24
More importantly, as Robert L. Kapitzke explains, Saint Augustine was a common Spanish parish held together by the unifying
power of Catholicism, which allowed its inhabitants "to maintain
their identity as Spanish citizens, despite the geographical distance
and environmental differences separating Florida from the Iberian
21

22
23

24

Biblioteca Nacional de Antropologia e Historia (hereafter BNAH), Fondo
Jesuita, carpeta IX, doc. 8, 13r. Florencia refers to New Spain as the patria
of the Augustinian friar Juan de Grijalva (1580-1638) in Descripcion histarica, y
mural del yermo de San Miguel, de las cuevas en el reino de l,a Nueva &paiia (Cadiz:
Imprenta de la Compaiiia de Jesus, por Cristobal de Requena, 1689), 89-90.
Saint Augustine Historical Society, Cathedral Parish Records, Baptismal
Records, Book I (1594-1649), 88.
For sixteenth-century Saint Augustine, see Eugene Lyon, "St. Augustine in
1580: The Living Community," El&cribano 14 ( 1977): 20-33 and Albert Manucy,
Sixteenth-Century St. Augustine: The People and Their Homes (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1997). And for an early seventeenth-century description
of the military fort, see Antonio Vazquez de Espinosa, Compendia y descripcion de
las Indias Occidentales [ca. 1628), ed. Balbino Velasco Bayon (Madrid: Historia
16, 1992), 1:185.
Patricia R. Wickman, "The Spanish Colonial Floridas," in New Views of Barderl,ands History, ed. Robert H.Jackson (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1998), 210.
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Peninsula." 25 The social hierarchy of Spain was also uniquely recreated in Saint Augustine as Spanish settlers distinguished themselves from their African slaves, European commoners, indigenous
peoples, and an emerging casta population. 26 Members of the Florencia family were hidalgos in this multiethnic frontier community,
dubbed "North America's first 'melting pot' of races" by Henry
Kamen. 27
There were limited options for the sons of hidalgos in Saint
Augustine, so at a very young age Florencia's parents sent him to
Havana to continue his studies with the Franciscans. 28 Like other
creoles in La Florida, Florencia had extended family in Cuba,
which was the major link connecting the military fort to the Spanish world. After a short stay on the island, however, he was sent
to Mexico City in 1629 to begin his education with the Jesuits at
San Ildefonso. 29 Although Florencia never returned to his birthplace, he maintained contact with his family in Saint Augustine and
Havana via personal correspondence throughout his adult life. 30 I
25
26

27

28

29

30

Robert L. Kapitzke, Religion, Power, and Politics in Colonial St. Augustine (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2001), 21.
For the social hierarchy of Saint Augustine, see Arny Bushnell, "The Expenses
of Hidalguia in Seventeenth-Century St. Augustine," El Escribano 15 (1978):
23-36. And for studies dealing with the socioracial makeup of the fort, see
Theodore G. Corbett, "Migration to a Spanish Imperial Frontier in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries: St. Augustine," Hispanic American Histarical
Reuiew 54, no. 3 (1974): 414-430; Kathleen A. Deagan, "Mestizaje in Colonial
St. Augustine," Ethnohistory 20 ( 1973): 55-65; and John R. Dunkle, "Population
Change as an Element in the Historical Geography of St. Augustine," Flarida
Historical Quarterly 37, no. 1 (1958): 3-10.
Henry Kamen, Empire: How Spain Became a World Power, 1492-1763 (New York:
Harper Collins Publishers, 2003), 255. For more on the influence of the Florencia family, see Mark F. Boyd and Hale G. Smith, Here They Once Stood: The
Tragic End of the Apalachee Missions (Gainesville: University of Florida Press,
1951), 20-28.
For Florencia's education with the Franciscans, see Michael Kenny, The
Rnmance of the Flaridas: The Finding and the Founding (New York: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1934), 331-332. He references his move to Havana and education there in Histona de la Provincia de la Compaiiia de Jesus de Nueva Espana
(Mexico City: Juan Joseph Guillena Carrascoco, 1694), 23-24.
See Felix Osores y Sotomayor, Noticia de algunos alumnos o colegiales del seminario
mas antiguo de San Pedro, San Pablo y San Ildefonso de Mexico, Nettie Lee Benson
Library, Genaro Carda Collection, Gl09, vol. 1. Florencia's history of education is available in the Archivum Roman um Societatis Iesu (hereafter ARSI),
Catalogus Provincia Mexicana, Mexicana 4 (ff. 380v, 422r, 424r, 436v, 48lr),
Mexicana 5 (ff. 12r, 55r, lllv, 152v, 210r, 252v, 287r, 326v, 377r), and Mexicana
6 (ff. 2v, 47v, 146r).
In 1677 Florencia received a letter from his brother Juan concerning the indigenous ball game in La Florida. Arny Bushnell, ""That Demonic Game": The
Campaign to Stop Indian Pewta Playing in Spanish Florida, 1675-1684," The
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have stressed the little that is known about Florencia's early childhood and sustained connection to La Florida because of its complicated relationship to New Spain. La Florida was theoretically under
the governance of the viceroy in Mexico City, but in practice it was
relatively independent, a position that allowed governors to work
directly with the Council of Indies.31 Saint Augustine was secluded
from the centre of viceregal power and as a result did not always
form part of the creole imaginary of New Spain. But since Florencia had been reared on the frontier, his vision of the kingdom
would always include La Florida. His decision to become a Jesuit
only strengthened the connection for him between the two.

The Vice-Province of La Florida
Saint Augustine may have been Florencia's birthplace, but he
adopted Mexico City as his new home, his primary place of residence
for most of his life. Similar to creoles born in the viceregal capital
or in other regions of central Mexico, he describes the metropolis
as the Venice of the New World and a major centre of piety, learning, and culture. It was in Mexico City that Florencia became a
Jesuit after two years of probation as "a novice in the house of Santa
Ana." 32 In 1643 he took his simple vows of obedience, poverty, and
chastity; roughly seven years later he was ordained a priest; and
then in 1660 he took the Jesuits' fourth vow of obedience to the
Pope concerning missions. 33 By 1668 Florencia was chosen as the
procurador (representative) of his religious province in the curiae of
Madrid and Rome, so over the next decade he lived, travelled, and
performed pilgrimage throughout the modern countries of Spain,
France, and Italy. 34 In the fall of 1678 he returned to New Spain

31

32
33
34

Americas 35, no. 1 (1978): 1-19. For a translation ofJuan de Florencia's letter,
see John H. Hann, "Appendix 2: Translation of the Ball Game Manuscript,"
in Apalachee: The Land between the Rivers (Gainesville: The University of Florida
Presses, 1988), 328-353.
For more on the frontier position of La Florida, see C. H. Haring, The Spanish
Empire in America [1947] (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World Inc., 1963),
71-73; Amy Turner Bushnell, "Gates, Patterns, and Peripheries: The Field of
Frontier Latin America," in Negotiated Empires: Centres and Peripheries in the Americas, 1500-1820, eds. Christine Daniels and Michael V. Kennedy (New York:
Routledge, 2002), 20-22; and Kamen, Empire, 248-251, 254-255.
Francisco de Florencia, La milagrosa invenci6n de un tesoro escondido . .. (Mexico
City: Marfa de Benavides, Viuda de Juan de Ribera, 1685), 42r.
Profesi6n de! padre Francisco de Florencia, Archivo General de la Nacion de
Mexico (hereafter AGN), lndiferente Virreinal, Colegios, caja 4270, exp. 7.
Francisco Javier Alegre, Historia de la Provincia de la Compaiiia de Jesus de Nueva
Espana [ca. 1766], eds. Ernest]. Burrus and Felix Zubillaga (Rome: Institutum
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after what he describes as a "long and turbulent trip of ninety-five
days." 35 Little is known about the final years of Florencia's life, but
the archival record shows that he was a professor and rector at various Jesuit colleges in both Puebla and Mexico City until he passed
away on June 29, 1695. On that day the priest Antonio de Robles
(ca. 1646-ca. 1710) recorded in his diary that "Father Francisco de
Florencia, a member of the Society of Jesus, died in San Pedro y
San Pablo of a very old age; he wrote and printed various works. "36
Over his lifetime Florencia penned a menology, three vidas of
Jesuit missionaries, four sermons, six devotional histories of local
shrines and their images, a compendium of Marian devotions
entitled the Zodiaco mariano, and his provincial chronicle.37 Among
his final projects was his Historia de la Provincia, which he appears
to have started sometime in the early 1680s and finished around
1693.38 Similar to other sacred historians across the Americas, Florencia used his provincial chronicle to glorify the Christian god, to
edify his readers, to thank and seek out donors for generous contributions, and to provide pious examples to upcoming novices.
Provincial chronicles were a specific genre under the larger banner
of sacred history, and they were distinguished by their concentration on the origins and ministries of a given religious province. 39
35
36

37
38

39

Historicum Societatis Iesu, 1956), 3:296, 399.
Francisco de Florencia to Manuel Fernandez de Santa Cruz, October 15, 1678,
Biblioteca Palafoxiana, Manuscritos, 496/ 422.
Antonio de Robles, Diano de sucesos notabks (1665-1703) [1946). 2nd ed. (Mexico City: Pomia, 1972), 3:20. His death was also recorded in another anonymous diary of the seventeenth century. BNAH, Fondo Jesuita, carpeta IX, doc.
11·.
A listing of Florencia's writings is available in Zambrano, Diccionario bio-bibliografico, 6:703-767.
Florencia references "the Annals of the Province" in La estrell,a del nurte de Mexico . .. (Mexico City: Dona Marfa de Benavides, Viuda de Juan de Ribera, 1688),
183v-184r. He also states that it was "the year 1693" in which he wrote the third
volume of his provincial chronicle. Archivo Hist6rico de la Provincia Mexicana
(hereafter AHPM), Fondos Documentales, Fondo Decorme, caja 3, carpeta 9,
doc. 1, f. 29v.
For more on provincial chronicles as a genre of historical writing, see Ernest
J. Burrus, "Religious Chroniclers and Historians: A Summary with Annotated
Bibliography," in Robert Wauchope, ed., Handbook of Midd/,e American Indians,
vol. 13, Guide to Ethnohistorical Sourr:es: Part Two, ed. Howard F. Cline (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1973), 138-185; Asuncion Lavrin, "Misi6n de la historia e historiografia de la iglesia en el periodo colonial americano," Anuario de
estudios americanos 46, no. 2 (1989): 11-54; Rosa de Lourdes Camelo Arredondo, "Las cr6nicas provinciales de 6rdenes religiosas," in Las fuentes ecksiasticas
para la historio social de Mexico, eds. Brian F. Connaughton and Andres Lira
Gonzalez (Mexico City: Universidad Aut6noma Metropolitana and the Instituto de Investigaciones Dr.Jose Maria Luis Mora, 1996), 165-176; and Antonio
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Most begin with an account of the arrival of the religious order to
the New World, which is followed by a description of their labour
among indigenous peoples, the development of their convents or
colleges, and the vidas of their founders and other outstanding
members. Official chroniclers were normally chosen by their superiors to write provincial chronicles, which entitled them to access
their province's archives. It is unknown when Florencia was selected for this task, but after Rodrigo Vivero he was the second creole
to hold this post for his Jesuit Province of New Spain.
The reason why Florencia was chosen as the official chronicler of his province is also unknown, but given his experience as
a teacher, rector, and procurador he had a wealth of experience
to draw upon. He also had a significant amount of manuscript
material to work with, some of which he collected while in Rome.
The most important for his provincial chronicle were three manuscript histories of the Jesuit Province of New Spain. In 1598 the
Padre General, Claudio Aquaviva (1543-1615), sent out a missive ordering all provincials to craft their own provincial histories that would form the basis of a general history of the order. 40
SeveralJesuits received this mandate throughout the seventeenth
century for New Spain, including Diego de Soto, Juan Sanchez
Baquero (1548-1619), Rodrigo Vivero, and Andres Perez de Ribas
(1576-1655). 41 De Soto and Sanchez Baquero wrote foundational

40

41

Rubia] Garcfa, "La cr6nica religiosa. Historia sagrada y conciencia colectiva,"
in Histaria de la literatura mexicana, ed. Raquel Chang (Mexico City: Siglo XX!/
UNAM, 2002), 2:325-371.
Alberto Alcantara Bojorge discusses Aquaviva's historical project in "El proyecto historiografico de Claudio Aquaviva y la construcci6n de la historia de la
Compaii.fa de Jesus en la Nueva Espaii.a a principios de! siglo XVII," Estudios de
HistariaNovohispana40, no. 1 (2009): 57-80.
For Diego de Soto, see Histaria de las cosas mas dignas de memaria que han acontecido en la fundaci6n, principios y frrogresos de la Compania de Jesus en esta prer
vincia y reinos de Nueva Espana [ca. 1601), ARSI, Mexicana 19, ff. 1-72. Rosa
Alicia Sotomayor Davila transcribed de Soto's work in "Historia de la Fundaci6n de la Compaii.fa de Jesus en la Nueva Espaii.a" (BA thesis, Universidad
lberoamericana, 1978) . For Juan Sanchez Baquero, see Relacion lneve del principio y frrogreso de laProvincia de NuevaEspaiia de la Compania de Jesus [ca. 1609),
ARSI, Mexicana 19, ff. 73-112. Felix Ayuso transcribed his history as Fundaci6n
de la Compania de Jesus en Nueva Espana (1571-1580) (Mexico City: Editorial
Patria, S. A., 1945). For Rodrigo Vivero, see his request for a printing licence in
Mutio Vitelleschi to Pedro de Velasco, AHPM, Secci6n III: Documentos Antiguos, caja 7, 243, 288r-v. According to Gerard Decorme, his manuscript history
has been lost. La o/na de Los jesuitas mexicanos durante la ipoca colonial, 1572-1767
(Mexico City: Antigua Librerfa Robredo de Jose Porrua e Hijos, 1941), 1:200.
And for Andres Perez de Ribas, see Cor6nica e histaria religiosa de la Provincia de la
Compania de Jesus de Mexico en Nueva Espana, Library of Congress, Washington,
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histories, completed around 1601 and 1609 respectively, and Vivero
and Perez de Ribas were given the task of writing provincial chronicles, the former finishing in 1640 and the latter around 1653. None
of these four histories were published during the colonial period,
making Florencia's first volume of the Historia de la Provincia the
first printed history on the Jesuit Province of New Spain when it
came off the press in Mexico City in 1694.
But before Florencia could send the Historia de la Provincia to
the viceroy for a printing license, he had to await the decision of
the censors his provincial assigned to the manuscript. He eventually obtained the permission he needed from his superior, but not
without some difficulties. The Padre General, Tirso Gonzalez de
Santalla (1624-1705), wrote to Diego de Almonacir (1542-1706),
provincial of New Spain, telling him that Florencia had removed
and changed all of the indicated parts from his provincial chronicle "with great punctuality."42 Until recently scholars were unaware
that Florencia was forced to leave out at least nine chapters from
his patriotic description of Mexico City and New Spain in Book
II of the first volume. The Jesuit censors most likely flagged this
part of his provincial chronicle because of his critique of the Spanish crown, which included an unfavourable analysis of its ability to
administer all of the silver flowing out of Spanish America. Florencia also had some harsh words for Spanish Jesuits, reflecting some
of the tensions between creole and peninsular Spaniards within

42

DC, MSS89151. An incomplete transcription is available as Cur6nica e histuria
religiosa de la Pruvincia de la Compaiiia de Jesus de Mexico en Nueva Espaiia, 2 vols.
(Mexico City: Imprenta de! Sagrado Corazon de Jesus, 1896). Another Jesuit
history from the seventeenth century is housed in the AGN, which has been
transcribed and published by Francisco Gonzalez de Cossfo, Relacion breve de
la venida de los de la Compaiiia de Jesus a la Nueva Espaiia, aiio de 1602 (Mexico
City: lmprenta Universitaria, 1945). The text has been attributed to Gaspar de
Villerfas (b. 1574), but Florencia does not appear to have been familiar with
it. Dante Alberto Alcantara Bojorge provides an analysis of this work together
with that of de Soto and Sanchez Baquero in "La construcci6n de la memoria
hist6rica de la Companfa de Jestis en la Nueva Espana, siglos XVI-XVII" (MA
thesis, Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico, 2007). For more on the
life and history ofVillerias, see Elsa Cecilia Frost, "El primer y an6nimo cronista de la Companfa de Jestis," Latinoamerica. Revista de estudios latinoamericanos
37 (2004): 145-157. Beyond Villerias, there is also a manuscript written by an
anonymous Jesuit in 1676 that closely follows Perez de Ribas. Although the
archivists attributed it to Florencia, the handwriting is not his and he does
not reference the work in any of his other historical writings. Fundaci6n de la
Pruvincia de Mexico, Biblioteca Nacional de Espana, Sala Cervantes, MSS 22994.
Tirso Gonzalez to Diego de Almonacir, May 21, 1695, AHPM, Documentos
Antiguos, caja 31, carpeta 1230, f. lv.
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the order. 43 I will return to his first critique in the final section of
this study, but it is important to point out here that Florencia may
also have been forced to alter some of the things he said about La
Florida in Book I. Whatever the case, his decision to begin with an
extensive review of the La Florida missions was not something that
all Jesuits would have agreed with.
While Florencia had three narrative models to choose from
when preparing his Historia de la Provincia, he decided to follow
de Soto in Book I because of his lengthy treatment of the Jesuit
missions in La Florida, a stark contrast to the writings of Sanchez
Baquero and Perez de Ribas. Sanchez Baquero only provides an
abridged section on this phase in the history of Jesuit expansion,
treating it as a digression in the "thread" of his larger narrative of
the foundation of the Society of Jesus in Mexico City. 44 Perez de
Ribas, on the other hand, omits the proselytizing episode altogether because he had already briefly dealt with Jesuit missionary activity in La Florida in his history of the Sinaloa missions. 45 Why did
Florencia follow de Soto in Book I, especially since Perez de Ribas
was his major source for much of the Historia de la Provincia? I contend that Florencia made this decision to firmly establish the connection between the La Florida missions and the Jesuit Province
of New Spain. But before I explain the complexities of this institutional relationship, a brief overview of Book I is in order here.
Florencia begins his narrative of the La Florida missions with
Pedro Menendez de Aviles's (1519-1574) request to the Spanish
crown for Jesuits to assist him in the conversion of the indigenous
population. San Francisco de Borja (1510-1572), the Padre General
at the time, chose Pedro Martinez (1533-1566),Juan Rogel (15281618), and Francisco de Villareal (1530-1601) for the task and they
promptly set sail for America in the summer of 1566. When the
three arrived off the coast of La Florida near Cumberland Island,
Martinez was killed in a skirmish by a group of Timucuas. Rogel
and Villareal, according to Florencia, had remained onboard their
ship and as a result were able to safely make it back to Cuba. The
two Jesuits eventually returned to La Florida, the former to the
fort of Carlos near the Caloosahatchee River and the latter to the
43

44
45

For a transcription and study of the censored portion, see Jason Dyck, "La
parte censurada de la Histaria de la Provincia de Francisco de Florencia," Estudios de Histuria Novohispana 44, no. l (20ll): 141-188.
Sanchez Baquero, Fundacion de la Compaiiia, 23-33.
Perez de Ribas, Histuria de los triumphos de nW!Stra santa fe entre gentes las mas
barbaras, yfieras del Nuevo Orbe (Madrid: Alonso de Paredes, 1645), 744-751.
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southern part of the peninsula by Miami. By the summer of 1568 a
new group of Jesuits arrived under the leadership of Juan Bautista
de Segura (1529-1571). Five months after establishing a mission in
the province of Ajacan near Chesapeake Bay, Segura and his seven
companions were all killed by a group of Powhatans. Florencia
ends Book I by explaining how the remaining Jesuits in La Florida
joined the newly formed Province of New Spain in 1572. 46
Since the Jesuits of the La Florida missions were eventually
united with their brethren in Mexico City, it only seems natural
that their evangelical labour on the frontier of New Spain would be
considered part of the early history of their religious province. The
link connecting the two, however, is not as self-evident as it appears
given the early provincial organization of the Society of Jesus in
the New World. An anonymous Jesuit writing on the missions of
Sinaloa in the second half of the seventeenth century makes this
abundantly clear. In his Historia de Sinaloa he claims that the first
Jesuits in the Americas came "one year before the apostolic Father
Jeronimo Ruiz Portillo and seven of his companions left Spain to
found the prestigious and holy Province of Lima in the kingdoms
of Peru." 47 These words appear within the first chapter of two on
the La Florida missions, which serve not only as a prelude to the
Sinaloa missions but as a boast to Jesuit missionary precedence in
the New World. While Jesuit sacred historians in Peru never placed
great emphasis on La Florida in their provincial chronicles, some
of them referenced the early connection between their province

46

47

For more on the deaths of Martinez and Segura, see Felix Zubillaga, "P. Pedro
Martinez (l 533-1566). La prim era sangre jesuitica en las misiones norteamericanas," Archivum Historicum Societatis Jesu 7 (1938): 30-53; Michael Kenny, Pedro
Martinez, S. J Martyr of Florida, 1566: Jesuit Protomartyr of the New World (Saint
Leo: Abbey Press, 1939); Clifford M. Lewis and Albert]. Loomie, The Spanish Jesuit Mission in Virginia, 1570-1572 (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1953), 3-64; Frank Marotti, "Juan Baptista de Segura and the
Failure of the Florida Jesuit Mission, 1566-1572," Florida Historical Quarterly 63,
no. 3 (1985): 267-279; and Charlotte M. Gradie, "Spanish Jesuits in Virginia:
The Mission that Failed," The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 96, no.
2 (1988): 131-156. And for the Jesuit missions in La Florida more generally, see
Felix Zubillaga, La Florida. La misi6n jesuitica (1566-1572) y la colonizaci6n espaiiola (Rome: Institutum Historrcum Societatis Iesu, 194l);Jerald T. Milanich,
Laboring in the Fields of the Lord: Spanish Missions and Southeastern Indians (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1999), 82-103; and Nicholas Cushner,
'Why Have You Come Here?: The Jesuits and the First Evangelization of Native America
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 31-48.
Historia de Sinaloa, su primer conquistadar, entrada de los Padres de la Compaiiia . .. ,
BNAH, FondoJesuita, carpeta IX, doc. 7, f. 15v.
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and what became the Vice-Province of La Florida. 48 Unlike other
highly imaginative claims to missionary precedence,Jesuits in Peru
had institutional and historical grounds for theirs.
The Jesuit Province of Peru was established in 1567 in Lima,
five years before the Jesuit Province of New Spain was founded in
Mexico City. San Borja named Jeronimo Ruiz Portillo (1532-1589)
the first provincial of Peru and the superior of the Jesuits in La
Florida, which means that the first Jesuits were technically under
the jurisdiction of the Province of Peru. By September of 1567
Portillo named Segura the vice-provincial of the Vice-Province of
La Florida, and then by the end of 1570 he counselled his Padre
General to place the region under the administration of another
province given the difficulty of governing at such a large distance. 49
In contrast to de Soto, Florencia both begins and ends Book I by
emphasizing this point, specifically the fact that the Jesuits of the
Vice-Province of La Florida were incorporated into the Province of
New Spain. "[This is] what happened much later to the Vice Province of the Philippines," Florencia explains, "which is much farther
away from New Spain than La Florida, and since it forms part of
the continent it should be considered among those subject to it." 50
Like the anonymous Jesuit from Sinaloa, Florencia wanted
to link the evangelical work of Jesuit missionaries in La Florida to
their brethren across the frontier. He was particularly concerned
with claiming the martyrs in the region for the Province of New
Spain, something Perez de Ribas does in his Historia de los triumphos
de nuestra santa fe (1645) when he argues that divine providence
used the deaths of Martinez and Segura to open "the road and the
door for members of the Company [ofJesus] to preach the gospel
and convert so many gentile nations, like the ones that are now

48

49

50

One example is the Historia general de la Compaiiia de Jesus en la Provincia del
Peru. Cr6nica an6nima de 1600 que trata del establecimiento y misiones de la Compaiiia de Jesus en los paises de habla espaiiola en la America meridiona~ ed. F. Mateos
(Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientfficas and Instituto Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo, 1944), 1:122. More than three hundred years later
Ruben Vargas Ugarte began his history of the Jesuits in Peru with the La Florida missions. Historia de la Compaiiia de Jesus en el Peru (Burgos: Imprenta de
Aldecoa, 1963), 27-41.
"Pater Franciscus Borgia Patri Hieronymo Ruiz del Portillo," in Monumenta
antiquae Floridae (1566-1572), vol. 3, Missionum SocietatisJesu, ed. Felix Zubillaga
(Rome: Institutum Historicum Societatis Iesu, 1946), 462.
Florencia, Historia de la Provincia, 7. The Jesuit Province of the Philippines
became a separate province in 1605. Horacio de la Costa, The Jesuits in the
Philippines, 1581-1768 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961).
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Christians in the province of Sinaloa." 5 1 The Jesuit martyrs of La
Florida became important symbols of missionary heroism in New
Spain and throughout the Catholic world. Florencia, in a departure from de Soto, gave them universal weight by referring to Tertullian's (ca. 155-ca. 240) maxim that the blood of the martyrs is
the seed of the church. This move allowed him to conclude that
the "fathers of San Francisco," who began to establish their own
missions in La Florida in 1573, had "gather[ed] together the fruit
of those Uesuits] who spilt their blood."52 Despite being late comers to the mission field in Spanish America, the Jesuits still claimed
to be trail blazers in certain areas. This boast provided them with
provincial pride, which was inseparable for Jesuit creoles like Florencia from their pride in place.
The Fertility of the Frontier

While the Jesuits did not have official plans to return to La
Florida, they were expanding into other northern regions of New
Spain like Baja California. They knew that the destruction of Franciscan missions in La Florida could have a domino effect on all missions across the frontier. They were also aware that much more was
at stake than just their evangelical enterprise. Florencia was deeply
troubled with the state of the empire during the reign of Carlos II
(1665-1700), for under his rule Spain experienced financial woes
and a series of military losses to other European powers. He commented on some of these wars in correspondence while stationed
in Seville, but he was far more concerned with how imperial policies were influencing the overall defense of New Spain. As mentioned earlier, in the censored portion of his provincial chronicle
Florencia takes a critical look at the Spanish crown's administration of American silver. Concentrating on the activity of pirates
in the Caribbean, he references a fleet captured in 1628 off the
coast of Havana and the 1683 sacking of Veracruz. It was events
like these, according to Florencia, that "have placed the power of
Spain in the state that we lament today." 53 While scholars continue
to debate whether Spain was in decline in the seventeenth century,
for creoles like Florencia it was real and they felt that it was directly
related to their overall protection from other imperial powers in
the Atlantic.
51
52
53

Perez de Ribas, Histm-ia de los triumphos, 744.
Florencia, Histm-ia de la Provincia, 63.
BNAH, FondoJesuita, carpeta IX, doc. 8, f. 16r.
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One of their major concerns was the vulnerability of La Florida
given that Saint Augustine was the sole military garrison guarding
the frontier in the region. It was originally founded by Pedro Menendez de Aviles in 1565 to deal with French encroachment after the
Huguenots erected Fort Caroline near present-day Jacksonville.
Throughout the 1600s it had to deal with many other advances.
The Carolinians founded Charles Towne in 1670 and they began to
cause problems for colonists in La Florida, inspiring the Spanish to
erect its stone Castillo de San Marcos. But English intrusions were
only made worse when they formed alliances with hostile indigenous groups on the edges of Spanish rule. Other Indians in La
Florida-especially on Franciscan missions-were unhappy with
Spanish rule, and like the Pueblo Indians in the revolt of 1680, the
Guales staged several of their own throughout the ensuing decade.
During this same time the soldiers of Saint Augustine also had to
deal with pirate attacks and they were surely concerned with the
imperial aspirations of the French. Rene-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de
la Salle (1643-1687) sailed down the Mississippi River and arrived
at the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico in 1685, making the
defense of La Florida a major priority for viceregal authorities in
Mexico City.
To deal with these larger threats, Andres de Pez y Malzarraga (1657-1723), a Spanish naval captain, urged colonial officials
and the crown to abandon Saint Augustine in favour of the Bay
of Pensacola. While the former part of his plan was rejected, his
call to fortify the gulf coast from foreign intruders was supported
by the viceroy and ultimately adapted by Carlos II. In the spring
of 1693 Gaspar de la Cerda Silva Sandoval y Mendoza, Conde de
Galve (1653-1697) sent Pez with two ships to Pensacola Bay to survey its coast and explore the possibility of colonization. Carlos de
Siguenza y Gongora (1645-1700), a creole polymath and confidant
of the viceroy, sailed with Pez as the official cosmographer of the
expedition. He mapped the region and recorded his findings in
several unpublished accounts, providing an optimistic view of the
harbour and surrounding countryside. 54 Florencia was friends with
54

The history of this expedition is recounted in William Edward Dunn, "The
Occupation of Pensacola Bay, 1689-1698," Flmida Histarical Quarterly 4, no. 1
(1925): 3-14; Albert Manucy, "The Founding of Pensacola: Reasons and Reality," Florida Historical Quarterly 37, nos. 3-4 (1959): 223-241; and Maria Luisa
Rodriguez-Sala, "Sobre un documento olvidado de Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora: La "Descripci6n de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve" (1693), contribuci6n al proyecto de poblamiento de! septentri6n de! Seno Mexicano," Estudios
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Siguenza y Gongora and borrowed manuscripts from his personal
library, so the two of them most likely discussed his trip to La Florida and the overall state of the Spanish empire. 55 But regardless of
whether Siguenza y Gongora influenced Florencia's description of
La Florida, Book I of his Historia de la Provincia needs to be read in
light of the events of the 1680s and the 1690s. His history of the La
Florida missions is more than an edifying account of their missionary sacrifices on the edges of empire: it is a call to strengthen the
frontier.
From a textual perspective, strengthening the Spanish presence in La Florida meant dealing with colonial stereotypes of the
Indian, the original inhabitants of the land. During viceregal times
"Indian" was a legal term that placed the vast diversity of indigenous people into one all-encompassing socioracial category to
establish systems of taxation, rights, privileges, and duties. But
"Indian" was also a rhetorical construct in colonial texts, a highly
malleable one that was unstable and shifted according to the needs
of the one employing it. For his part, Florencia imagined the native
inhabitants of La Florida in much the same way as other colonial
writers by interchangeably referring to them as Indians ( indios),
gentiles (gentil,es), pagans (paganos), natives ( natural,es), and barbarians ( barbaros). He also based his understanding of them upon the
synthesizing observations of Jose de Acosta in his Historia natural y
moral de las Indias (1590), an important and widely-cited missionary
text on American geography and indigenous customs. The "Floridians, Chiriguanas, Brazilians, and many other nations," according
to Acosta, lived nomadically as free groups without kings or any
form of organized government, occupying the lowest rung of his
three-tiered classification of barbarians. 56
Acosta-and Florencia after him-homogenized the indigenous peoples of La Florida, assuming that they were all non-sedentary peoples. This description, however, only applies to certain
Indians in the southern and central parts of modern-day Florida
who lived off of hunting, gathering, and fishing. The northern
de Histuria Novohispana 53, no. 2 (2015): 52-62. For Siguenza y Gongora's
description of Pensacola Bay, see Documentos ineditos de Don Carlos Siguenza y
Gongora, ed. Irving A. Leonard (Mexico City: Editorial Founier, 1963).
55 Carlos Siguenza y Gongora, Piedad heroyca de don Fernando Cortes [ca. 1700], ed.
Jaime Delgado (Madrid:Jose Porrua Turanzas, 1960), 63. Siguenza y Gongora
also claims that Florencia returned the maps of California that he lent to Kino
in the 1680s. Libra astronomica y filos6fica [1690] (Mexico City: Universidad
Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico, 1959), 4.
56 Acosta, Histuria natural y moral de las Indias, 64.
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regions, by contrast, were populated by sedentary peoples who, in
the words of the Dominican friar Bartolome de las Casas (14741566), were "intelligent and who lived in well-ordered and structured societies." 57 These groups cultivated corn, beans, squash,
and other crops; they formed villages with central plazas, temples,
and council houses; and they developed complex political systems
based upon local chiefdoms. 58 The Spaniards placed most of their
attention on these northern agriculturalists because of their proximity to Saint Augustine. They needed their food to survive as much
as they were accustomed to co-opting caciques for access to tribute
and labour. For these same reasons, the Jesuits and the Franciscans
made few inroads into the southern parts of La Florida, preferring
to concentrate their missionary efforts on the Guale, Timucua, and
the Apalachee.
But regardless of where they came from and their level of
sophistication, the Floridians acquired a reputation for being
among the cruelest of the frontier. Las Casas tried to claim that
they were "innocent and harmless natives," 59 but colonial authors
both before and after him saw things quite differently. The Spanish chronicler Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes (14 78-1557)
wrote that the Floridians were "a very austere and savage, belligerous, fierce, and untamed people."60 Several early explorers in the
region came to similar conclusions and the martyrdoms of mendicant friars only fuelled images of unbridled barbarity. 61 Several
Jesuits followed these earlier descriptions, concluding that the Floridians simply had a penchant for brutality. Antonio Sedeno ( 15351595), the last Jesuit superior in La Florida, claims that "they were
like beasts given over to their vices and sins," something the Jesuit
historian Francesco Sacchini (1570-1625) echoes when he says that
armed soldiers "restrained the natives as wild beasts."62 But most
57
58

59
60
61

62

Bartolome de las Casas, Brevisima relacion de la destruicion de las Indias (1542],
ed. Andre Saint-Lu (Madrid: Ediciones Catedra, 1999), 154.
For an overview of indigenous life in Florida before the arrival of the Spaniards,
see Jerald T. Milanich, Florida Indians and the Invasion from Europe (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 1995), 33-97 and Florida '.s Indians from Ancient Times
to the Present (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1998).
Las Casas, Brevisima relacion de la destruicion de las Indias, 154.
Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes, Historia general y natural de las Indias,
ed.Juan Perez de Tudela Bueso (Madrid: Ediciones Atlas, 1959), 4:321.
Luis Jeronimo de Ore (1554-1630) wrote a short relation on missionary martyrdoms in La Florida, which he published around 1619. It was first republished as Relacion historica de la Florida escrita en el siglo XVII, ed. Atanasio Lopez
(Madrid: Imprenta de Ramona Velasco, Viuda de P. Perez, 1931-1933), vol. 1.
"Pater Antonius Sedeno Patri Francisco Borgiae," in Monumenta antiquae
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troubling for Florencia would have been what he read in the Historia de las cosas mas dignas, for de Soto asserts that La Florida was
"inhabited not by men but by wild and cruel savages." 63
Florencia never denied that the Floridians were barbarians,
but he modified his brethren's language-specifically de Soto'sto emphasize their capacity for the Christian faith. By no means
was he the first to defend the rationality of the Indians. In the early
sixteenth century the mendicants had already had several heated
discussions over the nature of indigenous peoples. As Patricia Seed
points out, Spain's political control in America rested upon their
capacity for conversion to the Christian faith. 64 This is one of the
reasons why Pope Paul III (1468-1549) declared Indians to be rational beings worthy of baptism in his papal bull Sublimis Deus (1537).
But while most churchmen never seriously questioned Indian
humanity after this point, by the end of the sixteenth century the
initial optimism mendicant friars had of their spiritual potential
had considerably waned. 65 In the early 1600s the Archbishop of
Mexico, Garcia Guerra (ca. 1560-1612), claimed that Indians were
"weak" and had "little capacity" for the things of salvation. 66 His
opinion was still shared by others near the end of the century, particularly by the Franciscan Agustin de Ve tan curt ( 1620-1700), who
stated that "due to their nature [Indians] are less capable than
Spaniards" in matters of the Christian faith. 67
Many Jesuits in the seventeenth century opposed such discouraging views of native converts. Several advocated for indigenous
education by supporting their schools for caciques and by stressing native language studies over linguistic Hispanicization. A significant number even believed that cacicas were capable of living
the chaste and disciplined life of enclosure alongside Spanish and

63
64

65

66
67

Ffmida.e, 430. Francesco Sacchini, "Borgia, The Third Part of the History of the
Society ofJesus," in Lewis and Loomie, The SpanishJesuit Mission in Virginia, 221.
De Soto, Historia, ARSI, Mexicana 19, f. 4r.
Patrica Seed, "'Are These Not Also Men': The Indians' Humanity and Capacity for Spanish Civilisation," Journal of Latin American Studies 25, no. 3 (1993):
629-652.
Stafford Poole reviews the changing opinions of Indian capacity in "The
Declining Image of the Indian among Churchmen in Sixteenth-Century New
Spain," in Indian-Religious Relations in Colonial Spanish America, ed. Susan E.
Ramfrez (Syracuse: Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse
University, 1989), 11-19.
Garcfa Guerra, "Licencia," in Martin de Leon, Camino del cielo en lengua mexicana ... (Mexico City: En la lmprenta de Diego Lopez, 1611), n.p.
Agustin de Vetancurt, Arte de lengua mexicana (Mexico City: Francisco Rodriguez Lupercio, 1673), Al lector, n.p.
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creole nuns. These favourable views of Indian rationality were
informed by theological emphases the Jesuits developed in the
wake of the Council of Trent. Nicholas P. Cushner explains that
Jesuits in America followed Tridentine doctrines by opposing the
pessimistic understanding of human nature espoused by reformers like Martin Luther (1483-1546) andJohn Calvin (1509-1564).
They did not believe in natural perfectibility, but they did posit that
humans-and hence "good pagans"-were capable of seeking out
virtue through their own efforts. 68 Jesuits, then, often had a more
positive judgement oflndians than other colonial officials and settlers. Daniel T. Reff explains that while "most Europeans believed
that Indians and their cultures were fundamentally flawed rather
than merely imperfect, the Jesuits assumed that Indian customs
were fundamentally sound, albeit misguided." 69
Given their views of indigenous mores, Jesuits stressed their
spiritual potential by punctuating their letters and sacred histories
with images of pious converts. During the baroque period "Mexican creolism acquired a distinctly Jesuit flavour," according to Peter
B. Villella, "inasmuch as it increasingly emphasized the Indians'
capacity for reason. "70 Florencia follows suit in his version of the La
Florida missions, making strategic changes to de Soto's account to
address his brethren 's gloomy picture of the Floridians. He begins
with the death of Martinez, going to even greater lengths than de
Soto to demonstrate that he was the protomartyr of the Indies. But
to show that he had died in odium fidei (for hatred of the faith),
he needed not only "barbarous" Indians but "barbarous" Indians
who both understood and rejected the Christian gospel. Although
few details surface in early Jesuit letters, de Soto piously imagines
a conversation between Martinez and the cacique he claims was
responsible for the Jesuit's death. 71 In his account the cacique pretends to be interested in a brief explanation of Christian doctrine
68
69

70
71

Cushner, Why Have You Come Here?, 17-20, 44.
Daniel T. Reff, "Critical Introduction: The Histaria and Jesuit Discourse," in
Andres Perez de Ribas, History of the Triumphs of Our Holy Faith amongst the Most
Barbarous and Fierce Peoples of the New World, trans. Daniel T. Reff, Maureen
Ahem, and Richard K. Danford (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press,
1999), 36.
Villella, Indigenous Elites and Creol,e Identity, 24.
Juan Rogel and Alonso Lopez de Almazan made no reference to this conversation in the letters they wrote in November and December of 1566. "Pater
Ioannes Rogel Patti Didaco Avellaneda, Prov." and "Alphonsus Lopez de Almazan Patti Didaco Avellaneda, Prov." in Monumenta antiquae Floridae, 101-140,
143-154.
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that Martinez offers him through an interpreter. After asking a few
questions on the nature of the Trinity and the fall of humankind,
the cacique, filled with rage, takes the Jesuit's life. Florencia follows
de Soto's version in most details, but he stresses how Martfnez recognized "the capacity of the cacique by his questions." 72
Florencia made similar alterations to de Soto's account of
the Jesuit martyrs in the province of Ajacan. After Segura and his
brethren had been killed by the Powhatans, de Soto explains how
Alonso de Olmos, a Spanish boy who had accompanied the Jesuits,
buried their bodies in the church they had built on their mission.
Although Florencia cites the versions of other Jesuit historians, his
retelling of the event is by and large the same as de Soto's except
for an important personal inclusion he places at the end of his
account. Seeking to prove that the place where the Jesuits were
buried was hallowed ground, Florencia recalls a conversation he
had with Andres Gonzalez in Mexico City sometime in the 1640s.
Gonzalez was a ship captain from Saint Augustine, a "trustworthy
man from La Florida" who, according to Florencia, most likely visited Ajacan personally or at least a place nearby. Florencia reasons
even further that he was old enough to have known some of the
soldiers who were still alive when Segura and his brethren were
killed. "[T]he place where their holy bodies are buried," he tries to
explain based upon what he had heard from Gonzalez, "was until
that time venerated and reverenced by those barbarians, and they
frequented [ the site] in times of need. "73
If the Floridians in Florencia's provincial chronicle were capable of recognizing the sanctity of the burial ground of Jesuit martyrs, then clearly they were capable of becoming good Catholics.
This is exactly what he seeks to highlight with two baptisms Villareal performed among the Tequesta, one a small girl and the other
an aging cacica. Florencia carefully follows the details in de Soto's
account of these two females, but he adds two of his own commentaries to emphasize the role divine election played in their conversion. When referring to the baptism of the Indian girl, Florencia
claims that Jesus Christ "had predestined her ab aeterno among so
many reprobates!" 74 And then after he had finished recounting the
baptism of the cacica he declares that "in extraordinary ways [God]
providentially looks after his chosen ones, and in the midst of the
72
73
74

Florencia, Historia de la Provincia, 13.
Ibid., 53.
Ibid., 26-27.
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thorns of paganism, destined for the fire, he cuts two white lilies
to place and transplant them in his celestial garden." 75 How could
anyone deny the capacity of the Floridians if they were part of the
elect?
Although Florencia provides a more hopeful picture of the
Floridians than de Soto, he still had to address the eventual dissolution of the La Florida missions after only six years of evangelical
labour. De Soto suggests that the Jesuits were forced to abandon
La Florida because of the "incapacity, inconstancy, and savagery
of the natives in these wide and vast provinces." 76 Florencia does
not offer an alternative account, but he leaves "incapacity" out of
his list of reasons. 77 In this omission he was clearly concerned with
both the historical reputation of the La Florida missions as a failure and changing policies in the metropolis that challenged Franciscan and Jesuit missionary practice. While they still continued
to play important roles as "frontier institutions," 78 David]. Weber
notes that in the late seventeenth century the Spanish crown began
to doubt the "defensive function" of missions in both La Florida
and New Mexico. He suggests that they started to rely more heavily upon soldiers because native rebellions had become extremely
costly and had "rolled back the entire Spanish frontier." 79
Jesuits supported the protective role of presidios in frontier
regions, but similar to the mendicant friars, many of them also
insisted that the Indians under their care needed to be shielded
from Spanish influence. Florencia adds a telling commentary to de
Soto's narrative to explain why Segura had denied military protection in 1\jacan: "[M] any times soldiers are more of an obstacle and
impediment for missionaries than they are a security and peace,
given the way they harass and mistreat the Indians. "80 Throughout
his life Florencia was a promoter of missions, and his changes to de
Soto's history reflect years of experience recruiting missionaries in
Seville and writing vidas about others in both northern New Spain
and the Mariana Islands. He knew that finding willing volunteers
75
76
77
78

79
80

Ibid., 27.
De Soto, Histaria, ARSI, Mexicana 19, f. 26v.
Florencia, Histaria de la Provincia, 65.
Hubert Eugene Bolton, "The Mission as a Frontier Institution in the SpanishAmerican Colonies," AmericanHistaricalReview23, no. 1 (1917): 42-61 andjohn
Francis Bannon, "The Mission as a Frontier Institution: Sixty Years of Interest
and Research," The Western Histarical Quarferly 10, no. 3 ( 1979): 303-322.
David J. Weber, The Spanish Frontier in North America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 121.
Florencia, Historia de la Provincia, 46.
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and financial support for the "vineyard of the Lord" meant stressing favourable outcomes and the special role Jesuits played in
expanding the empire, both of which were only plausible if natives
were capable of conversion.
Beyond his call for continued Jesuit activity on the frontier,
there was another important reason for Florencia to stress the
capacity of the Floridians. Daniel S. Murphree notes that despite
numerous expeditionary and colonizing failures in La Florida, several colonial writers still emphasized the natural environment and
its overall potential for settlement. Viewing the land as a "mythical
paradise" was a way for them to ignore their overall lack of success
in the region. But for all of the glowing descriptions early explorers
penned of La Florida, there were still many others who painted it as
a barren wasteland of savages unfit for Spanish settlement. Another
way to rationalize colonizing frustrations was to blame the Indians for the "land's insufficiency,"81 which Murphree suggests was
a recurring theme in colonial texts on La Florida that was usually
more common during times of anxiety and turmoil for conquistadors and colonists. In other words, throughout the colonial era the
presumed incapacity of the Floridians was often rhetorically linked
to the supposed infertility of La Florida itself.
AlthoughJuan Ponce de Leon (1474-1521) is said to have "discovered" La Florida in 1513 on the Easter of the Flowers, de Soto
claims that it was "hyperbolically named this way, by fortune, in contrast to what it truthfully is, because it is a province exceedingly barren and dry, deprived of all provision of birds, meat, bread, fruit,
[and] without foliage and any cultivation whatsoever."82 This unfavourable assessment mirrors some of the things Jesuit missionaries
said to their superiors in correspondence. Sedeiio, for example,
characterizes La Florida as one big sand bar that was "clearly the
most miserable that up to this point has been discovered." 83 A few
Franciscans shared similar views when they established their missions in La Florida because Juan de Torquemada (ca. 1562-1624)
81
82

83

Daniel S. Murphree, Constructing Floridians: Natives and Europeans in the Colonial
Floridas, 1513-1783 (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2006), 13, 28-29,
47.
De Soto, Historia, ARSI, Mexicana 19, f. 3v. For a similar commentary on the
name of La Florida, see Agustin Davila Padilla, Histuria de la Junda.ci6n y discurso
de la Provincia de Santiago de Mexico, de la Orden de Predicadmes, por las vidas de
sus varones insignes, y casos notab/,es de Nueva Espana (Madrid: Pedro Madrigal,
1596), 190.
"Pater Antonius Sedeii.o Patri Francisco Borgiae," in Monumenta antiquae Floridae, 424.
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mentions how many of his confreres "held the opinion that the land
was poor."84 It appears that not much had changed by the second

half of the seventeenth century. The governor of Cuba, Francisco
de Ledesma, stated in 1673 that it "is hard to get anyone to go to St.
Augustine because of the horror with which Florida is painted."85
In almost an entire chapter of Book I, Florencia challenges
these unflattering opinions of La Florida with a geographic description that was far more detailed and favourable than the brief survey
de Soto offers in his narrative. He argues that de Soto and others
with similar views "sinisterly interpret [La Florida] as an antiphrasis, saying that it suffers from infertility and that it lacks flowers and
fruits; but being uncultivated is not the same as being infertile: the
one is the fault of the inhabitants and the other of the land."86 To
flesh out his point, Florencia notes how the indigenous inhabitants
of the coast found that "the sea is so abundant" 87 with fish that it
was unnecessary to plant crops for their sustenance. Other Indians
in the hinterland avoided farming by turning to livestock because
they had "free access to meat in abundance."88 Instead of blaming
the Indians for the seeming lack of fertility, Florencia argues that
they simply failed to properly exploit the bounty of the land. To
bolster his claims he draws upon his personal experience, declaring that those who believe that the region is infertile "deceive
themselves (se engaiian) completely because this land is of the most
fertile and fecund of all America, of which I am a witness, along
with all others who have lived there."89
Turning to eyewitness testimony, as Rolena Adorno has demonstrated with the conquistador Bernal Diaz del Castillo ( 1495ca. 1583), was a way to bolster one's moral authority in the New
World. 90 But sacred historians also looked to other "authorities"
84 Juan de Torquemada, Monarquia indiana [1615] (Mexico City: Porrua, 1969),
3:350. Not all Franciscans agreed with Torquemada's assessment, for Alonso de
Jesus made a plea for further colonization in La Florida based upon the fertility of the land. See John H. Hann, "1630 Memorial of Fray Francisco Alonso de
Jesus on Spanish Florida's Missions and Natives," The Americas 50, no. 1 (1993):
85-105.
85 Quoted in Charles W. Arnade, "The Failure of Spanish Florida," The Americas
16, no. 3 (1960): 273. Arnade demonstrates that the picture was much the
same thirty years earlier in "Florida in 1643: As Seen by Its Governor," Flurida
Historical Quarterly 34, no. 2 ( 1955): 172-1 76.
86 Florencia, Historia de la Provincia, 8.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid., 9.
89 Ibid.
90 Rolena Adorno, "The Discursive Encounter of Spain and America: The
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to provide legitimacy to their own writings. In Florencia's case, he,
much like Siguenza y Gongora, drew upon the work of the mestizo
humanist El Inca Garcilaso de la Vega (1539-1616), suggesting that
"the truth concerning this sinister opinion [on the land] will be
revealed (se desengaiiar<i) to the one who has read the Historia de
la Florida." 91 Garcilaso was born in Cuzco to an Incan princess and
Spanish conquistador, but in his early twenties he travelled to Spain
where he lived in Montilla and Cordoba writing about the history
of America. After sifting through a series of relations and conversing with a few soldiers who had returned from La Florida, Garcilaso
published a highly imaginative account of Hernando de Soto's (ca.
1500-1542) 1539 expedition in the region. 92 In his preface to La
Florida del Inca (1605) he tries to convince the Spanish crown that
the "bad name that this land has for being infertile and swampy"
was unfounded, which is why he encourages "Spain to subdue and
populate" La Florida "because it is a fertile land that is abundant
with everything necessary for human life." 93
Garcilaso's inviting portrait suited Florencia's needs perfectly. While the two were writing almost a century apart, they were
both addressing imperial encroachment and the fortification of
the frontier. They were both looking to present La Florida as an
attractive destination for colonists. Similar to the mestizo historian, Florencia compares La Florida to Spain, stating that the earth
brings forth "many fruits that those of the most abundant lands
of Castile bear" and that there are "other fruits that are very seasoned, of good taste, and typical of the land that are not found
in Castile." 94 He further explains that once people began to cultivate the fields of La Florida they yielded "all kinds of fruits from
Spain" that are "so good that the Spaniards themselves put them
before those of their own lands." 95 But he also believed that even
without large scale cropping, the land was a generous provider to

91
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93
94
95

Authority of Eyewitness Testimony in the Writing of History," The William and
Mary Quarterly 49, no. 2 (1992): 210-228.
Florencia, Histaria de laProvincia, 8.
For an overview of Garcilaso's life and career, see Jonathan D. Steigman, La
Florida de! Inca and the Struggle for Social Equality in Colonial Spanish America
(Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 2005), 1-31 and Raquel ChangRodriguez, "Introduction," in Beyond Books and Borders: Garcilaso de la Vega and
La Florida del Inca, ed. Raquel Chang-Rodriguez (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2006), 15-32.
El Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del Inca (Lisbon: Pedro Crasbeeck,
1605), Proemio al lector, n.p.
Florencia, Histaria de la Provincia, 8-9.
Ibid., 9.
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its inhabitants. Diego de Soto claims, for example, that Villareal
suffered for "many months of the year" without "any more than
a little wild fruit, in small quantity, and other roots and herbs." 96
Turning to an example from the surviving members of Hernando
de Soto's expedition, Florencia concludes, as Garcilaso had before
him, that the fact that an army of almost eight hundred men had
lacked nothing to eat in more than three years was "proof (and
[I] include this objection in passing to those who observe without
reason the infertility of the land) of the abundance of provisions
that La Florida offers."97
While good soil and abundant crops were indeed important
drawing cards for settlers, more than anything Florencia knew that
bullion was the principal magnet attracting people to the Indies.
Although mining was never profitable in La Florida, James Axtell
notes that the "Floridians' reworking of salvaged gold and silver led
Spanish conquistadors and sailors to conclude that [it] was a land
rich in precious metals, ripe for the picking. "98 Garcilaso fosters
this image of mineral wealth in La Florida del Inca and Florencia follows suit in the Historia de la Provincia. "The fact that the Spaniards
have not returned to this province nor made the efforts to discover mines of silver and gold is not a defect of the land," the Jesuit
strategically and patriotically reasons, "simply the time has not
yet arrived in which God wants to make use of these treasures for
the ends of his service and the profit of the Catholic Monarchy." 99
These untold riches, like the ones in other mines across northern
New Spain, were now at risk of being lost to the French and the
English. As a chilling reminder of the danger, Florencia notes that
it was "more than eighty years ago that the English populated" the
very place where Segura and his companions had been buried. 100
The past clearly blurred into the present for Florencia, which is
why it is telling that he stresses the suitability of several ports along
the coast of La Florida and the island of Cuba. He claims that there
are rich woodlands surrounding Saint Augustine, filled with the
"best wood to craft ships" and "masts from pines as in Flanders." 101
He also notes that Havana was home to "the best [port] that the
96
97
98

De Soto, Historia, ARSI, Mexicana 19, f. Sr.
Florencia, Histaria de la Provincia, 11.
James Axtell, The Indians' New South: Cultural Change in the Colonial Southeast
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1997), 13.
99 Florencia, Histaria de laProvincia, 9-10.
100 Ibid., 45.
101 Ibid., 9.
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Spanish Monarchy has" and that in the province of Ajacan they
are "very large, very capacious, and very secure from all winds." 102
Florencia did not live to see the day, but a new fort was established
in Pensacola Bay by 1698, thanks in part to the work of Siguenza y
Gongora. But despite these efforts the British eventually wreaked
havoc on Franciscan missions in the early part of the eighteenth
century, putting an end to more than a century of evangelical
labour. La Florida was lost to the British, regained for a time, and
then eventually succeeded to the United States. Given its remoteness, frontier position, and later absorption into a newly forming
country, the colonial history of La Florida has not always found
a proper historiographic home. For creoles like Florencia and
Siguenza y Gongora, it was part of their patria and they described
it with pride and argued for its protection.
Conclusion
Florencia was an eyewitness to the fertility of La Florida as a
young boy, but he could not say the same thing for the La Florida
missions. The Jesuits had left the region decades before he was
born in Saint Augustine, forcing him to rely almost entirely on the
work of de Soto to reconstruct his account of events from the late
1560s and early 1570s. Since the Historia de la Provincia is a derivative source, scholars have ignored the text in studies on colonial
Florida. Indeed, Florencia's provincial chronicle is often dismissed
because he is frequently depicted as a careless and credulous religious scholar who got his "facts" wrong because he was far too fixated on prodigious wonders. But as this study has shown, entirely
dismissing the contents of the Historia de la Provincia would be
a grave mistake, for while it does not shed new light on the La
Florida missions it still illuminates the historical memory of both
Jesuits and creoles concerned with the overall state of the Spanish
empire during a period of crisis in the late seventeenth century.
Comparisons between Florencia's Historia de la Provincia and de
Soto's Historia de las cosas mas dignas highlight La Florida's central
yet vulnerable place within the Atlantic world as imperial tensions
were rising.
The "strong sense" of crisis that creoles felt during the reign of
Carlos II, according to Anna More, "lent a distinct aura of urgency

102 Ibid., 22, 45.
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to their writings." 103 The possibility of a shrinking frontier meant
that La Florida played an important role in the creole imaginary,
which is why texts like Florencia's provincial chronicle need to
be more fully considered in scholarship on creole patriotism. His
peripheral role is somewhat surprising, not only because of his
large corpus of writings but because Siguenza y Gongora-hailed
as a creole patriot par exceUence-crowned him as the "glory of our
creole nation." 104 Florencia earned this title because he developed
a grand vision of his patria in his sacred histories, one that was
providentially blessed with fertile soil, miraculous shrines, and multiethnic saints. La Florida was a part of this vision, as it should be
for scholars today looking to uncover how creoles understood their
land and history during the baroque period. But in order to do this
one needs to leave behind modern nationalities in the borderlands
when studying the frontiers of colonial territories and identities. As
the Mexican historian and philosopher Edmundo O'Gorman once
said, "the Novohispano is no longer a Spaniard, but he is not yet
Mexican." 105 In Florencia's case, one needs to add that the Novohispano is not yet "American" either.

103 Anna More, Baroque Savereignty: Carlos de Sigii.em:a y Gongora and the Creole Archive
of Colonial Mexico (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013), 27.
104 Siguenza y Gongora, Lillra astron6mica y filos6fica, 4.
105 Edmundo O'Gonnan, Meditaciones sabre el criollismo. Discurso de ingreso en la Academia Mexicana Correspondiente de la Espanola (Mexico City: Centro de Estudios
de Historia de Mexico, Condumex, 1970) , 31, n. 7.
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As the General Lay Dying: the Diary of a

Confederate Officer's Florida Odyssey
by R. Boyd Murphree

T

he obituary for ninety-four-year-old Confederate veteran
Charles Wood notes some episodes from his Civil War experience: captured at the Battle of Antietam, service in the
defense of Charleston, South Carolina, and his presence at the surrender of General Joseph E.Johnston's army at Greensboro, North
Carolina, in 1865. Missing is any mention of Wood's military service
in Florida in 1861-1862. Whether the obituary writer was not aware
of Wood's time in Florida or decided that period was not significant enough to include in the account of Wood's life is unknown.
Like Wood's obituary, histories of the American Civil War have
often omitted or paid little attention to Florida's role in the conflict. This omission makes the appearance of additional primary
sources from Florida's Civil War years all the more important for
adding to the relative lack of sources on the Civil War in Florida in
comparison to the source material available on other Confederate
states. Fortunately, Wood left behind a diary that provides information and observations from his assignment as a Confederate staff
officer in Tallahassee in the fall and winter of 1861, a critical period
in Florida's Civil War history. 1
R. Boyd Murphree is the project manager for the University of Florida Smathers
Libraries' Florida Family and Community History Project. He is the co-editor of a
forthcoming book from the University Press of Florida on the history of Florida's
governors. Murphree is also writing a biography of Florida Governor John Milton.
He would like to thank the Univeristy of Georgia's Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript Library for permission to publish extended excerpts from the Charles Wood
diary.
I
Obituary, "Capt. Charles Wood," Charlottesville Daily Progress, June I 7, 1930
(hereafter cited as Wood Obituary); a recent history of the war, Allen C.

[300)
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During October 1861, when Wood arrived in Florida from Virginia, the first land battle of the war in the state occurred on Santa
Rosa Island on October 9. Two days earlier,John Milton succeeded
Madison Starke Perry as governor, initiating a much more active
executive role in the state's administrative, military, and economic
affairs. October also saw the death of Brigadier General John B.
Grayson, who had only recently arrived in Florida to organize the
defense of the state east of the Apalachicola River. Grayson's death,
and the resulting confusion over the appointment of his successor,
only added to a sense of foreboding among state officials and citizens that Richmond was leaving Florida to fend for itself. Wood's
diary provides a firsthand account of life and the "deranged state
of affairs" in Florida during the first year of the war. 2
Although the title of the manuscript collection at the University of Georgia containing Wood's writing is called "Charles Wood
diary," Wood sometimes refers to his writing as a "diary" and sometimes as a ':iournal." The term journal may be more appropriate as
the entries are infrequent and contain observations and reflections
about weeks or even months of his life rather than daily accounts
of his activities. Wood reflected that the infrequency of his entries
made it clear that his writing could "lay no claim to the title of
Diary." The following account of his diary or journal will provide
an overview of Wood's life before and after his service in Florida, a
brief look at the political and military situation in Florida in 1861,

2

Guelzo, Fateful Lightning: A New History of the Civil War and Reconstruction (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2012), does not mention Florida, except for
the fact that the state seceded, and after the initial standoff at Fort Pickens, Florida disappears from the pages of James M. McPherson and James
K. Hogue, Ordeal b-y Fire: The Civil War and Reconstruction, 4th ed. (New York:
McGraw Hill, 2009); Charles Wood diary, MS 2734 (M), Hargrett Rare Book
and Manuscript Library, University of Georgia Libraries (hereafter cited in
text as WD), page citations from the Wood diary correspond to the page
numbers from the digital file of the diary at http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/cgi/
turningpoint?repo=harg;item=harg2734-001-00l;format=pdf, an item in the
Digital Library of Georgia's America'.s Turning Point: Documenting the Civil War
Experience in Georgia at http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/CollectionsA-Z/tumingpoint_search.html.
The standard but dated history of Florida's role in the Civil War is John E.
Johns, Florida During the Civil War (Gainesville: University of Florida Press,
1963).Johns entitles one of his chapters "A Deranged State of Affairs," which
he took from a letter from Governor-elect John Milton: John Milton to Stephen R. Mallory, October 2, 1861, United States. War Department, The War
of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies, Series 1 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1880-1901),
6:288 (hereafter cited as OR).
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and an annotated version of the entries he made during a portion
of his time in the state. 3
Charles Wood was born on February 3, 1836, at "Spring Hill,"
the family home near Ivy, Virginia, in Albemarle County. Located
about ten miles west of Charlottesville, Ivy was also the birthplace
of explorer Meriwether Lewis. His parents,John Wood Jr. and Eliza
J. Wood, nee Harper, had eight children, Charles being the oldest.
By 1860 John Wood Jr., who had been a farmer, was the prosperous founder and president of the Albemarle Insurance Company,
which the state legislature incorporated in 1854 and was in business until 1881. The Woods were not slave owners. 4
Wood entered the University of Virginia (UVA) in 1854 and
graduated from the law program in 1859. On December 30, 1857,
he began his diary with enthusiasm, making lengthy and frequent
entries duringJanuary and early February of 1858. His entries convey the activities, interests, and concerns typical of college students:
studying, music, instructors, family, recreation, and romance. Both
introspective and social, Charles read widely, enjoyed playing the
guitar, smoking his pipe, and dancing and flirting with young
ladies. He was enamored with Lizzie Benton, a young woman living in nearby Staunton, Virginia, whose charm and "pretty little
figure" captured Wood's imagination and, for several years, his
heart. Unlike his infatuation with Lizzie, however, his devotion to
his diary was brief. After an entry on February 13, 1858, he did not
take up his diary again until December 1860. 5
3

4

5

WD, 116; the transcribed entries from Wood's diary only emend the text for
readability purposes with divisions into indented paragraphs, the insertion of
terminal punctuation, capitalization of the initial letter in a sentence, and the
substitution of periods or commas, in some cases, for dashes. Misspellings are
maintained, but stricken words, unless consequential, are deleted. Illegible
words are designated by [illegible].
Wood Obituary, June 17, 1930; "United States Census, 1850," database with
images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:l:M88LHY2 :
9 November 2014), John Wood, Albemarle county, part of, Albemarle, Virginia, United States, citing family 1083, NARA microfilm publication M432
(Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, n.d.);
1860 U.S. Census, Albemarle County, Virginia, population schedule, Fredericksville Parish, pp. 22-23, handwritten pp. 376-377, dwelling 152, family
number 154,John Wood Jr, NARA microfilm publication M653, roll 1331; Rev.
Edgar Woods, Albemar/,e County in Virginia (Charlottesville, VA: Michie Company Printers, 1901), 109; see the entry for the "Albemarle Ins Co" in J. H.
Chataigne, comp., Chataigne's Virginia Business Directory and Gazetteer, 1880-81
(Richmond, VA: Baughman Brothers, 1880), 84.
Wood's attendance at UVA is recorded in Joseph Van Holt Nash, Stuc/,ents of the
University of Virginia: A Semi-Centennial Catalogue with Brief Biographical Sketches
(Baltimore: Charles Harvey and Company, 1878); WD, 4-54.
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Lizzie's importance in his young life was strong enough to bring
his thoughts back to her in October 1861, when he was stationed
in Tallahassee. That month he inserted a short entry on Lizzie
between the February 13, 1858, entry and an entry on December
6, 1860. The new entry describes the final days of their relationship, which she ended. Lizzie dropped Wood after an assault and
battery lawsuit was entered against him for "'c owhiding," i.e. whipping, a "travelling Daguerreotypist," who, according to Wood, had
sold a picture of Lizzie to a "darkey." While his assault on the photographer conformed to the Southern code of honor's emphasis
on upholding white manhood and the virtue of Southern womanhood, Wood did not boast about the episode but self-deprecatingly referred to the incident as "an opportunity of distinguishing
myself." Embarrassed but not overly regretful of the outcome of his
actions, Wood matter-of-factly mentioned the break up with Lizzie
and her subsequent marriage. 6
His last diary entries before he resumed his writing in Tallahassee were in December 1860. Now a practicing attorney in Charlottesville, Wood reacted to the election of Abraham Lincoln to the
presidency. He thought the Republicans underestimated the seriousness of secession sentiment in the "Cotton States" and seemed
"unaware of the impending danger." He hoped that conservative
sentiment in Virginia and the states of the Upper South would lead
to a national compromise that would preserve the "Union which
we have so long lived under." Wood endorsed President James
Buchanan's final message to Congress in which the president
argued that while secession was illegal, the federal government
could not legally prevent a state from leaving the Union. Although
Senator John]. Crittenden would not announce his proposal for a
compromise to the crisis until days after Wood's December diary
entries, news of a possible compromise was already in the air. Wood
hoped that the country would agree to extend the Missouri Compromise line to the Pacific Ocean, thus ensuring the continuing
legality of slavery in the South. He knew the prospects for a compromise were uncertain, but he could not "give up the hope that all
will eventually come right again." 7
6
7

WD, 53; Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Southern Honor: Ethics and Behavior in the Old
South (New York; Oxford University Press, 1982), 53, 369-70.
WD, 54-56; Buchanan's message and Crittenden's compromise proposal are
covered in David M. Potter, The Impending Crisis, completed and edited by Don.
E. Fehrenbacher, New American Nation Series (New York: Harper and Row,
1976).
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Image of the City Hotel: https:/ / www.floridamemory.com/ items/ show/ 27212.
The City Hotel in Tallahassee, where Charles Wood lived during his months in
Florida. The hotel, which was located across from the capitol on Adams Street, was
also the residence of General John B. Grayson, who died there. Another boarder
was Governor John Milton, who lived in the hotel when he was not staying at his
plantation near Marianna. Eventually known as the Morgan Hotel, the building
burned down in 1886. Courtesy Sta:te Library and Archives ofFlmida.

By the time he took up his pen again, on October 12, 1861,
the country had been at war for six months and Wood was serving
as a Confederate staff officer in Tallahassee, over 800 miles south
of his home in Virginia. How did Wood, a Virginian, end up in
Florida, so far away from his home state, where most of his former classmates fought? Writing from his room in the City Hotel
in Tallahassee, Wood was determined to "bring up my diary from
the time Va. withdrew from the Union and took her stand viz the
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other Southern States." Excited, he compared his last months to
the wanderings of "Gil Blas," the hero of an eighteenth century
adventure novel. Wood related how as a member of one of the volunteer companies from Charlottesville that marched to seize the
federal arsenal at Harper's Ferry, "before we had received the news
of the Secession of our State," they arrived to witness the "smoking
ruins which had been just abandoned by the U.S. troops. "8
Following the companies' return to Albemarle County, where
they were "received as heroes," he and John Bowie Magruder, a
hometown friend and fellow UVA alumnus, travelled to Lexington,
Virginia, in May 1861 to receive military training at the Virginia
Military Institute (VMI). Wood trained at VMI for seven weeks and
then returned to Albemarle County as a recruiter before entering
Camp Lee, the Confederate camp of instruction in Richmond,
where he joined the 21 st Virginia Volunteer Infantry Regiment
under the command of Colonel William Gilham. He served from
July and into September 1861 with the regiment in the dreary and
ill-fated Confederate campaign in the mountains of northwestern
Virginia. During those months, Wood rose to the rank of ordnance
sergeant but yearned to escape from "all the horrors of mud cold
and sickness" in that mountain campaign. He was stationed at Valley Mountain, Virginia, which Robert E. Lee, who commanded the
Confederate Army of the Northwest, described as the most miserable and depressing location of his service in the war. Lee attested to
the terrible weather and sickness Wood witnessed at Valley Mountain, describing his despair when he recalled "... the wan faces and
the emaciated forms of those hungry, sickly, shivering men of the
army at Valley Mountain!" 9
8

9

Wood's generation of Virginians and their service in the war are the subject
of Peter S. Carmichael, The Last Generation: Young Virginians in Peace, War, and
Reunion (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009); WD, 62; Alain
Rene Le Sage, The Adventures of Gil Blas of Santillane, Tobias Smolleett, trans.
Chicago: M.A. Donohue); for the organization of the Albemarle companies
and their movement to Harper's Ferry see William H. Runge and Bernard
P. Chamberlain, eds., "The Early Days of the War," The Magazine of Albemarle
County History: Civil War Issue, vol. 22, 196~4 (Charlottesville, VA: Albemarle
County Historical Society, 1964), 7-16.
WD, 63-64; Magruder attended UVA, 185~60, commanded the 57"' Virginia
Infantry Regiment, and died on July 5, 1863, as a result of wounds received at
Gettysburg. His life is captured in Kevin M. Levin, "'Our Little Boy Colonel':
An Account of the Life of John Bowie Magruder," The Magazine of Albemarle
County History, vol. 60 (Charlottesville, VA: Albemarle County Historical Society,
2002), 1-45; Wood outlined his biography in a letter to Joseph Reid Anderson
Jr., who was gathering information on VMI alumni. See Charles Wood to J. R.
Anderson, August 8, 1913, Historical Alumni, Faculty, and other Biographical
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At the end of August, Wood's father relayed the surprising
news that General John B. Grayson, the recently appointed Confederate commander of the military District of Middle and East
Florida headquartered in Tallahassee, had appointed Charles his
aide-de-camp and requested that the Confederate War Department commission Wood as a first lieutenant. Ecstatic over this tum
of events, Wood, even though sick, "started home next morning
and walked 30 miles on foot," reaching his home eight days later.
Unfortunately, his happy homecoming soon turned sour when his
father told him that the news of his appointment to General Grayson's staff was premature. Wood's cousin D. H. Wood, an officer
in the transportation section of the Confederate Quartermaster
Department responsible for the movement of military trains in and
out of Richmond, believed he had secured Charles' appointment
with Grayson but had since informed Charles' father that "owing
to some Legal obstacle" the appointment was no longer feasible. 10
Despairing of "returning to the suffering I had left in the North
West," Wood determined to go to Richmond in person to resolve
the problem and obtain the appointment. He met his father in the
Confederate capital and the two proceeded to the war department
to speak with Confederate Secretary of War Leroy P. Walker. They
found Walker "surrounded with men all eager to get audience
on some business of great interest to themselves." Elbowing their
way through the crowd, they managed to speak with Walker who
told them the problem could be cleared up by producing General

10

Files, Charles Wood file, Virginia Military Institute Archives. Wood's biographical information from the VMI Archives is also presented online as part of the
archives' "Historical Records Database" at http:/ /archivesweb.vmi.edu/rosters/record.php?ID=2358, where Wood is listed as a member of the "Military
Science class, 1861"; the 21" Virginia Infantry Regiment is outlined in Lee A.
Wallace Jr., A Guick to Virginia Military Organizations, 1861-1865, Virginia Regimental Histories Series, 2 ed., rev. (Lynchburg, VA: H. E. Howard, Inc., 1986),
103; Lee quote and information about the campaign in northwestern Virginia
comes from Emory M. Thomas, Jwbert E. Lee: A Biography (New York: W. W.
Norton and Company, 1995; Norton paperback, 1997), 201; 201-10 (citations
are from the paperback version).
WD, 64-65; for Grayson see Bruce S. Allardice and Lawrence Lee Hewitt, eds.,
Kentuckians in Gray: Confederate Generals and Field Officers of the Bluegrass State
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2008), 117-23. William C. Davis and
Julie Hoffman, eds., The Confederate Genera~ vol. 3, Gordon, George W. to Jordan,
Thomas (Harrisburg, PA: National Historical Society, 1991), 28-29; Ezra]. Warner, Generals in Gray: Lives of the Confederate Commanders (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1959; LSU paperback, 2006), 115-16 (citations are
to the paperback version); D. H. Wood's position is referenced in Harold S.
Wilson, Confederate Industry: Manufacturers and Quartermasters in the Civil War
(Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2002), 70.
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Grayson's application for Charles' appointment. They found the
application in the office of Alfred Taylor Bledsoe, one of Wood's
former professors at UVA and the chief of the Bureau of War within
the war department, who produced the document "from ten feet
below the surface" of a pile of similar papers. Document in hand,
Wood got Walker to sign off on his appointment. He was now "1 st
Lieutenant and A. D. C. in the Provisional Army of the Confederate States." 11
Wood returned home for a week to complete the assembling
of his outfit and supplies for his "Fla Campaign." During his stay,
he saw his sister Lucy and her new husband, Washington "Waddy"
B. Butler, a former UVA classmate. Waddy was a resident of Fernandina, Florida, who had left his state and given up a lieutenant's commission to serve in Virginia, where he would be closer to
Lucy. Like Charles, Waddy served in northwestern Virginia but had
"become rather disgusted with his Western Campaign" and wanted
to return to Florida. In May 1863, Lucy received word that Waddy,
who had since become a captain serving with the 2nd Florida Infantry Regiment, had been killed at Chancellorsville. Fortunately,
many of their letters to each other survived along with Lucy's wartime diary, which has become an important historical source in its
own right. In her diary, Lucy makes several references to "Charlie"
and his time in Florida, which she relates he compared to living in
the realm of"his Satanic Majesty." On September 20, 1861, Charlie
began his trip to that domain accompanied to the train station by
his father and Waddy, who saw him off to Richmond, where he
expected to begin his journey to Florida the next day. 12
11

12

WD, 65-67; when Wood met Walker, the Confederate secretary of war was in
the final days of his office, and the administrative confusion that Wood witnessed was one of the reasons Confederate president Jefferson Davis sought
Walker's resignation, which occurred on September 16, 1861. For Walker's resignation see William J. Cooper Jr., Jefferson Davis, American (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 2000), 354; Terry A. Barnhart, Albert Tayfnr Bkdsoe: Defender of the Oui
South and the Lost Cause (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2011),
141-143.
WD, 68-69; Waddy Butler's years at UVA, his Confederate commission, and
his death at Chancellorsville on May 3, 1863, are in Nash, Students of the University of Virginia, 17; Lucy Wood Butler Papers and Diary, Lucy Wood Butler
Papers, #1159, Southern Historical Collection, The Wilson Library, University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (hereafter refei::red to as Butler Papers); Butler Papers, 89. For one of the prominent studies that cites the Butler Papers
see Drew Gilpin Faust, Mothers ofInvention: Women of the Slavehouiing South in the
American Civil War, Fred W. Morrison Series in Southern Studies (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1996).
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Still feeling poorly and "in a stupor" from his exertions to reach
home, Wood, upon arriving in Richmond, listened as "Cousin
Davy" (D. H. Wood) told him there would be no trains going south
the next day. He suggested that in the interim Charles might find
it interesting to carry dispatches to General Joseph E. Johnston's
headquarters at Manassas. Tired and ill, Wood spent a miserable
day on the train to Manassas, which would have been an easy trip in
peacetime, but which now took several hours on the overburdened
wartime rail system. He arrived in Manassas on the afternoon of
September 21 and had to wait a couple of hours before proceeding
on to Johnston's headquarters at Fairfax Station. The delay allowed
Wood to observe the massive Confederate base at Manassas. He had
previously passed through Manassas back in April, when he was on
his way to Harper's Ferry. At that time there were "only one or two
small buildings to be seen." Now the place and the surrounding
area were home to the Confederate Army of the Potomac. Wood
observed, "Plank buildings were erected in sufficient number to
make a village while around in every direction the parapets of Field
fortifications appeared with their big guns frowning behind and
guarded each by a single sentinel." Taking in a view of the reality of
war, Wood saw a carpenter "industriously engaged in making fine
coffins which have piled in heaps around him." 13
The train to Fairfax Station finally arrived and dropped him
off, but he then had to find a horse and ride to the general's headquarters, where he hoped to find "good supper and comfortable
lodging." Along the way, he saw "regiments were on either side the
road and their camp fires illuminated the road nearly all the way
while occasionally I would pass a party with knapsacks on, plodding silently along on their way to do picket duty at some distant
out post." Upon entering the house which served as headquarters,
Wood "entered a small room where sat very military looking old
fellow in uniform before the fire surrounded by half a dozen staff
officers & I asked for Gen. Johnston and was told he was before
me ... " Wood gave the dispatches to the general, who asked him
if he would like to warm himself by the fire. After staying a while,
Wood found that the local hotel was full and his stomach too upset
to eat. He spent the night by a camp fire and underwent another
long and exhausting train ride back to Richmond the next day. 14
13
14

WD, 70-72; for General Johnston see Craig L. Symonds, Joseph E. Johnston: A
Civil War Biography (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1992).
WD, 72-76.
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Wood began his journey to Tallahassee on September 23. He
boarded a small train at Petersburg Depot and managed to find a
seat among "the most disagreeable set of people to wit volunteers
returning home on furlough or sick leave." A snooty, sick, and anxious young man, Wood had enjoyed the sheltered life of a university student and young professional; he was unaccustomed to being
around common folk and now had to take a seat on a long ride
among them. Before the war, money and class had allowed men
like Wood to maintain a distance from the great unwashed, but
now he found their presence "one of the most striking phases of
these extraordinary times." Wood was mortified with the "character
of the masses who fill up the ranks of our armies ... and it is really
disheartening to see what a number of ignorant vulgar and ill bred
set of men our Country can produce." Although "there were never
any sympathies between me and this class of persons," he believed
the best approach was not to smother them with kindness, which
only met with "their contempt," but "to be reserved and maintain
at all times a dignified manner" which would eventually "procure
their respect in spite of them. "15
The vulgarity and poor manners Wood observed among the
common soldiers was not surprising. Equally true was his realization that many of them were probably just as disparaging of him. In
his classic study of 'Johnny Reh," historian Bell Wiley identified the
young staff officer as a particular "object of great contempt" among
the mass of soldiers. They despised the fact that men like Wood
had obtained their positions due to family connections. Although
Wood would see his share of battlefields, the relative ease of these
staff assignments brought derision from the frontline soldiery, who
called the staff officers "yaller dogs" for seemingly avoiding the
smoke and blood ofbattle. 16
It was in this enlightened frame of mind that Wood began his
travels. Delays caused him to miss his connection in Wilmington,
North Carolina, and he had to "lay over at that miserable place
where there is no accommodation afforded or shown." The train
arrived at Florence, South Carolina, at noon on September 24 and
remained there until continuing on to Charleston on the 25th. Still
ill, Wood nevertheless determined to do some sightseeing before
15
16

WD, 78-80.
Bell Irvin Wiley, The Life ofJohnny Reb: The Common Soldi,er of the Confederacy
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1943; reissued by Louisiana State University
Press, 1978), 48-50, 343.
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resuming his travel the next day. He "walked about the narrow
streets went to the wharf and saw Fort Sumpter in the distance, also
saw a cargo of coffee being taken from a steamer that had run the
blockade." On September 26, despite a sudden storm during a carriage ride to the train station, he boarded the train for Savannah,
Georgia, where he began the final leg of his journey to Florida. 17
The state Wood was about to enter was hardly prepared for
war. Although it had been the third state to secede, leaving the
Union on January 10, 1861, Florida had done little to prepare its
defenses before and after the Confederate attack on Fort Sumter
on April 12, 1861. It is true that the Confederacy assembled an
army at Pensacola in the standoff between its forces and Union
troops holding Fort Pickens on Santa Rosa Island. However, this
buildup was an operation separate in space and strategy. In the
extreme west of the Panhandle, Pensacola was isolated from the
rest of the state and once it became clear that a reinforced Fort
Pickens was too strong to fall, the Confederates eventually withdrew to reinforce more important theatres. Florida did raise four
infantry regiments and assorted battalions during the first months
of the war, but these regiments were too dispersed to mount more
than a moderate defense: one regiment was stationed in Pensacola, another was scattered along the Gulf coast, a third was on the
Atlantic at Amelia Island, and the fourth, the 2nd Florida Infantry,
was out of state in Virginia. With few weapons and trained officers,
Florida had made little improvement in its meager defenses by the
time Wood reached its shores. 18
Florida's paucity of military resources may not have mattered
if the Confederacy had sent men and material to reinforce the
state. This was the hope of Governor Madison Starke Perry, who
believed that Florida's only salvation was to turn over its defense to
the Confederate government. He readily approved applications for
the creation of units for Confederate service, and he waited anxiously for the Confederate government to appoint a commander
to organize the defense of the state outside of the Pensacola area,
which already contained a Confederate army under the command
of General Braxton Bragg. On August 21, 1861, the Confederate
17
18

WD, 80-82.
Johns, Florida During the Civil War, 10, 33-37. Pensacola's importance is covered
in George F. Pearce, Pensacola During the Civil War: A Thorn in the Side of the Con·
federacy (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2000); for the 2nd FL Infantry,
Waddy Butler's regiment, and its fighting in Virginia see Zack C. Waters and
James C. Edmonds, A Small but Spartan Band: The Florida Brigade in Lee's Army of
Northern Virginia (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2010).
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General John B. Grayson in 1861. He served briefly as the commander of the
Department of Middle and East Florida before his death at the City Hotel in
Tallahassee on October 21, 1861. Courtesy Mississippi Department ofArchives and History.

War Department appointed Brigadier General John B. Grayson to
command the District of Middle and East Florida, a military district
comprised of the Florida counties east of the Apalachicola River. 19
19

Governor Perry and his military policies are covered in W. Buck Yearns, ed.,
The Confederate Governors (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1985), 58-61;
Johns, Fwrida During the Civil War, 56-58.
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Born in Kentucky on October 18, 1806, Grayson graduated
from West Point in 1826 and had a distinguished military career.
After his first assignment at Fort Monroe, Virginia, he served in
Georgia and at Fort Mitchell, Alabama, fought in the Second Seminole War, and was stationed in New Orleans from 1836 to 1847 as
a commissary officer. His diligence in New Orleans earned him the
appointment as the chief commissariat in General Winfield Scott's
campaign in the war with Mexico. Grayson shined in Mexico,
where he was breveted major and then lieutenant-colonel for his
bravery in the battles of Contreras, Churubusco, and Chapultepec.
When the Civil War began, Grayson, was chief of commissary in
the New Mexico Territory. He resigned his commission on July 1,
1861, and travelled to Richmond to put himself at the disposal of
the Confederate government and its president, Jefferson Davis, a
former West Point classmate.
On August 15, Davis commissioned Grayson a brigadier general, and a week later the war department assigned him to Florida.
By the time he arrived in Richmond, Grayson was gravely ill, having
contracted tuberculosis in the West. Determined to take up his new
post, however, Grayson made his way to Florida, arriving in Fernandina on September 4. He spent several weeks inspecting and
trying to improve Florida's pitiable defenses from the Atlantic to
the Apalachicola River. When Wood began his diary entries from
Florida on October 12, 1861, Grayson had less than two weeks to
live. His last days in Tallahassee are central to Wood's account of his
time in Florida, which Wood reached by steamboat from Savannah
at the end of September. About two weeks after his arrival in the
state, he made the following diary entries about some of his experiences in Florida.20
Head Quarters Military Departm
Middle & East Florida
City Hotel Tallahassie Fla
October 121h.lB6l
At 4 o'clock I put-off in the neat and commodious little steamboat St. Johns which steamed pleasantly along through the labyrinth of channels which separate the coast of Ga. from the Islands.
Next day the weather was delightful and nothing was wanted to me
20

~lardice and Hewitt, Kentuckians in Gray, 117-123; the biographical informa·
tion about persons cited in the notes on the diary, unless otheiwise indicated,
comes from one or more of the following sources: federal census records, Confederate service records, and Nash, Students of the University of Virginia.
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to make the trip equally so but my miserable state of health. I got
hold of some half ripe oranges which were the only things that I
relished since leaving home and sat on deck watching the white
cranes and little alligators playing in the edge of the tall reedsin the afternoon we stopped at St. Simons Island the place that
"Lord" King and Bobby Cooper hailed from-and about sunset
landed at the sandy village of Fernandina where the Butler's have
been living for a year or two. I went to the Clay House and learned
that General Grayson whom I expected to find here was very ill in
Tallahassee. 21
Next morning while looking out for a drug store to get some
blue pills Sampson Butler Wad's half brother came to see me he
is about 16 yrs. old and seems a kind hearted fellow, though it is
evident that he is not equal to the other boys in intellectual caliber
& has been turned loose to take care of himself too early in life.
Soon after Lee Butler came-he is a very handsome fellow and
made a fine appearance in his new Confederate uniform (he has
recently been appointed 2nd Lieut. C.S.A. and is on duty as drill
master) his nose and cheeks were lighted up with a brilliant glow of
red which may be [illegible] the scorching sun or may be to some
other less creditable cause. I was sick in Fernandina a week most of
the time in bed. At First I had a high fever which my Physician Dr
Clay broke with Quinine. Dr. Clay by the by is a brother of one Tom
Clay with whom I boarded at Bill Ballards & whose head Bob Price
broke with an inkstand which heroic achievement (for Clay was a
21

WD, 85--86. The address and date are on page 62 of the diary, and the diary
entry is from that date, but the entry, Wood's first entry about his arrival in
Florida, begins on the middle of page 85; "Lord King" was Henry Lord Page
King (1831-1862), son of Georgia planter and politician Thomas Butler King
(1800-1864), and brother to John Floyd King (1842-1915), a classmate of
Wood's at UVA. John may have introduced Wood to Lord or "Lordy," who,
like Wood, served as a Confederate staff officer. Lord King fell in the Battle of
Fredericksburg on December 13, 1862. An overview of his life and death is in
Stephen Berry, "Henry Lord Page King: No Redemption, Only Regret, For the
Reckless Son ofa Troubled Southern Family," Civil War Monitor 3, no. 3 (2013):
24-25, 75. John Floyd King also served as a Confederate officer, rising to the
rank of lieutenant-colonel in command of artillery in Virginia. After the war,
John Floyd moved to Louisiana to practice law. He eventually won a seat in
Congress and served, from 1879 to 1887: "King,John Floyd, (1842-1915)," Biographical Dictionary of the United States Congress, http://bioguide.congress.gov/
scripts/biodisplay.pl?index=K000206; Bobby "Cooper" was Robert H. Couper
(1841-?), another Wood UVA classmate and Confederate officer, Couper was
wounded and captured at Gettysburg and remained a prisoner until the end
of the war; the "Butlers" refers to Waddy Butler's family; Dr. Clay was Elizer G.
Clay, a physician in Fernandina.
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notorious coward) was the cause of Bob's leaving the institution
of Whitescarver and speaking of Whitescarver reminds me that I
studied the rudiments of Latin under him and this morning as I lay
in bed before breakfast after the lapse of nine years some lines of
Horace came into my head which I learned to [illegible] there and
struck me for the first time this morning in all their poetic beautyand thus it is with many a task which at school seems so dull and
useless and even meaningless-it is good to grind them into the
mind nol,ens vol,ens--and long years afterward they will spring from
the soil where they have been buried budding into beautiful blossoms and becoming wholesome fruit. 22
When I got up from bed at Fernandina I found that I was in the
same bilious state and could not relish life at all. So weak as I was I
determined to quit the place which had become nauseating to me.
The Butlers had sent a boy who had one hand cut off on a railroad
to wait on me. I gave him a Demijohn containing a gallon of Old
Apple Brandy which I had brought all the way from Richmond to
carry to the cars; he broke the bottom out and let it all run into
the ground. I felt too supremely wretched even to cuss him for that
and got quietly on board and went bumping along in the dirty cars
surrounded by dirty people through marshes filled with dirty water,
the very smoke from the engine had a disgusting smell. 23
At twelve o'clock we stopped at Lake City another new village
scattered about in the sand. Here we staid till two o'clock in the
morning and then got on the stinking cars again. By the time my
case had developed itself into a confirmed jaundice. My eyes resembled the ripe nettle berry, my skin the oldest parchment. After this
lay over at the Lake City, which is arranged by the railroad directors
for the benefit of that city, we reached Tallahassee by eleven o'clock
a.m. The country around here is broken and hilly and looked more
like country for civilized people to live in. The houses here nearly
all framed and scattered along at such wide intervals in the broad,
sandy streets that few of them can be seen at a time and the place
does not look as much like a town as Char ville, though in fact it is
22

23

WD, 86-88; Sampson H. Butler (1845-?) enlisted in 1862 and served throughout the war in the 2nd Florida Cavalry, see David H. Hartman and David Coles,
comps., Biographical Rosters ofFlorida's Confederate and Union Soldiers 1861-1865,
vol. 4 (Wilmington, NC: Broadfoot Publishing Company, 1995), 1546; Lee M.
Butler (1839-?) enlisted in July 1861 and was appointed first lieutenant in
August. Like Wood, he served as a staff officer, see Hartman and Coles, vol. 1,
Biographical Rosters, 230.
WD, 88-89; a demijohn is a large squat bottle with a short, narrow neck used
for transporting liquid, usually wine or spirits.
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not so large a place. There is only one hotel, the City, unostentatious but large and roomy, fronting the State Capitol. 24
Here I was met and welcomed by Dr. Sabal, the Med. Director
of Gen Grayson. A young man about my own age and 2nd Lieut.
Ferryman of Madison City Va. some 21 years of age and holding a
position similar to Lee Butler's. They soon made me feel at home.
A room on the 1st floor was given me large and high pitched and
well furnished three others on the same range all opening on a
portico which overlooked the backyard are occupied by the Gen. &
staff and by the Gov. of the state. 25
Having seen nothing for some days that I could relish, I felt a
longing for some fresh figs, tomatoes, and buttermilk. I procured
three figs, the last of the season, a saucer of tomatoes half an inch
in diameter likewise last of the season and was told that it would be
several months before any fruit whatever could be had. Went in to
see the General and found him weak and emaciated scarcely speaking above a whisper. He spoke of what he would do when he should
get well. As if he confidently expected to be well in a few days. Dr.
Sabal had been acting as assistant adjutant general, but I was at
once installed in his place under the army regulations.26
Tallahassee
October 18lh 1861
Have been in this place a little more than two weeks. The
weather was at first disagreeably warm and the mosquitoes were
troublesome. But the weather is cool now and under Dr. Sabal's
24

WD, 90-91 ; "Char ville" is Charlottesville; originally known as Brown's Inn, after
Thomas Brown, Thomas Brown, the owner and a governor of Florida, governor
of Florida, and located across from the capitol on the west side of Adams Street,
between Pensacola and Lafayette streets, the hotel was renamed "The City
Hotel" in 1839. It was eventually known as the Morgan Hotel and burned down
in 1886. See the description of the hotel in Florida Memary, State Library and
Archives of Florida at https://www.floridamemory.com/ items/ show/ 27212.
25 WD, 91-92; Dr. Emile Talvande Sabal (1835-1907) was born in Georgia and
received his medical degree from Long Island Medical College in Brooklyn,
New York. In 1859, he moved to Jacksonville to practice medicine and enlisted in the Confederate army in that city in July 1861. After General Grayson's
death, Sabal was transferred to hospital duty as a surgeon in Richmond. He
returned to Jacksonville after the war and became one of the city's most prominent physicians. See his biography in Webster Merritt, A Century of Medicine in
Jacksonville and Duval County (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1949),
59-60 and his war service in Hartman and Coles, Biographical Rosters, vol. 1,
238; when Wood arrived in Florida, Madison Starke Perry was still governor
until October 7, when John Milton was inaugurated. Milton was staying at the
City Hotel before his inauguration.
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Image of the Florida Capitol: https: //www.floridamemory.com / items/show/24636.
Florida's capitol during the Civil War. Wood attended the inauguration of Governor
John Milton at the capitol on October 7, 1861. Courtesy of the State Library and Archives
of Flurida.

treatment the jaundice is rapidly leaving me. Before each meal I
continue to take a little nitric acid. This gives me an enormous
appetite and I am prolonging the pleasure of eating till every person leaves the table and am thus making up for lost time. I brought
a letter from Wad. Butler to a Miss Lily Call here and mentioning
this subject to Gen. Milton then Gov. Elect. He brought her brother
Capt. Call to call upon me-I also transport a letter to Mr. McDougall a middle aged old fellow who keeps a book store here. Judge
McGee who was in Va. when I left gave me the letter to him as one
of his most particular friends and I find him just such a shrewd
but kind hearted and cheerful old codger as would suit for one of
Dickens favorite characters, having some curiosity to see Miss Call
I've made an engagement with the old gentleman McDougall to go
to see her this evening-Tallahassee has the reputation of having
pretty girls. Soon after I got here I had an opportunity of seeing a
few of them at the Gov. 's inauguration and at some tableaux vivants
given in the Capitol building for the benefit of absent soldiers. 27
27

WD, 93-94; "Miss Lilly Call" was Elizabeth M. Call, the sister of "Capt. Call,"
Wilkinson Call. They were children of Dr. G. W. Call, a physician and brother to
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Gen. Grayson has been gradually sinking. The day after I got
here he called me to him and told me that as his aide de camp I
was his confidential friend and advisor and that I must consider
myself as his son. Poor old fellow-he then confidently expected
to get well in a short time but a day or two afterwards while sitting
by him as he lay in his lounge he sighed and remarked "It is hard
to wait thirty or forty years for a command and then give it all up"
"Well General," said I, "it all comes to the same thing in the end
and at last makes little difference whether our ambitions have been
gratified or not." ''Yes that's so," said he and lapsed into silence. 28
A few days afterward a Catholic Priest arrived who baptized
him and took him into the folds of the Church. Sabal who is of
Catholic parents was present at the ceremony and says that as soon
as it was over the General fell into a quiet slumber. I could not but
think how beautiful and consoling is that religion which can so
easily by means of a priest bring peace to the troubled mind. The
General's servant, a Mexican whom he picked up in course of his
frontier service when under the U. S. is faithful to the last instant
sits at the door all day and is ever ready when the Gen. calls he
speaks little or no English and all alone he sits now and then lighting a cigarette to ease his troubled mind. Whenever the Gen. is in
any way annoyed Poncianno has to bear the brunt of his temper
and sometimes something faintly resembling an oath will escape
him and visit itself on Poncianno's devoted head the force of habit
being too strong to be controlled by his new Religion-in such
cases I am sure as in Uncle Toby's case the recording angel "drops
a tear upon it and blots it out forever." 29

28
29

Richard Keith Call, former territorial governor of Florida. Wilkinson Call served
as Assistant Adjutant General of Florida throughout the war. In December 1865,
he was elected to the U.S. Senate, but as a former Confederate officer he was not
allowed to serve. After Reconstruction, he was elected and served in the Senate
from 1879 to 1897. For Wilkinson see "Call, Wilkinson, (1834-1910), Biographical Dictionary of the United States Congress, http://bioguide.congress.gov/ scripts/
biodisplay.pl?index=c000051. Wilkinson's older brother, Captain, later major,
George W. Call, was an officer in the 2nd Florida Infantry and a businessman
in Fernandina, where he no doubt knew Waddy Butler's family. For Wilkinson
and George W. Call see Hartman and Coles, Biographical Rosters, vol. 1,230 and
vol. 5, 2110; John McDougal was a merchant from Scotland; judge McGee"
was John C. McGehee, a judge in Madison County, Florida, and the president
of Florida's secession convention, see "Judge John C. McGehee is No More,"
Tallahassee Weekly Flmidian, October 25, 1881, vol. 17, no. 27; John Milton was
inaugurated governor on October 7, 1861. He is the only Florida governor for
which no inaugural address exists.
WD, 94-95.
WD, 95-96; the attending priest was Father Peter Dufau, who served in the
Tallahassee area and Georgia during the war. Recruited from France, Dufau
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About a week ago a Telegram came from Richmond announcing to Gen. Grayson that as he was unable to engage in active duties
that Gen. E. K. Smith (the Blucher of Manassas Plains) had been
ordered to relieve him until he should recover his health etc. and
though the General had made his arrangements for death (which
true to his courageous spirit he said he was not afraid of) when I
read the dispatch to him I could see that it pained him-the dispatch was couched in very complimentary terms-but the General's only remark was "short and sweet," he said nothing more but
lay in deep thoughts. 30
He has a son in New Orleans who is captain of an artillery company there and has been written for and the General is anxious to
see him. He sleeps now nearly all day. For several days I have been
waiting to find him sufficiently awake and active in mind to tell me
what it is he wants done, as he called me to him one day and told
me he wanted certain things attended to then having great difficulty in speaking so as to make himself understood, he would put
it off until the next day until now he has forgotten it although this
morning he did not know me his mind wondered a little and he
muttered something about his son. 31
Meantime General Smith does not arrive-and I am put to
considerable trouble-various persons are constantly calling and
trying to get me to issue orders-which I have refused to do. Dr.

30

31

baptized General Grayson on October 9, 1861. Dr. Sabal sponsored Grayson's
entry into the Catholic Church and signed Dufau's entry in the parish register: "I received into the Catholic Church and Baptized Brigadier-GeneralJohn
Brickenridge Grayson, born at Lynchburgh, Va. October 181h 1806 commanding Military Department M. & E Fla." The entry is in Blessed Sacrament Catholic Church (Tallahassee, Fla.) Records, 1847-1878, 1908-1941, M74-21, Box
1, Reel 1, Item 11, State Archives of Florida. For Dufau see Michael Gannon,
Rebel Bishop: Augustin Verot, Florida's Civil War Prelate (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 1997), 240; "Uncle Toby" is a character from Laurence Sterne,
The Life and Opinions ofTristram Shandy, Gentleman, Penguin Classics (London:
Penguin, 2003), 383.
WD, 96-97; For the order relieving Grayson and appointing Edmund Kirby
Smith see "Special Orders, No. 176," October 10, 1861, OR, Series 1, 6: 288-289;
Edmund Kirby Smith (1824--1893) was a Florida native and hero of the First
Battle of Manassas, where he was severely wounded while leading his brigade
at a decisive point in the battle late on the afternoon ofJuly 21, 1861. Wood's
reference to Smith as the "Blucher of Manassas Plain" refers to the late but
decisive arrival of Smith's brigade on the battlefield, where, like the Prussian
reinforcements led by General Blucher at Waterloo, his unit helped break the
enemy line to win the battle. For Smith see Joseph H. Parks, General Edmund
Kirby Smith, CSA (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1954).
WD, 97-98;John Breckinridge GraysonJr. (1835-1897) was a captain in the l"
Regiment, Louisiana Heavy Artillery.
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Sabal who is very plausible makes himself very busy with the affairs
of my department reading the dispatches which I get then giving
his views to this man and that when he has no responsibility upon
him & can thus make himself very knowing & obliging about things
he is ignorant of. My patience has been very severely taxed yet he
so manages that I cannot get him into a situation to accuse him
of meddling. For instance before the Gen. got too low to agree to
have orders issued when he was annoyed into it Sabal would be
the interlocutor between the General and the party seeking the
order. He would then come to me with his party and direct me to
make out such an order-leaving the impression upon the third
party that I was acting as his clerk. He soon saw by my manner that
he would have to be cautious in this course of policy and though
carries it on still be very circumspect. The devil of it is that in our
intercourse we are on the most friendly terms and I have no evidence of a positive nature to show that he is not one of the finest
fellows in the world. 32
Then there is Lt. Mayo from Va. the General's Engineer officer
who the Gen. before he got so low ordered to report here from
Fernandina. He may be a very good fellow but has no delicacy of
feeling and is I am sure very thickskulled. I have been very near
taking offense at him several times-but am inclined to think that
his disagreeable manner at times results from the coarseness of
his nature and the thickness of his skull as above mentioned. I can
overlook faults very readily which spring from such sources & find
no difficulty in managing him by giving him to understand that his
opinions are superfluous when he undertakes to dictate what are
my duties and laughing at him afterwards to get him into a good
humor. But Sabal keeps me uneasy with his open and easy manner
and smiling face. He is certainly a good Physician and may be a
very clever with an unfortunate desire to seem a greater man than
he is. I hope so and sometimes am inclined to take this charitable
view of the case. 33
Gen. Milton the new Gov. is another difficult case he has somewhat of the manner of Old Bledsoe of the U Va. He is anxious
to tum the whole world upside down by his own superior wisdom
and sagacity-talks lengthy of his exploits in the Executive capacity
32
33

WD, 98-99.
WD, 99-101; George Upshur Mayo (1834-1896) served with the U.S. Geodetic
Survey before the war. He obtained the rank of major in the Confederate army,
see "George Upshur Mayo Dead," Washington Post, February 2, 1896, p. 5.
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Image of Governor John Milton: https:/ / www.floridamemory.com/ items/
show/128593. Governor John Milton (1861-1865). Wood described Milton as "a
difficult case." He also described Milton as having a gray beard, which is not evident
in any of the existing photographs of the governor. Courtesy State Library and Archives
ofFlorida.
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which he is performing and is about to perform. "By god sir I intend
to have all these things straight trust me for that" then wags his
[illegible] gray beard and strides off to his arduous duties-he has
already put his foot into it and had to take it out again-by interfering with a Regiment at Apalachicola under the command of Col.
Hopkins. The Col. Came up swearing blood and thunder drawing
down the corners of his mouth and closing his eyes-and talked
me almost to death-finally the Gov. caved in & quickly let the vindictive Col. Have his way. Some days ago the Gov. offered to make
me one of his aids with the rank of Colonel in the event of Gen.
Grayson's death. I would first however have to declare my intention of becoming a citizen of Florida & would only get pay while on
active duty. The commission of Col. Was I must acknowledge quite
tempting but under all the circumstances I soon concluded to hold
on to my commission of 1st Lt. In the P.A.C.S. and told the Gov. that
I would consider the matter. 34
Tallahassee
October 19liL1861
Yesterday Capt. Grayson arrived he is a fine looking good
humored young fellow about my age and though by no means lacking in sense is I should say not brilliant. There are some characters
of which in the first few hours acquaintance I can always say this
much, and again there are those of whom I can say no more until
I have known them for months. Quick insight into character is a
valuable gift, and I should like to be able to take a man weigh him
at once in the intellectual and moral scales and give without difficulty the component parts of his character but it is a feat I've never
34

WD, 101-02; Wood is comparing Milton to Albert Taylor Bledsoe;John Milton
(1807- 1865) was determined to rectify what he believed to be the lax and
incompetent military policies of Governor Perry. He was frustrated in his
efforts by the unwillingness of the Confederate government to reinforce Florida. While he respected General Grayson, whom he had known since the late
1830s, when they had both lived in New Orleans, he knew Grayson was physically unfit for command. He insisted that Richmond replace Grayson as soon
as possible or, if a replacement could not be found, he suggested the military
command for himself. Milton was especially outraged by Colonel Hopkin's
defensive preparations at Apalachicola, which Milton deemed a port vital to
Florida's economy. Colonel Edward D. Hopkins (1809-1887), as Wood relates,
was just as upset by Milton's interference with his command. Hopkins, a Whig,
had run and lost against Milton in the gubernatorial election of 1860. He commanded the 4"' Florida Infantry Regiment. For Milton's early weeks in offi~e
see Ridgeway Boyd Murphree, "Rebel Sovereigns: The Civil War Leadership
of Governors John Milton of Florida and Joseph E. Brown of Georgia, 18611865," (PhD diss., Florida State University, 2006), 58-69.
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been able to achieve. I find though as I grow older in experience
this task becomes less difficult. 35
On looking back to my earliest days I find there was a time
when I must have been one of the most trusting individual in my
nature that it is possible to achieve. I trusted in every one and could
not see a character in a bad light or in its true shape no matter
how plain & clean it was presented to me. Just so long as person
or boy rather showed meaness or cowardice or malice I was pained
at the manifestation but overlooked it all and felt relief in doing
so as soon as he would assume a more pleasing part. There are
persons whom I could name whose true characters never showed
themselves to me until within the last year or two. Now I can generally tell at once whether a man is honest, if he happens to be the
reverse & even sometimes when he merely seems so I have a feeling of doubt and uneasiness but can never decide what to think of
him until evidence of the next positive notion is afforded me. This
evidence once obtained a mans character becomes clear as glass
and I feel as though I can read every motive which activates him.36
This is my experience in judging whether a man is honest or
dishonest, but in order as I said above to understand and perceive
the distinctive features of a mans character I have to wait until my
mind gradually absorbs him so to speak. The former process is
merely intuitive the latter is more of an intellectual nature. When
I was quite young the intellectual absorbent as digestive faculty was
too intimately blended with my emotional nature and too weak
operate successfully in character, but with age and experience it
becomes stronger and more distinct and therefore the man [illegible] digests a given subject. 37
Last night Mr. McDougall and I went to see Miss Call. She was
unwell so we crossed the street to call on Miss Eppes. Mr. Eppes
the Father being originally from Va. had called on me in the morning-he is a grandson of Thomas Jefferson & hence cousin of our
Col. T. J. Randolph.
There were two daughters the prettiest one married they seem
to be a merry family but not calculated to set a river on firethe ladies favored us with a couple of duets with which we were
charmed as became us. Old M'D sat up and talked of sweethearts
etc. with a spirit and good humor which was refreshing to see and
35
36
37

WD, 103.
WD, 103-05.
WD, 105.
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Image of General Edmund Kirby Smith: https:/ / www.floridamemory.com/items/
show/ 255299. General Edmund Kirby Smith was supposed to succeed General
Grayson as Confederate commander in Florida; however, Smith was reassigned to
command in Tennessee and never made to the state. A Florida native, Smith's statue
was placed in Statuary Hall in the U.S. Capitol in 1922. Florida residents recently
voted to replace Smith with a statue of African American educator Mary McLeod
Bethune. Courtesy State Liurary and Archives ofF/mida.

did credit to human nature-my new uniform ran a narrow risk of
being ruined by the rain coming back. Gen. Smith still does not
arrive though Capt. Grayson relieved my mind somewhat to day by
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informing me that it is customary for one General when relieving
another to retain the staff as a mark of courtesy. 38
Tallahassee
Nov. 12th 1861
Since writing the last I have traveled about 2500 miles and am
here again but in no 13 up stairs. On Sunday night the 20 th October
Gen. Grayson seemed so low that I decided to sit up with him not
withstanding the delicate state of my health Sabal Mayo & Capt.
Grayson as well as Poncianno all sat up too-between one and two
o'clock I concluded to go & lay down with my clothes on & left
the General breathing heavily-at 15 minutes before 4 A.M. Mayo
woke me and said Gen. Gr. was making his last gasp-I went in at
once and found the others standing around the bed, on examination I found Gen. G. had ceased to breath though he appeared as
if in a gentle slumber. 39
Demilly the Hotel keeper was then sent for. He soon came with
some servants and began making preparations for laying out the
corpse. I laid down on a lounge by the bed side and soon fell into a
heavy sleep. I only recollect to have heard the dull scraping sound
which was made in washing the bod. Though I had never witnessed
this process I was too much overcome by weakness & fatigue to be
impressed by it all but slept on undisturbed. Capt. Grayson commenced making his arrangements and giving directions soon after
the last breath had left the body of his father and volunteered to
enlighten me & make numerous suggestions as to what should be
done under the circumstances. The 1st thing an inventory was to be
made of all the property. He at last concluded to wait until morning and was prevailed upon to go to bed. After breakfast he stirred
me up again for this duty & commenced by requesting me to note
down the contents of a drawer containing a good deal of worthless trash while trunks and camp equipment and numerous other
38

39

WD, 106---07; The Eppes daughters in their early twenties in 1861 were Susan
Frances Eppes (1839-1908) and Marie Jefferson Eppes (1840-1896). Their
father, Francis Wayles Eppes (1801-1881) , was the grandson of Thomas Jefferson; Thomas Jefferson Randolph ( 1792-1875) was the oldest grandson of Thomas Jefferson. Randolph was from Albemarle County, where he became a planter,
politician and colonel in the Confederate army; General Smith never arrived.
He was eventually assigned to command Confederate forces in East Tennessee.
In 1863, he was assigned to command the Trans-Mississippi Department. Smith
surrendered his army in Texas in June 1865, the last Confederate army to surrender to the Union. In November, 1861, General James H. Trapier (1815-1865)
became the new commander of the Department of Middle and East Florida.
WD, 108; Grayson died on October 21, see Allardice and Hewitt, Kentuckians in
Gray, 122.
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things were lying around promising a laborious job when it should
come to their tum. Fortunately for me however for I was on the
point of dropping under weakness and a blinding head ache it was
concluded to take down only the amount of money and make a
lumping business of the rest-there was by the way about $1500
in gold in an old yam sock while another contained $80 in silver. 40
The Generals body was laid in state in the parlor covered with
the Confederate Flag candles lighted & placed at his head & feet
& a guard of honor from a volunteer company placed over him. It
was arranged that we should start that evening for New Orleans for
I had decided to accompany Capt. Grayson and Poncianno. The
body was accordingly put into a coffin of tin which was placed in
one of wood covered with black cloth & this was placed in a box &
filled in with charcoal. We put on our uniforms, it being the first
time of my appearance in full uniform and set off to the Depot
with an escort of artillery and procession of citizens in carriages.
Gov. Milton made arrangements for our transportation to Savannah and the following evening after dark we arrived there in the
cars having traveled half the preceeding night on a stage. 41
I met Bob Cooper of St. Simons Island on the cars, he had
been into the interior to look for some place for his Fathers family to remove to as an attack was expected on Brunswick by the
Lincoln armada about that time setting sail from Hampton Roads.
We remained in Savannah the following day which was a fortunate
thing for me as I had time to rest & [illegible] my health a little. I
soon found Ferrill and enjoyed the meeting a good deal as I had
not seen him since he was at the University of Va. He dined with
me at the Screven House and I took tea with him at his home were
his Father & Grandfather Mother & Sisters and several younger
brothers all lived in plain but good style, they showed me several
Photographs of F's next younger brother who was killed in Bartows
Regiment at Manassas Plains on the 21 st july. 42
40
41

42

WD, 108-l0;John L. DeMilly.
WD, 111-12; Wood participated in the funeral procession in New Orleans on
October 28. General Grayson is buried in a tomb in Saint Louis Cemetery No.
2 in New Orleans. Grayson's wife, Caroline, "the belle of New Orleans in her
young days," lived in nearby Madisonville, where she had turned her home
into a hotel. She had a colorful personality and is mentioned several times in
Charles Fast, ed., Sarah Margan: The Civil War Diary of a Southern Woman (Athens, University of Georgia Press, 1991, Touchtone paperback, 1992), 466--70,
495 (citations are from the paperback edition).
WD, 112-13; The "Lincoln Armada" was the Union fleet destined for Port
Royal, South Carolina. After the fleet left Hampton Roads on October 29,
1861, all the southern states along the Atlantic Coast feared invasion; John
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In Savannah I found out the Quartermaster's Office and drew
my pay. Grayson was with me and on my going into a calculation
to ascertain the amount due me-he was for ending the matter by
informing me that my pay was $90 per month-but I suggested
there was a little clause in the army Regulations giving and aid De
Camp $35 additional to his pay as Lieutenant. He had not heard
of this & therefore I was mistaken. I then showed him the clause
together with another which gives an officer on the staff the same
pay as that of an officer oflike rank in cavalry-a 1st Lieutenant of
Cavalry has $100 per month therefore my pay was $135 per month
at this Grayson looked really injured he drew a sigh and said that
my pay was then more than his-he seemed to think that such a
proposition required no further comment to show how monstrous
it was. After I at the same time [illegible] my 10 cents milage on
my journey from Richmond down. In this I found that I was very
near losing the amount of my expenses on that trip for the regulations say that civilians receiving commissions report to their posts
at their own expense-it happened however that at the time of my
appointment however I was a private in Capt. Witchers company
although I was appointed under the law providing that civilians
might receive appointments on the Staff. 43
The November 12, 1861, entrywas the last entry in Wood's diary
until January 10, 1863. By that date, two years from Florida's secession, he was writing from Charleston, where he had been stationed
since October 1862. He regretted that he had not recorded "all
of the experiences which I have passed through since writing the
last page .... "After General Grayson's funeral, Wood returned to
Florida and served as an assistant adjutant general under Colonel
William S. Dilworth, who was serving as the interim commander of
the Department of Middle and East Florida until General James
H. Trapier took command of the department in late November
1861. In April 1862, Wood was appointed Captain and assumed

43

Oliver Ferrill (1836-1884) attended UVA and served in the Confederate army.
His brother Julius Alford Ferrill was killed serving in the 8th Georgia Infantry
Regiment at First Manassas. The regiment was commanded by Colonel Francis
S. Bartow (1816-1861), who died leading his regiment into battle. Following
his death, Bartow, one of Georgia's most prominent secessionists and a member of Savannah's elite, became a hero and martyr to the Confederate cause in
Georgia. For Bartow, see his entry in Kenneth Coleman and Charles Stephen
Gurr, eds., Dictionary of GerYrgia Biography, vol. 1 (Athens: University of Georgia
Press, 1983), 64-65.
WD, 113-15; Captain, later colonel, William A Witcher became the commander of the 21" Regiment.
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duties in the adjutant general's department in the command of
General C. L. Stevenson in Virginia. This appointment was soon
followed by an assignment to General Samuel Garland Jr.'s staff.
Garland commanded a brigade in the division of Major General
D. H. Hill, whose unit was part of Stonewall Jackson's corps in the
Army of Northern Virginia. After Garland was killed at the Battle
of South Mountain, the brigade and division proceeded with Lee's
army in Maryland to engage the Union at the Battle of Antietam,
where Wood was captured. After his parole, he returned to service in South Carolina. He remained in South Carolina for most of
the rest of the war; however, he served intermittently in Columbus,
Georgia, where he met his future wife, Clara Forsyth Hargraves,
the granddaughter ofJohn Forsyth, who served as U.S. secretary of
state, U.S. senator, and governor of Georgia. Wood ended the war
surrendering with the Army of Tennessee at Greensboro, North
Carolina, on April 26, 1865. 44
After his Florida odyssey, he had "looked on battles, and battle
fields when the contest was over and seen the rich harvests of which
death had gathered in." He had "heard the triumphant shouts of
the victorious and the dying wail of the wounded when shell and
shot filled the air with their howls and shrieks . . . ." No longer so
judgmental about the behavior of his fellow soldiers, Wood came
to believe that character and morality had little to do with the way
men behaved on the battlefield. Some acted with "object cowardice & cringed under their fear" while others "recklessly exposed
themselves to danger whom I knew to be activated by no higher
motive than their own personal advancement." It seemed to him
that "most men in the army do their duty and stand up to the mark
some get credit for bravery and some for cowardice." Some soldiers,
like Wood, were also lucky. He survived the war, married, fathered
five children, one of whom, Waddy Butler Wood, he named after
his sister Lucy's fallen husband. On June 18, 1930, almost sixty-nine
years after General's Grayson's death, Captain Charles Wood, C. S.
A., was laid to rest. 45
44

45

WD, 116; Wood Obituary and VMI Archives, Histurical Rosters Database, http://
archivesweb.vmi.edu/ rosters/ record.php?ID=2358; Stephen W. Sears, Landscape Turned R.ed: the Battle of Antietam (New Haven, CT: Ticknor and Fields,
1983).
WD, 117-18; Wood Obit. and VMI Archives, Histurical Rosters Database, Wood's
Children: Hargraves Wood, Waddy Butler Wood, Virginia Hargraves Wood,
Anna Forsyth Wood, Eliza Theres Wood, Rosa Aubrey Wood, and Charles
Meigs Wood. Waddy Butler Wood (1869-1944) became a prolific tum-of-thecentury architect, designing many prominent buildings in Washington, D.C.
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Rejecting Paradise: Tourism, Conservation,
and the Birth of the Modern Florida Cracker
in the 1930s
by David Nelson

O

n May 24, 1998, a self-identified "Florida Cracker" singersongwriter named Bobby Hicks swaggered onstage at the
Florida Folk Festival armed with a guitar and an attitude.
This was the forty-fifth year of the festival, a state funded event cosponsored by the Florida Folklife Program and the Florida Park Service. Since 1953 the event had been held each May at the Stephen
Foster Memorial State Park in White Springs, the boyhood home town
of Fred P. Cone, governor of Florida between 1937 and 1941. The
first year of his term, Cone argued that a memorial to Foster should
be built in his ancestral home on the banks of the Suwanee River
in North Florida, and then proceeded to make sure it happened. 1
Cone's enthusiasm was so great for the project that he attempted to
arrange for both Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) workers and a
Public Works Administration (PWA) crew to construct the memorial,
even though he was an active opponent of the New Deal. 2
Dave Nelson is a Professor of History at Bainbridge State College. He is also director of the Scotland Study Abroad Program for the USG's European Council. He
lives in Quincy, Florida, with his wife and son. The author thanks Dr. Elna Green
and Dr. Connie Lester for assistance during the research and writing of this article.
Much appreciation also goes to the two anonymous reviewers for their wise comments and for saving the author from a couple of potentially embarrassing errors.
1
For details on his efforts, see files in box 34, Governor Fred Cone papers, Florida State Archives (FSA), Tallahassee, Florida. Hereafter cited as Cone Papers.
2
Although state-owned from the start, the memorial would not become a state
park until 1979. Rep. Lex Green to Cone, October 14, 1940, box 34, folder:
"Foster, Stephen Memorial Commission 1940;" Cone to H. T. Cole (PWA),
October 21, 1938, box 34, folder: "Foster, Stephen Memorial Commission
1938," Cone Papers.
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Two years earlier, Governor Dave Sholtz, State Senator William C. Hodges, U.S. Senator Claude Pepper, and many others
campaigned for a switch of Florida's state song from "Florida, My
Florida" (1913) 3 to the popular "Old Folks at Home," written by
Foster in 1851. They believed that because the song was nationally
known and was regularly featured in Hollywood films and cartoons,
it would serve as a defacto advertising jingle for the state. 4When
Sholtz signed the song change into law on May 28, 1935, he also
created a state-funded advertisement to entice visitors. 5 But the
song was more than a Chamber of Commerce opportunity. For
some listeners, the nineteenth-century song not only emphasized
Florida's role in the mythical "Old South," but celebrated a Florida that was now lost-an authentic, unblemished pure Florida. In
1998, when Hicks decided to unleash an impromptu 'Cracker-style'
nativistic rant at the Foster Memorial, he felt he was lecturing to
the home crowd:
"First of all, those of you that matter, you know how much I
love you and you know how much I love this place. And my problem isn't with this place. I think it's important that people come
here [to the festival] before their name's in the program .... but
if this thing ever becomes the Florida Folk Festival [again] where
Florida is not the damn exception here, then I'll come back."
(Emphasis added) . Hicks then began to sing his signature song, "I
am Florida, Need I Say More," a musical Florida history lesson that
some in the 1980s and 1990s argued should replace Foster's tune
as state song. Towards the song's conclusion, Hicks continued his
monologue, "Isn't it a little different when you listen to someone
sing a song about something they grew up in? I'm not taking away
3

"Florida, My Florida" became the official state song as a result of House Concurrent Resolution #24. See Laws of Flurida (Tallahassee: Florida House of
Representatives, 1913), 517.
4
Popular performers such as Al Jolson often sang Foster's song- as well as
other tunes containing the name Suwanee written by such luminaries as
Irving Berlin and George Gershwin - on stage, in films and on radio shows.
One of the very first talkies was a 1926 Warner Brothers short called A Plantation Act that featured a black-faced Jolson singing "Swanee."
5
"Old Folks at Home" became the official state song as a result of House Concurrent Resolution #22. See Laws ofFlurida (Tallahassee: Florida House of Representatives, 1935) n.p; William Cash to Kenneth Crouch, August 20, 1947. In
later years, words such as "darkey" were removed from the official lyrics. State
Librarian William T. Cash correspondence files, 1923-1955, box 12, folder:
"Correspondence, A-Q 1947," FSA. Incidentally, Cash was convinced that Foster visited Florida. He maintained a box of "circumstantial evidence" proving
Foster's
visit. St.2022
Petersburg Times,January 15, 1960.
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from our new songwriters, but you know, some ofus didn't have to
read a book to figure out what the hell we're talking about." His
voice grew louder and angrier. "Both sides of my family have been
on this Florida soil since 1791. There was never anything wrong
with my home to leave. So when you're visiting here, you're visiting
from someplace else. You moved here from somewhere else. This
is sacred ground. This is my home." He finished the song, then
offered, "But you all better realize that every time somebody different lands at the airport, that doesn't make them part of the picture.
You gotta be here a while before you earn a part in Florida folk
culture ... Good night White Springs."6 Off he went, not to return
for several years. 7
While the anger Hicks displayed was rare for the normally
innocuous Florida Folk Festival, the sentiments were not. By the
1960s and 1970s, a Cracker song tradition arose among Florida
songwriters and performers, many of whom played at the annual
festival, including Will McLean, Don Grooms, Gamble Rogers, Red
Henry, Dale Crider, and Jeanie Fitchen. Their song titles include,
"Stop Running My Florida Into the Ground," "Cracker Cowman,"
"Damn the Man Who Says Florida Ain't Part of Dixieland," "Florida
Development Blues," and "I Want To Be a Florida Cracker."8 Even
themes running through many of the songs played by southern
rock bands in the 1970s, such as Jacksonville-based Lynard Skynard, can be seen as part of this defiant, Southern revivalist stance.
All of these songs exhibit a cultural divide that originated in the
debates over tourism and development in the 1930s - a Florida
version of the age-old conflicts in the South over urbanization and
modernization, tradition versus change. Even the frequent and
specific use of the word "cracker" as a badge of defiance, an oppositional label used to identify a native, non-elite Floridian who wanted exemption from the plastic commercialism present in many
areas of the state, also can be traced back to events of the 1930s.
When people today talk about "Cracker Florida" (or the less culturally-loaded term, "Old Florida") they are conjuring up images
created by both non-native writers in Depression-era Florida and by
6

7
8

The recording of the original performance can be found on tape DAT D98-21,
Recordings of the Florida Folklife Program, FSA.
In December 2007, Hicks exited the stage for good when he passed away from
complications oflung cancer.
For examples of these songs, see recordings: Valerie Wisecracker (audio tape
DC03-39), Frank Thomas, Lance Lazonby, and ClifIBuckosh (reel to reel tape
T83-106), found in Recordings of the Florida Folklife Program, FSA.
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THE ORAOKEB.
"The Cracker". 1871. Black & white photonegative, 5 x 4 in. State Archives of Florida,
Florida Memory. <https://www.floridamemory.com/ items/ show/ 154288>.

contemporaneous rural "natives" who clashed with state and private
Florida promoters. Ironically, while the Florida rural natives selfidentified as Florida Crackers as an oppositional cultural stance to
Florida's modernization and commercialization, it was not necessarily a continuation of the supposed historic Celtic-Anglo folkways
of the state's settlers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
that some scholars have identified as the origins of the "Cracker."
Instead, they were in large part adopting an outsider's commodified version of the "Florida Cracker of Old Florida." And thus, by
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taking part in their own othering, these Florida natives furthered
the goals of the state's promoters who marketed Florida as an exotic paradise. This dialectical process continues to the modem day.
But whether or not they labeled themselves crackers, hillbillies,
hicks, or simply nothing at all, many Floridians in the 1930s felt not
only alienated, but at times even under attack by Florida's growing
dependence upon tourism. Many whose livelihoods and folkways
were threatened by such causes viewed seemingly benign activities
such as beautification, fire prevention, fencing of cattle, and wildlife conservation-undertaken to make Florida more appealing to
visitors-with suspicion. And while these contested topics began
in the Great Depression, they would continue for decades afterward. Political, cultural, and social clashes over identity and control of Florida in the latter half of the twentieth century originated
in the selling of Florida in the 1930s via state parks and roadside
attractions.
In 1933, a new novel called South Moon Under appeared in
stores across the nation and became an immediate bestseller. The
Book-of-the-Month-Club chose it as the main selection for March
1933. There was even hopeful talk of a Pulitzer Prize being awarded to its author. Written by a Washington D.C.-native now living in
the backwoods of North Florida, the book concerned the lives of
two pairs of Floridians. The first were recently transplanted English citrus growers, though theirs was not the story that reviewers
and readers remembered. It was the second pair that everyone
talked about (based on an actual married couple who worked as
tenant farmers on the author's property) which the writer referred
to as-not with sarcasm or derision, but rather with respect and
admiration - "crackers." Such admiration was rare for the time. For
instance, a New York Heraul Tribune review of the novel referred to
the story's cracker characters as "members of the subspecies of the
human race." 9 The novel traces the "cracker" couple as they moved
from Dixie County to Alachua County and then back again. The
author presents them as uneducated, primitive in their folkways,
and speaking in a dialect that was closer to the Land of Appalachia
than to the Land of Sunshine. But as with Foster's popular song,
the novel (and the two that followed) divided readers. Rural Floridians felt it was an accurate portrayal by someone who both lived
amongst and understood their fellow "native" Floridians, thereby
9

Quoted in Elizabeth Silverthorne, Marjarie Kinnan Rawlings: Sojourner at Cross
Creek (Woodstock, NY: Overlook Press, 1988), 86.
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earning the right to employ the word "cracker" by understanding
that it was both a term of pride as much as insult. But others in
both Florida and the nation read about the lives and folkways of a
previously unknown culture with curiosity and amazement. With
this novel, writer and former journalist Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
became a celebrity, and "Florida Cracker" became a household
term in many areas.
A detailed history of the term "cracker" that Rawlings so
openly and unashamedly employed in her writings is beyond the
scope of this article, but a brief overview is in order. The word
itself dates back to Elizabethan England, and was usually used to
describe a braggart or a "wise-ass"; someone who "cracks" jokes. 10
In British North America, it was used to describe "backwoodsmen
living in the area stretching from Maryland to Georgia." 11 By the
late eighteenth century, the term was synonymous with later labels
such as "white trash" or "hillbillies." Spanish officials had adopted
"cracker" from English usage and used it to refer to poor Carolinians and Georgians moving into Florida's hinterlands in the late
l 700s.12 By the nineteenth century, the term-still negative in connotation-could also be applied to the men who rustled cattle for
the Cuban beef market. But in normal usage, "cracker" was a classbased insult. 1~
Many early uses of "Cracker" to refer to Floridians can be found
in the New York Times, which from the Civil War to the Depression
era often wrote about travels in the peninsular state. Two of the
10

11
12
13

James A. Lewis, "Cracker-Spanish Florida Style," Florida Histurical Q}tarterly 63,
no. 2, (October 1984) 185; Dana St. Clair, The Cracker Cullum in Florida Histury
(Daytona, FL: Daytona Museum of Arts and Sciences, 1998), 29-36.
Lewis, "Cracker-Spanish Florida Style," 186.
Ibid., 187.
In recent years, scholars to varying degrees of success have attempted to define
and describe an authentic cracker culture, arguing for a direct cultural lineage
from Celtic Scots-Irish immigrants to present day South Georgia and North
Florida culture. This author's stance is that the term "cracker" appears to be
more of a regional slang used to describe a somewhat homogenous poor, white
Southern culture, while others see a clear and distinct lineage with historic
Scots-Irish cultures. Perhaps more work in Scotland and Ireland ethnology
could further delineate and define the pre-commodified Cracker culture. See
Grady McWhiney, Cracker Cullum: Celtic Ways in the Old South (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1988); James M. Denham, A Rogue's Paradise: Crime
and Punishment in Antebellum Florida, 1821-1861 (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1997); Dana M. Ste. Claire, Cracker: The Cracker Cullum in Florida
Histury (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2006); Tina Buvcuvalas, Peggy
A. Bulger, and Stetson Kennedy, SouthFloridaFolklife (Jackson: University Press
of Mississippi , 1995); and Jack Temple Kirby, Mockingbird Song: Ecol.ogical Landscapes of the South (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006).
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earliest instances of the word in that newspaper are found in two
articles from 1861 and 1864, both of which refer to Florida "comcrackers." The 1864 article mentions that such people were "not
wholly reliable" and were "poor" and "lazy." One article from 1875
was about a traveler visiting Jacksonville and describes "the ignorant and degraded cracker" of Georgia and Florida who occasionally visits the city. According to the writer, these men would "merely
stare, yawn and go back, apparently contented with their comfortless homes, rude fare, and dense ignorance" upon seeing the town's
progress. In many of these articles, the word seems to be a white
version of "darkey," a term also used liberally in these articles. 14
Historian Anthony Harkins, in his history of "hillbillies," contends
that the term describes what was perceived as a white "other." 15 This
analysis could also be applied to uses of Cracker in Florida in both
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Although in one article
in the New York Times describing the U.S. Army activities in Tampa
as they prepared to invade Cuba in 1898, the author mentions one
regiment's mascot, a poor, destitute African American nicknamed
"Uncle Remus," whom the writer labels a Cracker16).
In the early twentieth century, as with many race- and classbased labels whereby the target group appropriates the term as a
badge of defiance and resistance, poor white Floridians began to
do the same. In private circles, many poor whites in Florida began
using "cracker" as a self-identifier, a label for "us" against the many
"them," much as people were also doing in Tennessee and Arkansas with the label "hillbilly," and as working class southerners across
the region would do in later decades with "hick" and "redneck."
But in public, as late as the 1930s, the word was still often seen as
an insult, and akin to such similar terms as lintheads, clay-eaters,
wool hats, and briar hoppers. For instance, a Time magazine cover
story on the U.S. Senate race in Florida in 1938 featured a negative portrait of candidate James Wilcox, whom the article refers to
as "Cracker Boy," because of his rural origins on the banks of the
Suwannee River in South Georgia. 17
14

15
16
17

For more examples from the New York Times, see "Men of the Mountains,"
August 16, 1891, "With Cracker Hunters," July 13, 1891, and "Orange Growers
Troubles," February 26, 1894; "Mormons Roughly Handled," March 10, 1897,
and "With the 71" Regiment in Florida," May 29, 1898.
Anthony Harkins, Hillbilly: A Cultural History of an American Icon (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2004), 4.
W.J. Rouse, "With the 71" Regiment in Florida," New York Times, May 29, 1898.
"Pepper v. Sholtz v. Wilcox," Time, May 2, 1938.
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In the 1930s regional writing exploded as a distinct genreover 1,500 regional novels appeared in the 1930s, including several
Pulitzer Prize winners. Regional works, fueled in large part by New
Deal-funded projects such as the WPA State Guides, folklorist Alan
Lomax's Library of Congress-sponsored field recordings of the
U.S. South, and the Federal Writer's Project, became big business
as folk cultures were commodified for middle class consumption.
Regionally focused novels, photo essays, audio recordings, and
movies grew increasingly popular in the 1930s. The spark for much
of this boom in "folk culture" literature occurred in Florida with
the arrival of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings.
Rawlings fell in love with the neighbors she found at her Cross
Creek homestead (which she called Los Hermanos, and where
she and her then husband dreamed of becoming rich by growing
oranges near the banks of Orange Lake) and saw literary opportunity. Although described in recent years by many scholars as a
literary ethnographer who often took her fictional descriptions as
fact, Rawlings's inclinations and inspiration actually came closer
to that of many of the other tourists and winter residents by sensing in Florida a tropical "otherness." Crackers - i.e., Florida's poor
white culture - along with citrus, alligators, mosquitoes, and warm
climate fascinated Rawlings, just as palm trees, springs, and Seminoles fascinated other tourists. As one literary scholar described it,
Rawlings "was amazed at the lavishness of the natural beauty which
surrounded her" and which "appealed to her imagination and
allowed her romantic sensibilities" to emerge. 18 It was the "American frontier come to life." 19 And instead of taking photographs or
buying souvenirs, Rawlings captured her experience in her own
way. She wrote about it.
First came the short stories in Scribner's magazine in 1931
and 1932 ("Cracker Chidlings," ''.Jacob's Ladder," and "Crop of
Beans" 20 ) followed by short stories in Harpers ("Gal Young 'Un" 21 )
and the Saturday Evening Post ("Alligator" 22 ). By the time she wrote
South Moon Under (1933), Rawlings was on her way to becoming
a bona fide celebrity. And once she published the Pulitzer Prize18

19
20
21
22

Gordon E. Bigelow, Frontier Eden: The Literary Career ofMarjorie Kinnan Raw_lings
(Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1966), 10. This was the first senous,
academic consideration of her work.
Ibid. 11.
Scribners, February 1931, 127-134; April 1931, 351-366, May 1932, 283-290.
Harper's.June 1932, 21-33 and July 1932, 225-234.
Saturday Evening Post, September 23, 1933.
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Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings- Cross Creek, Florida. 194-. Black & white photoprint, 8 x 10
in. State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory. <https:/ /www.floridamemory.com /
items/ show/ 28042>.

winning The Yearling in 1938, both her fame and the Cracker image
solidified in the public's mind. Rawlings, as only an outsider could,
had provided an alternative version of commodified Florida,
though one just as tropical, exotic and unique. Crackers, at least
as they appeared in Rawlings' novels, were stoic and fiercely independent; Jeffersonian farmers who bore little resemblance to the
sharecropper and relief workers in other southern regional works.
They became for non-Florida readers another source of fascination
and attraction. Noticeably, Cross Creek's large African American
population-including several families that worked Rawlings's citrus grove- remained relatively invisible in her books, even though
their lives and folkways differed little from their Anglo neighbors.
In an early manuscript, Rawlings once wrote that while Crackers
fit their surrounding "like jack pine" the "local Negro ... is a little alien." 23 As one scholar pointed out, her work was often more
23

For a version of this early 1930 manuscript, called "Florida Cracker," see Rodger L. Tarr and Brent E. Kinser eds., The Uncoll.ected Writings of Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 2007).
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accessible to national readers than other southern-based writers
because she was "not haunted by a specific Southern past with its
Lost Cause and 'peculiar institutions. "'24 Like the national image
of Florida created by tourism boosters in the 1930s, her books
were in many ways regionally neutral. And while few travelers actually sought Crackers out (although many did visit Rawlings' Cross
Creek home, much to her dismay) their presence, like alligators,
snakes, and panthers, only added to Florida's exotic allure.
When the WPA's Federal Writer's Project published Florida:
A Guide To the Southernmost State in 1939, it included material on
Florida Crackers, much of the content being written by aspiring
folklorist and native Floridian Stetson Kennedy. He would expand
these descriptions in his book Palmetto Country published in 1942
as part of Erskine Caldwell's American Folkways series. 25 While less
fictional than Rawlings' popular novels, both publications by Kennedy nonetheless employed much of her romanticism and uncritical admiration, describing what could be Florida's version of John
Steinbeck's dust bowl farmers. Kennedy even referred to Florida
Crackers "the Okies of their day (as they have been ever since.)" 26
With all this positive press, by the 1940s the New York Times began
including more positive references to Florida Crackers. In a travel
article published in 1940 about the various less-known sights in
Florida, the writer described a romanticized rural evening: "Dancing whiles away the Florida nights. Crackers swing their partners in
squares on Saturdays, sometimes in a schoolhouse, sometimes in a
rustic pavilion ... The old fiddler scrapes his fiddle playing tunes of
his own making ... These folk dances are like old ballads." 27
And while Rawlings did not invent the word "cracker," her writings did bestow it with legitimacy. She provided a romanticized,
mythical past that evoked an alternative Florida to the one that
chambers of commerce, fair exhibits, advertisers, and CCC-built
state parks offered Depression-era visitors. Southern historian
James Cobb argued that cultural identity "typically refers to a perception of reality rather than to reality itself." 28 Rawlings's perception of reality in Florida (and to a lesser degree, the perceived
Florida of her imitators, which included among others Theodore
24
25
26
27
28

Bigelow, Frontier Eden, 68.
Stetson Kennedy, Palmetto Country (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1942).
Ibid., 61.
Nina Oliver Dean, "Big Days in Florida," New York Times, February 18, 1940.
James C. Cobb, Away Dawn South: A History of Southern Identity (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005), 6.
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Pratt, Bernie Borchardt, Cecile Hulse Matschat, and Kennedy, all
of whom began to include Cracker characters in their writings in
the late 1930s and early 1940s) was simultaneously oppositional
and commercially appealing. 29
Therefore, the Florida Cracker came to represent for many by
the late 1930s (and increasingly so in the decades that followed)
an oppositional cultural stance, a rejection of the tropical, commercialized Florida that was found in the popular media at the
time. Cracker Florida came to represent "authentic" Florida. Many
native-born Floridians were unhappy with the changes Florida's
commodification brought, and though Rawlings avoided these
issues in her novels (and to a large degree even fueled those
changes with her fame and literary success) her image of honorable, respectable Crackers offered a useful, unifying mythology of
sorts to this "other Florida." 30
Pushing rural Florida into the status of "otherness" in the 1930s
were attractions such as Silver Springs, Marineland, and ParrotJungle. By 1939, thanks to the efforts of government and private boosters, Florida's tourism business was booming. And while estimates
over the decades had varied wildly as to numbers of visitors and
amounts spent, by the end of the 1930s, Florida enjoyed some hard
numbers, and sealed the fate as to Florida's foreseeable future.
One of the first studies of Florida tourism began in 1936 with
the passage of the Federal Park, Parkway, and Recreation Study
Act on June 23rd. To be conducted at the state level as an aid to
state planning, the study would look at the conservation, park,
and recreation efforts in each state. The goal was to identify activities prevalent in a state and to provide an inventory of possible
properties for park, forest, and recreational development. Funded
through WPA funds, the survey was completed between 1937 and
1939 jointly by the Florida State Planning Board and the Florida
Forestry and Parks Board.31 The focus for the Florida study was how
29

30

31

The back flap of the novel Suwannee Valley, published in 1940, claimed it "is the
natural successor to Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings." It was dedicated to Governor
Fred Cone. Bernie Borchardt & Eugene Sears, Suwannee Valley (New York: Warringer House, 1940).
"Other Florida" was a phrase coined by Florida journalist Gloria Jahoda in the
1960s to describe rural North and Northwest Florida, and was later the title of
her 1967 book. Gloria Jahoda, The Other Florida (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1967).
It was approved as WPA Project #665-35-3-6. Florida State Planning Board,
Summaries of the Park, Parkway, and Recreation Ama Study and Forest Resources Survey For Florida (Tallahassee, Fla. 1939).
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to develop the state's "potential natural resources" for tourism. By
the time of the study's completion, there were 15,774 acres in state
parks, and 29,713 acres in state forests. The report found that fishing, hunting, and sightseeing were three of the top reasons people
visited Florida. 32
In September of 1939, the Florida WPA, in cooperation with
the Florida State Chamber of Commerce, released The Florida
Tourist: A Preliminary R.eport of the Florida Tourism Survey Project.
Directed by WPA worker Thomas P. Denham, the study tried to
provide some quantification of the tourism industry, as "there is
little definitely known, though many guesses and estimates have
been made. "33 The guiding problem propelling the study was "Why
People Come to Florida." The study involved 53,000 questionnaire
cards given to passengers on trains, buses, and planes. The study
also incorporated a 1937 highway survey by the State Road Department, conducted by setting up random stops at road arteries into
the state and asking drivers to fill out cards explaining why they
came to Florida, what they were planning to do, how long they
planned to be in the state, etc. Both studies found that climate,
natural recreation, and parks were the major attractions for Florida
visitors. Among the findings were that 20 percent of tourists came
for fishing, 28 percent for bathing and swimming, and 21 percent
for motor sightseeing. 34 Most stayed at hotels (43 percent), followed by apartments, friends, and rental homes. 35 News media and
newspaper ads accounted for over 20 percent of the ways tourists
learned about Florida, while word of mouth counted for a whopping 42 percent. 36 Not surprisingly to anyone in Florida in 1939,
the majority of tourists hailed from New York, New Jersey, and
Ohio, followed by Illinois, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.37 The only
states contributing no tourists were Wyoming, Oregon, Arizona,
and Nevada. 38 Tourists staying between two to three months in the
winter numbered higher, followed by those staying between two to
three weeks. 39 Most spent between $2.50 and $4.99 a day while in
the state.
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
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The report concluded that "the wildlife resources of Florida
constitute one of the state's greatest and most valuable assets ...
Florida is preeminently an outdoor state. To the sportsmen who
likes his nature in the raw, Florida offers vast acres of wilderness
forest and swamplands." 40 In addition to hunting and fishing,
parks (city, county, and state) were "the center of action for many
tourists," whose presence generated $11 million in revenue annually.41 The report suggested that each Florida community should
build parks to "provide them [tourists] with recreation and amusement... to enjoy themselves and to return to Florida for subsequent
visits and bring others with them. "42 Over 1.5 million tourists played
shuffleboard in 1938-500,000 in Palm Beach and Pinellas counties alone.43 Twenty-nine counties sported over 800 shuffleboard
courts. Other popular park activities were horseshoes, checkers,
and lawn bowling. 44 All three studies validated the state government's efforts in building a state park service as a way to promote
and expand tourism.
Many of the state's New Deal programs continued to expand
the efforts to sell Florida to the nation in the late 193Os. Top among
these was the Florida Federal Writer's Project (FWP), which operated as a section of the state's WPA program. Based in Jacksonville, and under the guidance of local historian and writer Carita
Doggett Corse as state director, the FWP churned out numerous
travel guides and tourist brochures. While often focusing upon culture and history, nearly all the publications of the FWP assumed
the reader to be a tourist. 45 Briefly assuming primacy over the Florida Department of Agriculture's Bureau of Immigration (although
they collaborated on several publications), the FWP published
numerous booklets on Florida towns, highways, nature, and travel,
including Ffurida: Facts, Events, Places, Tours (1941), Birds in Ffurida (1941), Seeing Fernandina: A Guide to the Ciry (1940), Planning
Your Vacation in Ffurida: Miami and Dade County (1941), The Ocean
Highway: Brunswick New Jersey toJacksonviUe, Ffurida ( 1938), Pensacola
40 Ibid., 25.
41 Ibid., 18.
42 Ibid., 17.
43 Ibid., 20.
44 Ibid., 20.
45 Juliet Gorman points this out in her hypertext examination of the FWP's state
guide to Florida. Jukin' it Out: Contested Visions ofFlorida in New Deal Narratives
(May 2001) http://www.oberlin.edu/ library/ papers/ honorshistory/ 200lGorman/ FWP/ contemporaryscene/ contscene3.html (accessed July 10,
2017).
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&creation Handbook (1941), U. S. One: Maine to Florida (1938), A
Guide to Key West (1941), The Intracoastal Waterway: Norfolk to Key
West (1938), Seminole Indians in Florida (1941), History of Broward
County ( 1936), Seeing St. Augustine (1937), Spanish Missions ofFlorida
(1940), and TropicalFruitsinFlorida (1941). 46
But the FWP's main publication, and towards which it spent
most of its energies, was Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State
(sometimes referred to as the ¾PA Guide to Florida), published in
November 1939 by Oxford University Press, the first of thirteen the
WPA would eventually release. Using the Baedeker series of travel
books as a model, the national director for the FWP, Henry Alsberg, hoped to produce such a guide for every state and territory.
Florida's mammoth guide was over 600 pages with more than one
hundred illustrations and images. Although some social commentary creeps into the text at times-folklorist Stetson Kennedy and
anthropologist-novelist Zora Neal Hurston were among the two
hundred Florida writers who worked on the project-the guide
was primarily a state advertisement, under the guise of an educational publication. Divided into a series of driving tours, the book
marketed Florida as an attraction unto itself. The book discussed
everything from roadside attractions, beaches, and restaurants to
Spanish history, turpentine stills, and Florida Crackers. But for the
most part, it followed the lead of advertisers within the state's government. Like all New Deal programs, the local leaders and workers peopled the FWP program with oversight and guidance from
the national office. And by the time the book appeared in 1939, the
State of Florida had been selling the state for over six years through
fairs, brochures, booklets, speeches, and the Florida Park Service.
While this was the largest federal effort at promoting Florida, Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State seemed almost repetitive when
it was finally published.
These public-funded efforts were having a quantifiable effect
by the end of the decade. During the 1937-1938 season, more than
two million visitors came to Florida. By winter of 1938-1939, that
figure was up to 3 million, with tourist spending at nearly $300
46

For more on the FWP in Florida, see James A. Findley and Margaret Bing,
"Touring Florida Through the Federal Writer's Project," Jaumal of Decarative
and Propaganda Arts 23 (1998), 289-305. Also see their web exhibit on the Federal Writer's Project entitled An Exhibition of Works Progress Administration (¾PA)
Literature and Art from the Collections of the Bienes Center Jar the Literary Arts at
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million. 47 For a state with only 1. 7 million permanent residents, this
was a significant influx of both people and dollars. One observer

estimated that by 1946, Florida might receive more than a half billion dollars in revenue from tourism. 48
But not all were thrilled with such prophecies. Drastic changes
in government spending, land use, and policies towards the state's
natural resources struck at the heart of Florida's newly labeled
Cracker culture. A cultural battle that singer Bobby Hicks was still
fighting in 1998 had begun.
One reason so many people in Florida's rural areas resisted
the state's tourist development was that it involved people with
expendable cash and too much free time indulging in frivolous
pursuits while they struggled each day to put food on the table
or pay their debts. Indeed, when poor families heard reports that
the state government has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars
to improve roads, parks and airports, or to advertise the state at
world fairs, while the same officials were simultaneously complaining of the "waste" and high costs of welfare, priorities of the state
leaders appeared skewed. "We liked to starve to death," remembered farmer Fred Williams. "I hate to even think of those times ...
To think how much money there was in this country and there's
people having to go through such stuff as that, you see? ... If this
here is a democracy, and you are not a farmer and your kids are out
there and got good shoes and good coats and good hats and good
underwear. .. my children ought to have it. .. I don't like having to
wear flour sacks ... "49
In 1930, Florida's native white Southern and Confederate heritage was still very much on display. But the state parks, the major
tourist attractions, and other promotional efforts throughout the
decade presented a regionally and racially neutral Florida, devoid
of any mention of the Civil War, slavery, or the Lost Cause. Of
course, as the target audience of the tourist boosters were northern
tourists, a focus on the Old South would essentially be bad for business. Yet this was not for a lack of trying by some local organizations,
47
48
49

Florida Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Trends of the Day: Addresses on
Pertinent Problems Pertaining to Flmida Agriculture and Economy (Tallahassee: Florida Dept. of Agriculture, 1938), 30-31.
See for instance the published speech by State Marketing Director L. L.
Rhodes on May 15, 1938 in Davenport, Cone Papers, box 57, folder: "Marketing Bureau 1937"; and Agricultural Trends of the Day, 30.
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including the Florida Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC). The struggles the UDC faced in attempting to
maintain and exploit Confederate Florida illustrate the social and
cultural changes brought about through tourism.
While the state owned several of Florida's Antebellum and
Civil War historic sites including the Olustee and Natural Bridge
Battlefield Memorials, as well as Dade Battlefield Memorial (all of
which would become state parks in the 1950s) the Florida UDC
actually managed the properties. But the site that was most indicative of the changing image of Florida was the Judah P. Benjamin
Memorial at Gamble Plantation near Sarasota in Manatee County.
In 1930, the UDC received $20,000 from the state legislature for
restoration and maintenance of the former plantation, plus funds
to hire a caretaker at $50 a month. 50 The Memorial was designed
as "a shrine ... to the brave men and women of our beloved Southland, who gave their all for the cause they loved so well. "51 In 1933,
as tourism began to take off, the UDC hoped that the memorial
would be a site to which "thousands of winter visitors will pay homage. Thus we could place before them much valuable and true
history of the War Between the States."52 But over the decade, visitation at the historic sites remained low, and the group had a hard
time interesting civic and government leaders in their properties.
Few guide books even mentioned the historic sites, preferring the
more exotic Spanish colonial sites in Pensacola and St. Augustine.
By 1935, the local UDC "planted tropical fruit trees [at the site]
which will be of interest to the thousands of Northern people."53
While the state funded elaborate and expensive world fair exhibits
in Chicago and Cleveland, the UDC could not even acquire $100
to repair the plantation's roof. 54 In 1937, the state promised $2,500
to the site, but then rescinded the offer at the last moment. 55
And while in 1939 they succeeded in having Governor Fred Cone
proclaim the portion of U.S. 19 that ran from Monticello to St.
50
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Petersburg as the "Stonewall Jackson Memorial Highway," the state
erected no signs for it and no major guidebooks mentioned it.56
In January 1940, however, the UDC did place a marker in both
Monticello and later a terminal boulder made of native travertine
rock at a cost of $100. 57 UDC complaints about the exclusion of the
Confederate flag for a WPA-built decorative grill of Florida flags
over the entrance to the Pensacola Post Office were ignored. 58 In
the 1930s, the Florida UDC itself lost over one thousand members
as well as six state chapters. 59 More and more , if a site or attraction
was not adequately tropical or exotic in nature, then the civic-elite
of Florida were not interested in promoting it.
But more than class or heritage, it was the use of Florida's natural resources that brought the major clashes between commercial
and "Cracker" Florida. The recently created Florida Forestry Service (FFS) saw the rise in tourism as an opportunity to continue its
efforts to curb the practice of woods burning by rural farmers. As
the FFS successfully argued, small farmers' use of fire was becoming less economically useful as the decade progressed. This turf
war began when future state forester and tourism ally Harry Lee
Baker's published his anti-fire tract, Forest Fires in Flmida in 1927.
Across the state and nation, a rising awareness of forest fires created rifts between land managers, politicians, and native residents.
Tensions that stemmed from debates over forest management had
by the 1920s erupted into outright hostility. In Florida, government
officials and state boosters united against uncooperative Crackers-turpentiners, small farmers, and-most of all-cattle ranchers.
Baker wrote what many in the state had been quietly saying for years:
cattle ranchers were Florida's largest and most damaging group of
woods burners. According to Baker, "cattlemen have for years been
accustomed to burning off dead grass during the winter and spring"
in order to provide fresh grass for their roving cattle. 60 Using words
such as "apathy," "indifference," and a "need for education," Baker
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accused cattlemen of fostering an unprogressive and damaging burn
culture. For him, cattlemen "had horns and a forked tail." 61
Former U.S. Forest Service ranger Inman Eldredge described
the fire situation in Depression-era Florida in a 1959 interview:
"In those days, fire was looked on as an aid to living. Turpentiners
burned over the woods so that they were open ... cattlemen burned
the woods to fatten [their] cattle ... the farmer burned the woods
because the turpentine men and the cattlemen were going to bum
and it would bum him up to if he didn't bum first." 62 According
to Eldredge, and many other observers, fire was an integral part
of rural Florida culture. Locals "felt that to kill the boll weevil and
get rid of snakes and to take care of cattle ticks, and almost anything else," explained Florida State Forester C.H. Coulter in 1958,
"you ought to burn the woods."63 Land clearing through fire was
a common practice for rural farmers and ranchers. This was usually done, according to one rural farmer who also owned cattle,
"in the winter when there was plenty of moisture on the ground.
Then when the weather warmed the grasses grew tender and nutritious for grazing." 64 For turpentiners, large wild fires were "a constant menace." 65 Not only did uncontrolled conflagrations damage
equipment such as the zinc cups and gutters, but they also preyed
upon the trees covered in a highly flammable gum, the result of
the extractive turpentine methods. Anything other than low-intensity ground fires would irreparably damage the resin-rich pines. In
addition, turpentiners sought cleared, open forest floors to keep
away spiders, snakes, and impassable vegetation from their laborers. Therefore, regularly controlled burns were common in turpentined forests, and were usually conducted at night when "the litter
on the forest floor was damp" and there was little wind. 66 Ranchers
also preferred cleared forest floors, as well as fresh grass shoots that
spring up after a forest fire.
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The FFS labeled such fire customs as "short-sighted," creating
"uncontrolled wild fires that stripped much of the timber from the
land." 67 The Florida Federation of Women's Clubs in 1932 instituted
a series of school lectures and programs warning about the danger
of woods burning; "It is believed that they carried home to their parents much of the information." 68 Fire suppression had become one
of the most pressing issues for those wishing to improve Florida's
appeal to visitors, and advocates saw arsonists behind every tree.
Into this mix came the Civilian Conservation Corps. (CCC),
President Franklin Roosevelt's popular "tree army," that not only
put out every fire it found, but spread the message that fires were
destructive and a threat to the state's economic future. And federal
New Deal support of fire protection was not limited to the CCC. As
a WPA Federal Writer's Project publication argued, ''Woods burning has become a custom in this state and old residents could not
understand why such a practice would impair Florida's resources ....
Woods burning has been perhaps the greatest single factor in the
depletion of Florida forests." 69 After years of lamenting the effect
blackened forests and smoke on the highways had upon the state's
tourist industry, Florida's promoters were thrilled.
Concerns over fires appeared to be confirmed in 1940 when
John Shea, a psychologist employed by the USFS to study the prevalence of fires in the South and especially Florida, published, "Our
Pappies Burned the Woods" in AmericanForestmagazine. 70 Based on
dozens ofinterviews throughout the region, Shea concluded that the
answer resided in the poorer classes' pre-modem customs and their
"frustrated lives," in which the only excitement they experienced was
in burning the woods.71 The "crackers" [Shea's word] belief that fire
killed ticks, snakes, and had other benefits, wrote Shea, was ignorance coupled with outdated folkways. Shea's study only validated
how many promoters throughout Florida already felt. 72
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Several self-described Crackers from within the cattle industry
rebutted the anti-fire campaign. Two essays took on Baker's oftrepublished 1927 publication, point by point. In one essay titled
"Some Strictly Minor Details of Testimony," the anonymous writer
analyzed Baker's illustrations, starting with the cover. "The cover's
portrayal of a Florida woods fire being beaten with a pine bough.
My, but what a bonehead!"73 On page four of Baker's booklet, the
essay pointed out that the photo showed trees displaying "unmistakable evidence of having been killed by method of turpentining
before they were burned." 74 The photo was only captioned with
"Destroyed trees," leaving the impression that fire killed them, but
never stating that fact overtly. Another photo-on page six-of a
"healthy" forest was also clearly a turpentine forest, with a litter-free
understory, signifying recent burning. 75 Another essay used deductions analogous to modern historical analysis to dispute Baker's
claims. In ''.Just How Little the Outside Expert Knows," the writer
described how explorers Hernando DeSoto and William Bartram
both reported-two hundred years apart-plentiful pine forests
in North Florida. Furthermore, Bartram "records that the Indians
habitually burned the woods-just as they must have been doing for
ages." 76 Therefore, the essay asked, why after centuries of uncontrolled burning are pine forests still thriving in North Florida?
Many of the essays took on regional and class connotations.
Baker's Northern origins were often remarked despairingly upon,
as were the FFA's urban membership. In one sentence in an essay
called "Something for the Florida Cracker to Think About," the
writer managed to invoke racism, regionalism, class, the land
boom, states' rights, and a rural-urban dichotomy:
Certainly as a Democratic State that holds some manner of
States' Rights against the increasing absorption of power by
the federal government, Florida can work out control and
development of its own forests for its own people instead
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arsonist tendencies. In 2006, Kirby revised his argument slightly in Mockingbird's Song: Ecological Landscapes of the South admitting that Shea's study was
indeed biased and that William's song was probably allegorical. But he furthered a new but empirically deficient argument-Florida's numerous fires
were the product of poor laborers looking for relief work putting out "wild"
fires. Kirby, Mockingbird Song, 137-143.
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of for speculators and boomringers that never get nearer
to what the country means than by golfing over forty acres
after a little ball in company with a little n ..... r! 77
In the meantime, law enforcement officials were having difficulty actually catching and prosecuting the woods burners and
arsonists the foresters so feared. The frustration can be seen in
several letters of the period. For instance Florida forester Coulter wrote, "It is extremely difficult to catch woods burners and to
get sufficient evidence for conviction." 78 In another letter, Baker
explained to the governor that "even our present rangers, whose
speed to fires reported by look-outs, have difficulty in actually seeing the party who threw away the match." 79 The unspoken explanation was that in many cases the fires were natural in origin, and not
the work of fellow humans.
Years later in 1962, at a fire ecology conference held at Florida State University, fire ecologist Herbert Stoddard lamented the
plight of rural Floridians during the Depression. "Some with no
first-hand knowledge of these hardy pioneers would have us believe
that they set fires just to see them burn." 80 Through the publications and no-fire campaigns, they were "much maligned" and had
"valid reasons for burning." 81 And they were correct that fires killed
chiggers, ticks, and other pests. Stoddard saw regional bias playing a role in the foresters' actions, most of whom were from the
Northeast, and trained in areas outside of Florida. "The libertyloving natives began to be harassed by an influx of Northerners
that neither understood them, nor had much consideration of
them." 82 But this was little consolation to those in the 1930s who
felt they were under attack. And if Florida Crackers felt maligned
by the civic-elites' reaction over their fire practices, that would
pale to the uproar spawned by their efforts at eradicating cattle
ticks. Controlled burns may have destroyed Bambi's environment
77
78
79
80

81
82

Ibid.
Coulter to Baker, May 4, 1936, Gov. Dave Sholtz Papers, Box 46, folder: Forestry, 1936, FSA.
Baker to Sholtz, June 22, 1935; Gov. Dave Sholtz Papers, Box 45, folder: 14,
FSA.
H.L. Stoddard, "Use of Fire in Pine Forests and Game Lands of the Deep
Southeast," Proceedings: First Tall Timbers Ecological Conference (Tallahassee, FL,
1962), 35. Can be found at: http:/ /talltimbers.org/publications/tall-timbersfire-ecology-conference-proceedings-volume-1/ (Accessed 14June 2018)
Ibid., 32.
Ibid., 37.
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according to tourism promoters, but Florida's tick eradication program attempted to destroy Bambi altogether.
In July 1933, Florida Conservation Commissioner George
Davis received a frantic letter from Dorothea Mason of Winter
Park asking whether or not the government was poisoning deer
to eradicate cattle tick fever. A concerned Davis forwarded the letter with one of his own to the State veterinarian Dr. Jean Knapp.
In response, Knapp wrote, "So far as this department is informed,
deer are not a factor in tick eradication work."83 Knapp's response
appeared to quash the seemingly conspiratorial rumor. A month
later, Florida Governor Dave Sholtz and U.S. Senator Duncan
Fletcher both received letters from the president of the Tropical
Sportsmen Club, Scott Weaver. "Ticks have already been sent to
Washington to convince the Dept. of Agriculture that in order
to fully eradicate the fever tick, it will be necessary to destroy all
the deer in the lower Everglades," Weaver wrote to Sholtz. 84 To
Fletcher's letter he added, "Dr. Knapp denied any knowledge of
this," although Weaver claimed to have "reliable" data to back up
claims that "such an unbelievable act" was indeed in process. 85 In
his response to Fletcher's request for confirmation, Knapp denied
all of Weaver's claims. 86 But Knapp was holding back information.
In the 1930s, cattle tick fever ran rampant amongst Florida's
cattle. 87 Other diseases, including hog cholera, brucellosis, tuberculosis, and poultry white diarrhea were also common in the state's
livestock industry. But ticks were what most concerned ranchers,
farmers, and regulators. In 1889, Bureau of Animal Industry (BAI)
scientist Theobald Smith discovered protozoa called the Babesia
bovis. 88 As Smith learned, the Babesia enters the ovaries of female
83
84
85
86
87

88

Knapp to Davis, July 11, 1933, Tick Eradication files, box 1, folder: D misc
(1933), FSA.
Weaver to Sholtz, August 25, 1933, Gov. Dave Sholtz Papers, box 72, folder
State Livestock Board (1933), FSA.
Weaver to Fletcher, August 25, 1933, Tick Eradication files, box 1, folder: F
misc (1933), FSA.
Knapp to FleLcher, n.d. (August 1925), Tick Eradication files, box 1, folder: F
misc (1933), FSA.
The best work on cattle tick fever in the South is Claire Strom's Making Catfish
Out of Guvemment Boys: The Fight Against Cattle Ticks and the Transformation of
the Yeoman South (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2009). Focusing
primarily on Georgia in the 1920s, Strom looks at the conflict between government expertise and concerns over public healtl1 versus the financial livelihoods and individual rights of small Southern farmers.
Jimmy Skaggs, Prime Cut: Livestock Raising and Meatpacking in the United St~tes,
1607-1983 (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1986), 83. This 1s a
history of tl1e livestock industry in the United States.
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Boophilus ticks, especially the Boophilus annulatus tick, wherein the
protozoa infect the eggs. Soon, the Boophilus female drops from
her host, and lays her eggs on the ground. The Babesia develops in
the larvae, moving into the salivary glands. As these larvae mature
and attach themselves to new hosts, they pass along the Babesia,
which proceeds to infect the red cells of the host. The resultant
condition in the host is called piroplasmosis (or babesiosis).89 Most
people know this condition as Texas fever. Once infected, cattle
herds suffered mightily. In addition to lethargic behavior, milk production fell dramatically, bulls often behaved erratically that often
resulted in cracked horns, and in the worst infections, herds suffered as high as 70-80 percent mortality rates. 90 Between 1865 and
1900, as many as 2.5 million heads of cattle in the lower south died
from piroplasmosis. 91 The ranchers spatial association was astute,
however, for the Boophilus annulatus is a tropical tick, and is restricted to primarily the U.S. Southeast along with Central and South
America. Within two years of Smith's explanation of the fever, scientists were already developing a solution.
Because the Boophilus tick carried the protozoan circular infection, veterinarians within the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)-the parent agency for the BAI-decided to eradicate
the vector in order to destroy the pest. In 1891, the USDA first
demonstrated its new technique: immersing cattle into an arsenicbased solution, which after several repetitions would free the animal of the tick. 92 The goal was to kill the tick before it had a chance
to drop to the ground, and lay more eggs-which could number
as many as 1500 per tick. 93 Not until 1923 did Florida implement a
cattle dip program.
Up to that time, the state housed a distinctive, unregulated
open-range ranching culture.94 Today, this culture is considered
one of the hallmark characteristics of "Cracker Florida." Former
89
90
91
92
93
94

The etiology of Babesia bovis came from http://www.conicet.gov.ar/bovinesadness-complex-piroplasmosis-a-great-problem-for-tropical-and-subtropicalregions/ (Accessed 14June 2018).
Skaggs, Prime Cut, 53.
Ibid., 54.
Ibid., 81.
Theodore Mealor and Merle Prunty. "Open Range Ranching in Southern
Florida," Annals of the Association of American Geographers, (September 1976),
368-369.
Although many scholars have written about Florida's ranching culture (e.g.
John Otto,Joe Akerman, and Stetson Kennedy), the first and still authoritative
source is Mealor and Prunty.
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rancher Harris Fussell described Florida's cattle culture in the
1930s: "Open range? It was no definition of where everybody's
property was. No fence lines. Everybody's cattle just ran together.
They all done community work to get together and have what they
called a round-up. They would mark and brand their cattle where
they would be identified ... Then they'd turn them back out. "95 More
than a mere economic pursuit, rounding up and branding cattle
was a social event for many. "That was the biggest picnic- that was
the only real picnic that they knew about at that time cause they
looked forward every year to catching and wrassling those calves ...
it was a great excitement for the boys .. .It was just a great holiday
time." 96
Inez Magill (nee Hull) also remembers cattle in her native
Caloosahatchee Valley (between present-day Okeechobee and Fort
Myers): "Pioneer families had cattle, which had free range ...Every
owner had his own brand, as that was the only means of identity
when they ranged in unfenced territory... Practically everyone had a
milk cow, they ran loose in the streets. "97 And cattle was not restricted to the woods, but roamed the town. "We still stumbled over cows
in the streets. Soon after the creation of the county, an anonymous
writer had a poem in the local paper about cows not knowing they
were supposed to stay home." 98
Ironically,just like with tourism, Florida ranching was an "environment dependent industry," that depended on the "scrub cow's"
ability to survive Florida's sandy environment-a Florida acclimated-animal derived from Spanish Andalusia cows bred with
English-stock cattle. 99 These Florida bovines were smaller and hardier than the "pure-breds" of Western America fame. The Florida
cattle could live on the nutrient-deprived wire and other native
grasses in Florida's sandy flatwoods and vast longleaf pine forests. 100
Ranchers, who used cow dogs and cattle whips instead of lassos
95

Interview with Harris Fussell by folklorist Doris Dyen, May 7, 1983, Recordings
of the Florida Folklife Program, l 93&-2006, box 11, tape C83-ll, FSA.
96 Ibid.
97 Note that like many who grew up in that period, she used the term 'pioneer'
instead of cracker. Inez Magill, From Ticks to Politics, (Labelle, FL: self-published, 1977.) 1, 4. A copy can be found in the Florida Collection of the State
Library of Florida.
98 Ibid., 17.
99 Mealor and Prunty, "Open Range Ranching," 364,366.
100 John Solomon Otto, "Traditional Cattle Herding Practices in Florida," The
Journal of American Fo/ltlme 97 Ouly-September 1984), 319; Mealor and Prunty,
"Open Range Ranching," 361.
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and fences to control cattle never had to feed their cattle. 101 Unlike
other cattle common in the United States, the scrub could survive
on native foraging alone. Once, perhaps twice, a year the cattle
were rounded up-identified by either brands or owner-specific
ear cuts-for selling at market. 102 The rest of the year, ranchers and
small farmers did nothing for the cattle. And because they roamed
the open territory, owners could enter the livestock trade with very
little investment: feed, extensive land holdings, and large staffs
were unnecessary. Unlike the rest of the nation, Florida ranchers
sold meat either locally in the state, or more commonly, to Cuba. 108
In 1923, Florida's legislature passed a compulsory dipping law
for all cattle under the supervision of the newly created Florida
State Live Stock Sanitary Board. 104 By the 1930s, the Livestock
Board began constructing a series of vats to hold the arsenic solution for dipping. Constructed of concrete, the vats were approximately seven feet deep, three to four feet wide, and thirty feet in
length. 105 They were usually located next to local water sources
such as springs, creeks, or drinking wells so that the dip could be
mixed on site. The dip consisted of four pounds of caustic soda,
ten pounds of white arsenic, and ten pounds of soda for every 500
gallons of water. 106 A typical vat held around 3,500 gallons. 107 The
vats were designed with 45-degree ramps on either end to allow the
cattle to walk into the solution. Once a year, the vats were drained,
and recharged with new dip. 108 By the end of the dipping program
in 1961, more than 3,000 vats had been built in Florida.
Promising to "leave no tick-infested area behind," 109 Knapp
required all cattle in Florida, which he once estimated at more than
101 Some scholars maintain that the term "Florida Cracker" derives from the cattle
ranchers' use of the cow whip, whose loud 'crack' startled cattle into submission. See for instance Peggy Bulger, et al, SouthFloridaFolklife Oackson: University of Mississippi Press, 1994), 41. For more on Florida ranching folklife, see
also Otto, "Traditional Cattle Herding," 219.
102 Florida passed its first branding law in 1828, while still a U.S. territory. Otto,
"Traditional Cattle Herding," 303.
103 Ibid., 297-298.
104 Ch. 9201, Laws ofFlorida (Tallahassee: Florida House of Representatives, 1923).
105 Helene Solo-Gabriele, et al, Quantities of Ar.senic Within the State of Florida,
Report #0~ (Gainesville: Florida Center for Solid Waste and Hazardous Management, University of Florida. 2003), 88. An online version can be found
at
http://www.ccaresearch.org/0305%20Quantites%20of%20Arsenic%20
Within%20the%20State%20of%20Florida.pdf (accessed July 10, 2017).
106 Ibid.
107 Ibid., 87.
108 Ibid.
109 Ibid.
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Duval County man dipping and paint marking catt/,e. Between 1923 and 1929. Black &
white photoprint, 10 x 8 in. State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory. <https:/ /
www.floridamemory.com/ items/ show/ 1349>.

a million head, to be dipped.11° Each cattle owner was required
to dip every two weeks. Once dipped, the cattle (and horses and
mules, which were also dipped) would be marked with paint to
signify their dipped status. Any unmarked cattle encountered by
Board-employed range riders would both be confiscated and sold
110 Knapp to Mrs. Lee Eden, December 27, 1933, Tick Eradication files, box 1,
folder: E misc. (1933), FSA.
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at a public sale, or-more commonly-were simply killed on the
spot.m By 1940, thousands of cattle had been killed in this manner.
Not surprisingly, many cattle ranchers and small farmers were
unhappy with the dipping program. The labor and effort involved
in the tick eradication program was beyond the capabilities of many
small ranchers. Dipping every fourteen days required ranchers and
farmers to gather their cattle, most of which were not fenced in,
but rather were roaming wild in the woods. This required enlarged
staffs and labor requirements. In addition to the loss of animals,
owners were required to pay a seizure fee for any cattle confiscated
by the state to cover the state's salary and equipment costs. One
83-year old farmer reported that a range rider seized his cattle
although they had been dipped and were clearly marked with
paint. "He offered to shoot it out with me when I refused to pay"
the seizure fees. 112 For Mrs. Mary Padgett, a widow, "it takes two
of her boys out of school on dip day" to make a ten mile round
trip in order to treat their one milk cow. 113 When asked if family
cows could be exempted, the Board refused to budge. "No cow will
be left out [of dipping] for a period of time sufficient for ticks to
mature and drop to the ground." 114 Although cattle owners were
reimbursed three cents for the dipping-about 50 percent of the
total costs-it was often years before they received their funds. 115
The dip process itself could be damaging to the cattle. For
small farmers with limited resources, such damage could have tremendous repercussions in a state already reeling from drought, the
boll weevil, hurricanes, and depressed crop prices. "I have dipped
my cow four times," explained Gus Davis of Palm Harbor. "Each
time, the skin peeled off the teats. After the third time, large sores
have formed on the teats and bag." 116 Even the marking paint "has
taken the skin off in several places." 117 In a petition to Governor
Sholtz in 1933, Union County farmers claimed that "dippings are
111 Joe Akerman, Flarida Cowman: A History ofFlarida Cattl,e Raising (Kissimmee, FL:
Florida Cattlemen's Association, 1976), 239-240.
112 G. A. Powers to Knapp.July 2, 1931. Governor Doyle Carlton Papers, box 54,
folder: "State Livestock Board," FSA.
113 Streat Hair to Knapp, February 7, 1933, Tick eradication files, box 1, folder: "H
misc (1933)," FSA.
114 Knapp to L.L. Carl, May, 7 1931, Carlton Papers, box 52, folder Livestock
Board, FSA.
115 Ch. 9201, Laws ofFlarida.
116 Davis to Commissioner of Agriculture Nathan Mayo, May 24, 1934, Tick eradication files, box 2, folder: "D misc (1934)," FSA.
117 Ibid.
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causing our cattle to fall away and the calves and yearlings in many
instances are killed ... regular dipping in winter. . .is very injurious
to the cattle." 11 8 Sometimes violence accompanied the dippings.
Gilbert Tucker describes a confrontation between his father and a
State Livestock employee. "We had to run them [the cattle] a lot
to get them in the pen. Papa asked the inspector to wait an hour
to dip them in order for them to cool off. The inspector refused."
The result was both men pulled guns and each had to be talked
down. According to Tucker, "It was a dangerous vocation to force
those old-time cowmen to bring their livestock every fourteen days
for dipping."119
The net result of the tick eradication program is that many
small farmers quit the business altogether. Large cattle owners,
able to withstand the occasional dip-related deaths, as well as afford
to hire workers to gather cattle bi-weekly, prospered as they consolidated their control over the industry. Even though the law did not
require it, many of the well-to-do ranchers began fencing in their
property. Not only was this more efficient for their operations,
further boosting their control, but doing so removed those specific grazing lands from other, smaller farmers not able to afford
their own land or fencing. By the 1930s, there was already talk of
improving tjle industry by bringing in pure-bred cattle to allow
Florida ranchers to compete on the national market. With fenced
areas that could be stocked with adequate feed, coupled with the
increased infrastructure of the larger ranches-a spin-off of the
eradication program-imported cattle could now be a profitable
endeavor in the Sunshine state. Such a development would further
erode the small rancher's stake in the trade. But forces outside the
industry were about to emerge that would affect not only the small
farmer and rancher, but also the cattle industry as a whole.
By the 1930s, all of Florida had become a tourist attraction.
Beaches, citrus farms, forests, lakes, and even alligators became
selling points, marketable commodities. Therefore all of Florida
was a commodity, especially if visible from the highways, and had
conform to fit the advertised image. As with farmer-sparked fires
that caused smoke on the highways and left behind charred trees
and a blackened ground, promoters scrutinized the actions of cattle-owners, large and small. The top issue these state promoters
118 Gilbert Tucker to Sholtz, February 13, 1933, Governor Dave Sholtz papers, box
72, folder: "Livestock Board (1933)," FSA.
119 Tucker, Before the Timber, 11.
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focused upon was the paving and improving of the state's roads. In
doing so, they struck directly at the heart of the now beleaguered
open-range ranching (i.e., Cracker) culture. Despite the increase
in the amount of fenced-in lands, the central feature of the Florida
ranching industry was free-range cattle. Even some of the larger
landowners viewed fencing as a temporary fix, only valid until the
tick eradication program ended. But as early as the 1910s, a small
but influential segment of Floridians demanded what they rather
confusingly termed "No-Fence" laws that would require all livestock owners to keep their animals fenced off. There was even a
No-Fence League formed by members of the Florida Federation
of Women's Clubs (FFWC) with the stated goal of rescinding laws
allowing free-range 120
The movement did not pick up steam until the 1930s. By then,
too many accidents were occurring on the state's highways, advocates of fencing argued. One supporter called the open-range
ranching "a relic of near Civil War times." 121 Journalist and owner
of the Florida Clipping Service (and future gubernatorial candidate
in 1940) Russell Kay began to write searing opinion pieces against
open-range cattle. Originally from Los Angeles, California, and
one of the original "Tamiami Trail Blazers" (a group of men who
drove the proposed Tamiami Trail between Ft. Myers and Miami
in 1923 to raise publicity for the need for good roads), Kay was a
major player in the creation of the Florida Exhibition at the Century of Progress, the Great Lakes Exposition and the 1939 New York
World's Fair. 122 Convinced that cattle were a threat to Florida tourism, he even wrote a poem in 1934 about the issue called "Clear
All Roads":
In all of our Zephyrs
The folks from other states do like
Our winds but not our heifers
So kick the scrubs right off the roads
And shut them up be heck!
120 There would be no such restriction against free-range cattle until 1947. Linda
Vance, May Mann Jennings: Ffnrida s Genteel Activist (Gainesville: University Press
of Florida, 1985) 123.
121 Dr. J.L. Kirby-Smith to Knapp, April 16, 1937, Cone Papers, box 56, folder:
"State Livestock Board (1937) ," FSA.
122 Biographical information on Kay can be found in his Miami Herald obituary,
October 6, 1977. He died at the age of85 in Tampa. See also Kay's article in the
Ffnrida Histarical Qy,arterly, "Tamiami Trail Blazers," 49, no. 3 (January 1971),
279-288.
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And we'll be rid of those darn things
That often cause a wreck
For when you bump right into one
The owner set up a holler
He swears the cow would bring ten bucks
When she ain't worth a dollar
Besides all this, I'm afraid to say
I've more to tell of heifers
If they would stay from off our roads
Purer'd be our Zephyrs 123
The cattle industry, namely in the guise of the Florida Cattlemen's Association (FCA), responded with a vengeance. In a lengthy
series of editorials in the Florida Catt/,emen-many of which were reprinted in various newspapers-the president of the FCA argued
for retention of open-range ranching. In one piece he argued that
cattlemen paid gas taxes-the main revenue for highway construction-just as every other Floridian, as well as paying the gas tax for
tractors "that never touch the highway. "124 In another, he argued
that cattle were not as dangerous as advertised. He pointed out
that only twenty-seven deaths resulted from cattle on the highways,
while thousands were caused by "driver error." 125 Finally, he mentioned that ranchers pre-dated cars by nearly three hundred years.
"Cattle were not put on the highway; but rather the highways were
put on the cattle, so to speak."126 One cattle owner in the 1930s
developed a way to let out his frustrations with the tourists affecting
his livelihood. After a bridge was built across the St. Johns River,
"we use to go there for when working cattle along the river ....When
a car went over the bridge someone would pop his whip real loud.
The driver would think he had a flat and stop to get out and look
at his tires. Everyone thought this was a big joke except the driver
of the car." 127
For small farmers, the refusal to fence was more than mere
"Cracker" contrariness. In 1937, one economic study of Florida put
the cost at constructing fences between $400 to $800 per mile. 128
123
124
125
126
127
128

Florida Newspaper News (October 1934), n.p.
P.E. Williams, Flmida Cattlemen, (October 1936), 5.
Ibid., (November 1936) 16.
Ibid., (February 1937), 18.
Tucker, Before the Timber, 43.
Florida Research Bureau, Flmida and Its Money (St. Augustine: The Record
Company, 1938), 98.
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According to the study, "Many small cattle raisers-and they are
the main offender-do not make that much profit a year from
their cattle." 129 Most cattle raisers who had not fenced by the 1930s
argued that if people "want the highways fenced, then the State
Road Department should stand the cost."130 The Florida Research
Bureau concluded in 1938, "little can be accomplished in the way
of highway fencing unless, as happened in Texas, the cattle and
hogs become too valuable to allow them to roam at large." 13 1
This debate over highways and cattle was typical of the fissure that had opened up between two visions of Florida: one that
pushed for agricultural and traditional agrarian values and another that saw tourism, development, and order in Florida's fortunes.
It was an issue of land use and, ultimately, control over Florida's
future. With millions of public funds pouring into both highway
construction as well as tick eradication and other livestock disease
control, parties that may have otherwise kept quiet felt empowered
to speak out. 132 During the span of its first decade, the Livestock
Board used science and empirical evidence to justify its actions,
usually in the face of what many considered "backwoods" and premodern "Cracker" ranchers. The Board was in many ways part of
the modernizing force that brought order, control, and cleanliness to Florida's physical and cultural landscape. But by the mid1930s, many questioned whether the board was even necessary if
Florida was indeed moving to be a tourism-centric state. Why spend
public funds on an increasingly archaic industry that neither had
much tangible value for tourists nor contributed, as did the citrus,
shrimping or sponge fishing industry, to the beauty and uniqueness of the state? The Board found itself on the same side of the
political and cultural fence as the Cracker ranching culture. The
grumbling between boosters and ranchers would degenerate into
a wide, impassable gulf once the Livestock Board began what many
might consider a public relations suicide mission: they began killing deer by the thousands.
129
130
131
132

Ibid.
Ibid., 97.
Ibid.
In just one winter, FERA gave $2 million for tick eradication in 1933. TW Cole
to Knapp, December 5, 1933, Tick eradication files, box 1, folder: Cole, TX
( 1933); The CWA also funded similar projects. Marcus Fagg to Knapp, December 21, 1933, box 1, folder: F misc (1933), FSA. Other agencies that contributed to the Livestock Board were the WPA and the CCC, while the WPA, CCC,
and PWA all contributed to road building as well.
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Three days after writing Fletcher, State veterinarian Dr. Knapp
owned up to what his agency had been doing. In a letter to Conservation Commissioner Davis, Knapp admitted that a "most unusual"
discovery had been made. 133 While in the past the "presence of
deer has never been a factor in tick work," it appeared that heavy
concentrations of deer in South Florida has prolonged the presence of the Texas Cattle Tick Fever in that region. 134 He requested
assistance from Davis in "handling the deer question without exciting the cattlemen on one side and the sportsmen on the other." 135
Finally in September, Knapp revealed to Governor Sholtz the
news. In early summer of 1933, ticks had been found in previously
declared tick-free areas. 136 USDA Chief Entomologist Dr. F.C. Bishopp discovered the ticks found on the deer were actually Boophilus annulutus v. australis, a tropical variety of the Texas Fever Tick;
these ticks also thrived on deer as well as cattle. 137 Only deer did not
grow sick as a result of the ticks. Knapp then revealed his plan: "It
is believed that if the deer could be reduced to a degree in these
areas ... [in] eighteen months to two years the terrain ... would all
be tick free." 138 He then attempted to explain his earlier denials:
" . ..we have never indicated that it was necessary to destroy all the
deer ... It is our opinion that if deer could be reduced in numbers"
then that would suffice in successful tick eradication. 139 He pondered allowing hunters to perform this work through an "open
season." This letter would be the start of a public relations disaster.
While cattle owners may have bristled at (and occasionally
violently opposed) the increased regulations and modernizing
efforts of the state veterinarians, ultimately both groups shared a
common vision. The State Livestock Board and the cattle ranchers
and small farmers saw Florida's future in the state's still profitable
agrarian fields. In fact with the changes in recent years, along with
the possibility of a tick-free cattle industry, they felt that Florida
133 Knapp to Davis, August 29, 1933, Tick Eradication files, box 1, folder: "D misc
(1933)," FSA.
134 Ibid.
135 Ibid.
136 Those areas included Volusia County on the McCrory Ranch, Orange County
at the Tosahatchee Game Preserve, Broward County in theJane Green Swamp,
St. Lucie County in the Allapattah Flats swamp, and Polk County on Johnston's
Island Game Preserve. Knapp to Sholtz, September 11, 1933, Sholtz papers,
box 72, folder: Livestock Board (1933), FSA.
137 Ibid.
138 Ibid.
139 Ibid.
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were often linked together as romanticized relics of an idyllic, preDisney past.
In January 2013, Florida's Department of Environmental Protection announced that ailing roadside attraction, Silver Springs
in Central Florida, would become a state park by the end of the
year. 194 Other state park additions since the 1980s have included
Wakulla Springs, Rainbow Springs, Ravine Gardens, Homosassa
Springs, Gamble Plantation (formerly known as the Judah P. Benjamin Memorial), Weeki Wachee Springs, and Cypress Gardens
(under lease by a private corporation). Marineland, one of the
earliest seaquariums, just missed becoming a state park in 2003.
While state parks were first created to become tourist attractions,
they have since become living history museums for Florida's golden age of roadside attractions. They are also a sign of how Florida
tourism has both changed but also remained the same. While the
industry still targets middle-class families, these early attractions
have become too quaint to be attractive to today's visitors, who
are drawn to the thrill rides, fairytale castles, and performing orca
whales offered at other modern sites. What seemed exotic and
unique in 1937 now seems mundane to tourists. Palm trees, alligators, flowers, and natural springs no longer excites nor attract
the average visitor. Despite the introduction of exotic fauna and
flora, intricate landscaping, and hyperbolic promotions, many of
these sites are often considered almost "second nature." The ease
with which these sites have fit in with the other natural and historical properties of the Florida Park Service reveals both how natural
the roadside attractions were in the 1930s, while at the same time,
how manufactured were many of the state parks. Both types of sites
simply repackaged native Florida environments (a natural spring,
a native hammock, a ravine) with varying degrees of landscaping
and introduced exotics, romantic names, and attractive brochures.
It was a time of truly "Florida"-oriented tourism.
Other sites from this era have also become state park properties, including the homes of writers Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings and
Marjorie Stoneman Douglas ( the latter of which is, as of 2009, an
out-parcel of Cape Florida State Park and is used as a private ranger residence). The Florida Cracker culture that Rawlings, Douglas
194 The attraction had been owned by the State of Florida for over two decades by
this point (purchased in 1993), but continued to be a commercial attraction
via a private lease. Part of the surrounding land was already open to the public
as Silver River State Park in 1987.
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and others wrote about, and to a large degree created, has blossomed into an alternative Florida image, though one that is now
just as packaged and commodified as 'tropical Florida' was in the
1930s. One can find several "cracker" historical sites, such as Lake
Kissimmee State Park's Cracker cowmen camp, the Forest Capital
State Park's Cracker home in Perry, Silver River State Park's Cracker homestead and festival in Ocala, and numerous exhibits and
buildings at local museums and historical societies.
What was once merely an oppositional stance has now become
official heritage. An entire Cracker cottage industry has emerged,
including books on Cracker humor, food, history, and architecture
(though on closer inspection, these buildings differ little from
poor, vernacular homes in Georgia, Alabama, and the Carolinas);
Cracker festivals, clothing stores, log cabin construction companies, themed restaurants, novels, and music. Interestingly, the bulk
of these companies and items are found in tourist-heavy Central
Florida. But the larger irony is that the agency created to aid tourism that then led to the emergence of the defiant Cracker culture,
has today done more than anything else to preserve that culture.
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Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book .Review Editor
Water from Stone: Archaeology and Conseroation at Florida's springs.
By Jason O'Donoghue. (Gainesville: University of Florida
Press, 2017. Acknowledgements, illustrations, maps, figures,
tables, notes, index. Pp. xvi, 245. $74.95 cloth.)

The author, Jason O'Donoghue, has provided readers of this
book with enough technical information to support his ideas
regarding the human aspects of Florida's springs. Starting with
the geological processes that, over millions of years, have shaped
Florida's karst landscape, O'Donoghue gives a brief synopsis of
the evolution of the Florida Platform and the geologic events that
unfolded over vast expanses of time that led to the formation of
Florida's springs. The focus on the springs in the St. Johns River
Basin necessitates some emphasis on the geology of this region,
which the author provides. The geology of any area is often too
complex to adequately describe in an entire book, let alone a chapter, but O'Donoghue's synopsis is sufficient in the overall context
of the book.
The timing of the onset of spring discharge into the St. Johns
River Basin is addressed through the application of GIS modeling
using land elevation in relation to groundwater potentiometric
surface change through the late Pleistocene and into the Holocene. The model predicts that the springs in this region would not
have been capable of discharge until the potentiometric surface in
the Upper Floridan Aquifer reached an elevation of about twelve
meters below present levels. However, the author does not address
the possibility that springs that are currently inundated by the St.
[372]
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Johns River (like Croaker Hole) would have been flowing prior to
others that are located at higher elevations.
Much of the book's content focuses on the prehistoric archaeology of several of the large magnitude springs that discharge into
the St. Johns River including Salt Spring, Silver Glen Springs and
Silver Springs. The author provides archaeological evidence from
field investigations at these springs that supports his argument that
the onset of spring discharge in the St.Johns River Basin occurred
prior to the stabilization of sea level around 6,000 years ago. As
a result, previously held ideas suggesting that the construction of
large, fresh water shell mounds by prehistoric native people signaled the onset of significant spring discharge into the St. Johns
River Basin is called into question. The existence of Paleoindian
and early Archaic stone tools recovered from Silver Glen Spring
and Silver Springs provides evidence of human activities at these
springs that predate the cultures that constructed the iconic shell
mounds in the St. Johns River Basin.
The procurement and distribution of chert by prehistoric Floridians in the St. Johns River Basin is examined and the idea that
Silver Springs may have served as a gateway for the distribution of
lithic material into the basin is discussed. The analysis oflithic material (chert) from springs in the St.Johns River Basin provides insight
into the possibility that Silver Springs might have been a gateway for
bringing raw lithic material into the basin since chert does not naturally occur there. The author uses least-cost analysis to identify possible routes that could have been used to bring lithic material into
the area and compares provenance data from debitage and stone
tools recovered from springs in the St. Johns River Basin to explore
this idea. The analyses suggest that the import of lithic resources
into this area was influenced by proximity of the source areas and
the natural impediments in the landscape - it was easier to import
lithic material from areas closer and easier to get to.
The idea that springs have been sacred places to humans since
the first Floridians encountered them is discussed. Archaeological
evidence from Silver Glen Springs reflects the diversity of human
activities that have occurred in the area over many thousands of
years. Prehistoric Floridians from different cultural time periods
left behind evidence of how springs influenced their lives and how
they influenced springs. From habitation sites, burial mounds, shell
heaps and regional gathering sites, the author uses many lines of
evidence to show how intertwined humans are with springs. Even
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today springs elicit emotions that may reflect our long interaction
with these natural features. O'Donoghue argues that humans and
springs are entangled, both dependent upon the other for survival. Today, Florida's springs are suffering from declining flow and
groundwater pollution. Our ability to protect them from further
degradation depends on the collective will of our population to
change our land use and water use habits. This book does a great
job demonstrating the long relationship that has existed between
Floridians and springs and offers some insight into how we might
conserve these "magical waters" for future generations to enjoy.
GuyH. Means

Florida Geowgi,cal Survey

This Torrent of Indians: War on the Southern Frontier, 1715-1728. By
Larry E. Ivers. (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press,
2016. Illustrations, preface, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. viii,
292. $24.95 paper.)

The Yamasee War is the subject of Larry E. Ivers' latest study.
The conflict, waged three hundred years ago, threatened to
destroy the entire colony of South Carolina. Ivers offers his interpretation of the war which was fought between South Carolina
militia and their Native allies and members of the Yamasee tribe
and their allies, most of whom were Lower Creeks. In doing so he
deviates from traditional interpretations that end the war in 1717
and extends his analysis to cover the conflict another eleven years.
This Torrent of Indians is first and foremost a military history, written to illustrate the military operations, organization, strategy, and
tactics of both the Carolinians and the Yamasees. In doing so, he
demonstrates how Southeastern Indians reconceptualized warfare
in the eighteenth century.
Ivers begins by introducing the forty-five year-old proprietary
colony of South Carolina, which by 1715 was a hodgepodge of white
Protestants, black slaves, Indian slaves, and Settlement Indians.
Most Carolinians were agriculturalists and the only urban center
was Charles Town, a seaport featuring drinking water so brackish
it had to be mixed with liquor to be considered potable. However,
after the conflicts of Queen Anne's War and the Tuscarora War, the
colony "appeared to be the principal military power in southeastern North America" (19). However, Ivers notes that South Carolina
was only able to position itself militarily due to alliances with neighboring tribes, the Yamasees among them.
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol96/iss2/1
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Colonial merchants initially established a trade with Indian
hunters for deerskins and other hides, but demands for labor within
the empire necessitated a new destination for Indian captives. Once
adopted into Native towns via traditions of national replenishment,
these captives became the source of a large Native slaving enterprise
that encouraged internecine warfare throughout the region. But
the economic ties holding cultures together began to fray as Carolina traders enslaved the families of indebted Native men. Demanding that their debts be restructured, Yamasee men and their Lower
Creek allies went to war against their former English friends.
Ivers charges that experience in both Queen Anne's War
and the Tuscarora War changed how Yamasees internalized warfare. During those wars, Yamasees organized large war parties and
razed entire enemy towns while accompanied by British officers
instead of limiting fights to small skirmishes or reciprocal raids.
But that experience also led them to underestimate South Carolina's military capacity, Ivers explains. According to him, Yamasees erred by not waiting for their Lower Creek allies to mobilize.
Doing so left the colony just enough breathing room to launch a
series of counterattacks into Indian country and recruit Cherokee
assistance against the Lower Creeks, which was facilitated when
an entire delegation of Creeks was assassinated by their Cherokee
hosts in January of I 716. Despite the move, Carolina leaders never
received the help from the Cherokees they desired, hoping as they
did for an invasion into and destruction of the Creek homeland.
But these efforts by Carolinians did reestablish trade with some
Indian nations and the easternmost Creeks moved closer to the
rest of their towns. Further, it set off a quarrel between the Creeks
and Cherokees that would last for decades.
By 1717 the war was in a stalemate. Hundreds of colonists had
died and the cattle economy had been so ravaged it would not
recover until the 1730s. But the conflict had also taken a toll on
the Yamasees, who had lost nearly half of their population and were
forced to relocate their towns near Spanish settlements in Florida.
Seeing an opportunity to extricate his people from the carnage,
Lower Creek headman Emperor Brims initiated peace talks with
Carolina and then helped to establish a policy in which Creeks
refused to be the sole ally of any one European country. Yamasee warriors, however, continued to strike north from Florida into
South Carolina. This left British officials with only one option, as
Ivers claims that no frontier defense was strong enough to insulate
the colony from attacks. In 1728, a battalion led by Colonel John
Palmer destroyed multiple towns near St. Augustine and largely
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frightened the Spanish. However, a larger attack by the Carolina
settlers never came as doing so risked open war with Spain, whose
defenses protected much of the Yamasee population. But neither
the Yamasees nor Spaniards ever countered, and the region settled
into an unannounced peace. After fourteen years of fighting, the
Yamasee War was over.
The British government dodged a bullet in the Yamasee War.
"South Carolina," Ivers reflects, "could have fallen" (201). Had
that happened, other Indian nations in the middle and northern
regions might have made their own attempts to rearrange the
colonial power dynamic. That the colony survived, he asserts, was
because American Indians refused to fight in major battles necessary for victory, and South Carolinians had "mental and physical
toughness" and "superior military skill" (23, 200-201).
Ivers achieves his goal of demonstrating the tactics, equipment,
and brutality of the war. In painstaking detail, he relates the chaotic
nature of the conflict. But his attention to detail can be distracting
for readers looking for larger themes in early American, American
Indian, and Atlantic histories. The book's lack of central argument
leaves the reader feeling a bit directionless at times. The book's
format also proves challenging, with some chapters covering three
days' time and others spanning up to seven years. He misses several
opportunities to engage the reader, especially in relation to how
changes in slave practices altered Native societies. The omission of
the Palmer Map, which Ivers claims "is a valuable research tool,"
is particularly frustrating (192). These quibbles aside, This Torrent
of Indians should provide some satisfaction for fans of colonial or
military history, but scholars hoping to research broader themes
in the region and era may want to continue searching elsewhere.
Jason Herbert

University of Minnesota

From These Honored Dead: Historical Archa,eology of the American
Civil War. Edited by Clarence R. Geier, Douglas D. Scott, and
Lawrence E. Babits. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2014. Illustrations, tables, figures, index. Pp. vii, 311. $39.95
cloth.)

This book is the third major edited volume on Civil War
archaeology, along with Clarence Geier and Susan Winter's Look to
the Earth: Historical Archaeology and the American Civil War (1994) and
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Geier and Stephen Potter's Archaeologi,cal Perspectives on the American
Civil War (2003). Looking at this volume in light of the first two, we
see both convergence in archaeological approaches to Civil War
sites and diversification in the approaches we take to investigate
and interpret them. Mostly, this is beneficial growth.
Geographically, the sixteen chapters in this book cluster in Virginia and the Trans-Mississippi theaters, with Kentucky, Virginia,
Tennessee, Georgia, and South Carolina also represented. There
is one chapter on Florida; Brian Mabelitini's analysis of Confederate defenses of the Apalachicola River. Mabelitini uses KOCOA, a
modem military approach to studying combat scenarios, in conjunction with established historical and archaeological approaches
to analyze the disposition of Confederate troops, focusing particularly on the Hammock Landing Battery.
He is not the only contributor to invoke KOCOA as an interpretive device. Many other contributors use KOCOA on battlefields in
Tennessee (Espenshade), and the editors introduce it in the opening pages as a ·~unction of military practice with the historical and
archaeological record[s)" (6). They conclude the volume with an
appendix by Babits that summarizes KOCOA along with MET-T,
strategy-tactics-operations-logistics, and the Principles of War as a
precis for archaeologists interested in delving deeper into conflict
archaeology. These modes of interpretation are currently on the
rise in conflict archaeology, due to the writing of many authors
in this work (Scott, Babits, Smith, and Geier, in particular) and
the endorsement of the American Battlefield Protection Program.
While it cannot be said that these fail to add needed structure to
our thinking on past conflicts, I worry that the structure will inhibit
our ability to understand history's battles and the men who fought
them on their own terms.
Like the preceding volumes, the chapters in this volume are
largely focused on single sites, with deep, rich context on both the
history and archaeology of each. Unlike earlier works, however, we
do not have chapters on the big battles, such as Antietam or Bull
Run. There are works on smaller eastern battles, such as 3rd Winchester (Jolley) or Cedar Creek (Geier and Wood, Whitehorne),
and western battles, such as Palmito Ranch (Haecker) and Boonville, Missouri (Scott, Dasovich, and Thiessen). This emphasis on
smaller engagements allows the authors to more completely tell
the story of an event through historical archaeology than could be
done within the space of a chapter devoted to a larger engagement.
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Thiessen, Dasovich, and Scott delve into the one of the grizzlier incidents of the war, the massacre and skirmish at Centralia,
Missouri (late 1864). Like the application ofKOCOA, MET-T, and
their ilk to past situations, this chapter endeavors to apply modern
war crimes definitions to the event, after reviewing the history and
thin archaeological record of the events. They offer a needed primer on the emergence of laws and regulations governing combat
behavior, from the Lieber Code to the Geneva Conventions, and
how actions such as the Centralia Massacre could be understood
in modern terms.
Two chapters stand out as examples of something that I believe
we now need. Scott reviews Civil War archaeology in the Trans-Mississippi region and Smith does likewise for South Carolina. Both of
these summarize research to date, introducing surprisingly large
and diverse bodies of research for each area. They both also serve
as bases for future research, and parallel studies for Virginia, Tennessee (updating Smith's from 1994), and other areas are needed.
Most of these sites use similar approaches to research; either
standard excavation methodologies or systematic metal detector
surveys. Espenshade's work on Resaca, Georgia, proves again that
the latter approach can glean information from battlefields long
written off as "hunted out" by both professionals and relic hunters.
Also, Leach, Holland, and Balicki show how the application of magnetometer survey to campsites can be an effective tool for locating
these extremely ephemeral sites, focusing not on metallic artifacts
but on the remains of campfires. The technique worked on both
plowed and unplowed sites, and encourages us to delve deeper
into the application of geophysical survey to conflict archaeology.
This is, by and large, a book that focuses on battles, forts, and
camps. This is certainly no change from earlier volumes or other
writings on conflict in historical archaeology. It largely neglects
civilians and their wartime experiences, which is a significant deficiency. I doubt it is one of their own making, as few within historical
archaeology currently focus on this topic, but the lack of attention
in this volume helps to underscore this wider research shortfall.
Reeves's chapter on the Civil War at the Montpelier escape does
touch on the strain that armies placed on local resources, and how
those might affect civilian life, and Smith's overview of South Carolina research pays some light attention to the topic, but otherwise
the civilian populace goes unnoticed.
We see in this volume the convergence of Civil War research
around KOCOA and its comrades-in-arms, and the continued
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emphasis on rich, deep analysis of individual sites. As such, this
important volume represents a significant advance within Civil War
archaeology and possible paths for the development of conflict
archaeology more generally. Yet, for all of its professional advantages, the readability and clarity of the bulk of the chapters leave this
book very accessible to Civil War enthusiasts and others who have
a passion for the subject, but may not be practitioners in the field.
Carl G. Drexler

Arkansas Archeologi,cal Survey

Agriculture and the Confederacy: Policy, Productivity, and Power in the
Civil War South. By R Douglas Hurt. (Chapel Hill: University

of North Carolina Press, 2015. Acknowledgments, illustrations,
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xi, 364. $45.00
paper.)
This book covers the relationship between the farmers and
planters of the Civil War South, their agricultural produce, the
market, the Confederate government, and the region's relations
with the British. It is organized mostly like a story with event after
event. Most chapters begin with January 1 and end with December
31. Hurt has divided the Confederacy into two areas, the Eastern
Confederacy and the Western Confederacy, with the Appalachian
Mountains between. It is an effective organization. Hurt emphasizes central government policy (especially impressing [seizing] farmers' and planters' produce instead of paying market prices), the
enemy damage to crops, the development of trade with the enemy,
and the growing anger against the government in Richmond.
Hurt did not present a thesis, but he essentially provided evidence to prove that for nearly the first two years of the Civil War,
southerners were convinced that their farmers and planters could
produce enough food to feed both civilians and the army until
the northerners got tired of fighting the war, but the demands of
warfare-their own government took away their mules and horses
(essential for plowing), the railroads were not capable of moving
both food and military goods, and the enemy adopted a policy of
destroying crops in the fields and storehouses, as well as agricultural tools-reduced the amount of agricultural production so much
that civilians in the cities were experiencing serious hunger by 1864.
As an example, two of the three states that raised mainly cattle
(Florida and Texas) were the farthest from where the Confederate
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military needed beef or bacon to be. The railroads could effectively reach neither. Up to late 1862, Texans could drive their
cattle across the Mississippi River to sell to the military. Florida
cattle were farther away and their owners could get higher prices
for their beeves at home. After the enemy gained control of the
entire Mississippi River in 1863, Florida was the only source of meat
for Lee's soldiers who were on half rations. Floridians struggled to
drive cattle northward until the end of the war in an effort to meet
military needs.
Hurt tacked on at the end of the book an Epilogue that lightly covers several years after the war ended, focusing on the fate
of southern agriculture from tobacco to cattle, markets to credit,
and labor to land. The author has gone beyond both Paul Wallace
Gates' Agriculture in the Civil War (1965) and John Solomon Otto's
Southern agriculture during the Civil War era, 1860-1880 ( 1994) in the
breadth of scope covered, and Hurt integrated into this book many
new ideas published in recent journals. The four years of Hurt's
lists of prices of agricultural produce in the South, placed at the
appropriate times throughout the story, will be useful for other
scholars. Bringing to the attention of Civil War scholars and other
readers the importance of agricultural produce during the war
and the Union Army's decision to ruin produce, crops, tools, hogs,
and cattle until the end of the war is extremely important. The
author also has built a strong primary source bibliography of letters, diaries, and newspapers; I regret he didn't consult The Papers
ofJefferson Davis, vols. 7-11 (1992-2003), ed. Lynda Lasswell Crist,
especially because there was much correspondence between planters and local officials regarding Confederate government policies
that crossed Jefferson Davis's desk.
Throughout the book, Hurt supports his main theme by pointing out that every time the government expanded the age range
for conscripting men and boys, taking them out of the agricultural
fields to put them on the battlefield, the government was undermining its base: the ability to produce food to feed both soldiers
and civilians. The author also follows the attitudes and actions of
the planters and newspapers in relation to the war-from certainty that agriculture would win the war if all the producers would
be patriots and abandon cotton and tum to food crops, to anger
because of the imposition of impressment prices rather than market prices, and then to trading with the enemy through the lines
for necessities, and later to trying to rebuild their monetary capital.
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In addition, Hurt covers slaves and their transmission to freedom
the role of women, the role of cotton, and other topics from 186i
to 1866.
The book has some deficiencies. Sometimes it is hard to know
which year you are reading about and there are more than a few
confusing long paragraphs. More importantly, some footnotes
do not cover all the new items introduced in long paragraphs.
Finally, the author repeats often that King Cotton was important
in the Confederate government's diplomacy with Britain, despite
research published since 2010 that has provided evidence to the
contrary.
This book should be read by every serious scholar interested
in how the South lost the Civil War. It studies a very important reason that the Confederacy lost the war that has been almost totally
neglected-the Union Army's war against agriculture.
Judith Gentry

University of Louisiana at Lafayette

Silent Films in St. Augustine. By Thomas Graham. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2017. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, Index Pp. vii, 207. $24.95 cloth.)

There are a million ''I'll bet you did not know ... " questions, but
one of the most stunning answers is that the American film industry, so closely associated with Hollywood, California, almost had its
permanent home in St. Augustine, Florida.
How? Time, circumstance and really good weather.
The American movie business began in metropolitan New
York in the early 1900s. The positives were many - easy transportation anywhere with ferries and then the subway, lots of actors eager
to break into the movies and numerous locations for both country
and city filming.
The negatives were just one - lousy weather. New York is perfect
for movies from mid-October to mid-May, but the winter months
are horrific for making movies. The city has too much snow, ice,
slush and freezing days for the cinema.
That's why the film producers of the early era, in which silent
films flourished, looked to warm and sunny climates to make their
films. They did not first move to Hollywood, California, though,
as everybody believes. They took their scripts, extras, cameras,
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costumes directors and sound stages to St. Augustine, Florida,
bought some wide brimmed straw hats to block the sun and started
rolling their cameras.
Their story is nicely chronicled in Thomas Graham's Sil,ent
Films in St. Augustine. In it, Graham, a film historian and writer,
tells the story of the many film companies that fled New York for
St. Augustine and how they made movies from 1913 to about 1920,
before leaving for Los Angeles and Hollywood and Vine. It is a colorful, well-written book, just scrumptious in some places, that not
only tells you the story of the movies in the Florida city, but a lot
about the producers, directors, actors (and a few millionaires, too)
who lugged their cameras through thousands of Florida palm trees
and over countless Sunshine State beaches to create a booming
industry- for a while.
Graham chose to write the book year by year and studio by
studio. That gave him a way to incorporate stars, directors and local
people into the story. It worked. He also included a lot of films with
big silent movie stars, such as Tom Mix, Theda Bara and the legendary Rudolph Valentino. He explained carefully that the great
locations in St. Augustine helped lure filmmakers. They included
the luxurious Ponce de Leon and Alcazar hotels, miles and miles
of beaches, mansions with unique Spanish architecture, orange
groves, and even a local baseball stadium.
He has his scandals, such as film company President]. Stuart
Blackston arrested as he tried to climb up the balcony of a hotel
while drunk. He has magnificent anecdotes. The best is the purchase of a huge yacht, the Cosette, by a producer who planned to
use it for dozens of films. The yacht caught fire in the third movie,
though. The producer did not blink an eye. He filmed the burning
of the yacht and rewrote the story to put the fire into it.
Graham unearthed some real cultural history, too, such as the
story of the film Florida Enchantment, in which actors are shown as
transgendered (and this back in 1914!). He adds the story ofa local
newspaper than ran its own "Win a Role in a Movie" contest that
increased circulation by over 600 readers. The winners not only
landed a role in a movie, but were sent to New York for several weeks
and treated like celebrities. There are wonderful stories about how
film companies transformed ordinary scenes into Mexican coastline
and jungles in India. He has photos of old west forts erected next to
a somber looking cemetery and photos of the old Hollywood practice of local dignitaries giving stars awards for, well, for being stars.
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Oh, the photos. They are a wonder. Graham plundered old
movie magazine files, naturally, but also has pictures from numerous historical sites, such as the St. Augustine Historical Society,
Margaret Herrick Museum, the Florida state archives and the University of Florida archives.
There are two weaknesses in the book. First, Graham does not
write much about the fledgling movie colonies in nearby Jacksonville and in Miami. Producers made numerous films there, and for
the same (weather) reasons. He should addressed these ventures
to provide some contrast to St. Augustine. Second, and more serious, Graham wrote little about the demise of films in St. Augustine.
The moviemakers were very happy in St. Augustine, but Hollywood
offered all of the same inducements and weather in Los Angeles,
whose political leaders immediately realized that not only would
the film colony provide thousands ofjobs but give their city worldwide publicity. The city fathers in Los Angeles worked hard to provide everything Hollywood cinema needed (fewer union problems,
too). City fathers in St. Augustine, Jacksonville and Miami did not.
Hollywood won the big film battle, and in just a few takes, too.
Despite those omissions, Graham's book is a treasure trove of
information on the movies in St. Augustine. It is a MUST read for
film aficionados.
Bruce Chadwick

New Jersey City University

Di,rie Highway: Road Building and the Making of the Modern South,
1900-1930. By Tammy Ingram. (Chapel Hill: University of

North Carolina Press, 2013. Preface, illustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. xiv, 272. $29.95 cloth.)
The construction of the Dixie Highway between 1915 and 1926
opened Florida to the now iconic automobile vacation. More than
a single highway, this network linked Northern cities like Chicago,
Detroit, and Indianapolis to Florida and the South. More than
just a tourist route, the Dixie Highway also eased local automobile
travel while connecting farms and businesses to expanded markets.
Despite its useful qualities, the construction of a multistate system
of roads was a daunting task to accomplish in the political climate
of the early twentieth-century South. Tammy Ingram's Dixie Highway: Rnad Building and the Making of the Modern South, 1900-1930
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details the complicated political and social relationships that went
into the highway network's construction.
It is Ingram's assertion that the building of the Dixie Highway was critical to both the development of today's vast highway
system and the modern South. Ingram argues this transition did
not come without a federal Progressive movement challenging
the established Southern Populist order. While the building of
a major infrastructure project like the Dixie Highway required
federal organizing, Southern localities, with a tradition of states'
rights and populism, were able to manipulate the overall project
to their advantage. To this point, Ingram argues that an alliance of
automakers, local officials, civic boosters, and citizens were able to
negotiate the localities benefiting from connections to the highway
network (11).
To illustrate these points, the author has employed a chronological approach. A chapter devoted to the Good Roads Movement
shows the roots of highway building and provides the necessary
background to understand the complicated construction of the
Dixie Highway. The work that sets Ingram's argument apart from
the rest of the historiography comes in later chapters. "Modern
Highways and Chain Gang Labor, 1919-1924" and "Paved with Politics: Business and Bureaucracy in Georgia, 1924-1927," both present the nuanced argument alluded to in the book's overall thesis.
While Ingram's research considers the South as a whole, Georgia is employed as a specific case study. The author has employed
sources from a number of Georgia state archives and newspapers
as well as archives from other Southern states to both contrast
and corroborate the Dixie Highway's history in Georgia. Multiple
historiographies, including those of the Good Roads Movement,
politics, and transportation are reflected in Ingram's work and the
author has navigated their key arguments skillfully.
Ingram has constructed an excellent narrative that draws automobility to the forefront of a discussion on the birth of the New
South. Political, social, economic, and cultural elements combine
to create a complicated history that the author narrates with clarity. Utilizing Georgia, the capital of the Modern South, as a lens for
this work is useful. Through Ingram's research readers can better
understand just how the construction of the Dixie Highway led to
the building of the New South. Ingram illustrates the odd coupling
of a national progressive Good Roads Movement with Southern
states-rights and limited government populism.
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While there are few shortcomings in Ingram's overall product,
the lack of a thorough discussion on the naming of the Dixie Highway is one of them. The highway project opened in 1915 and was
seen as a reconciliation between the North and South during the
fiftieth anniversary of the Civil War. While the author discusses this
reconciliation and the importance of Civil War battlefields for cultural tourism, as well as the battlefield routes that were precursor's
to some sections of the Dixie Highway, the book would have benefitted from a concise section covering both the importance and
implications of a name with Southern and Confederate connotations. While important, this is a limited oversight and does nothing
to distract from the overall premise of this work.
The historiography of the Dixie Highway will benefit greatly
from Ingram's Dixie Highway: Road Building and the Making of the
Modern South, 1900-1930. Previous research has presented the highway's story as part of other larger highway narratives or in articles
with a limited scope. Moreover, this is a useful work for scholars
of the South or automobility. This book, while limited in its coverage of Florida's highway, does help to fill the void in research on
the state's Dixie Highway construction. The complex nature of the
political history, while explained well by Ingram, limits the audience of this book to those with a scholarly interest in the topic.
Overall, Ingram has produced a solid contribution to the overall
historiography of automobility, Southern History, and the Dixie
Highway. Hopefully, Dixie Highway will encourage future scholarship on this fascinating road.
Kevin Mitchell Mercer

University of Central Ffnrida

Welcome to Fairyland: Qµeer Miami Before 1940. By Julio Capo
Jr. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2017.
Acknowledgments, illustrations, maps, figures, tables, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. xiv, 400. $29.95 paper.)

Julio Capo's Welcome to Fairyl,and explores what the author calls
"Miami's queer past." "Queer," as Capo uses the term, refers not
only to same-sex desire or gender nonconformity, but to a variety
of populations and behaviors that were considered transgressive or
suspect in 1890-1940: sex workers, interracial and intergenerational
couples, migrants, immigrants, transients, vagabonds, and hobos.
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Capo's book thus focuses on Miami's history as related to issues
such as race and class at least as much as on its history as related to
gender-bending and sexuality. Capo demonstrates how zoning in
the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-centuries pushed the venues of what was considered "vice" outside the early boundaries of
Miami's city limits: to "colored" and working-class neighborhoods.
Middle- and upper-class white districts were zoned as "respectable."
However, their inhabitants could and did go slumming, and they
made the "vice" neighborhoods "the city's playground."
But the use of the "playground" by the elite did little to mitigate the violence, police surveillance, poverty, and crime endured
by its fulltime inhabitants, who were exploited and discriminated
against at every turn, as Capo argues. Though there were state and
local laws that criminalized gender transgressions and homosexual
acts, those laws were seldom enforced against white, middle- and
upper-class individuals. Capo gives as examples gender-bending
men and women such as Paul Chaflin, a wealthy interior decorator
who lived openly with his lover in a gay and gaudy lifestyle. Chaflin
was described by a contemporary as "absolutely the worst pansy I
have ever known" (102). But Chaflin and others of his class were
able to create in Miami "a queer space tailored to their distinct
taste without the contempt-and even with the tacit approval-of
law enforcement" (102). People of color and those of the working
class were the only ones likely to be prosecuted under laws that
criminalized gender or sexual transgressions.
By the 1920s, colored and working-class neighborhoods lost
much of their usefulness as a playground, Capo shows. All of Miami
came to be marketed as the "nation's playground" ( 48), to which
tourists were invited to partake of all forms of recreation, including
the transgressive. Miami became a "fairyland," in both the fantastical and gay sense, catering to visitors' diverse demands and desires.
It was a wide-open tourist resort where one could forget for a while
the stuffy norms of conventional society-but, as its white boosters
touted in contrasting Miami to the Caribbean, it was a "respectable" (i.e., white) place to safely experience the outre.
This transformation of Miami to a wide-open city happened
not without conflict. Miami's Protestant religious establishment
fought to curb fairyland's vices, even as Miami's powerbrokers and
boosters fought against those conservatives. In the interest of tourist business, the boosters promoted the image of Miami as a town of
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"semi-naked women surrounded by citrus" (216), as well as sexual
tourism and queer entertainment. It was, Capo argues, the image
of a wide-open Miami that became central to the city's transnational tourist economy.
But even when the "liberal" visionaries held sway, it was middle- and upper-class whites alone who profited from that liberality. "The very essence of marketing a white fairyland," Capo writes,
"depended on the notion of black inferiority" (144). That notion
was underscored in myriad ways, such as a 1934 Miami Daily News
illustration, reproduced in Welcome to Fairyland, of a middle-aged
white man sitting comfortably under a beach umbrella, a hugelysmiling black waiter handing him a drink, beneath the caption, "A
Mintjulep, Kunnel, Suh?" (143).
The fiercely competing visions for what Miami ought to be
continued into the 1940s, with urban boosters supporting liberal
policies in laws and zoning and conservatives wanting to impose
their rigid notions of Miami as a "model city." With the advent of
the Cold War period and the more conventional sexual morality of
that era, the conservatives won out. What followed was a crackdown
on Miami as a "Polluted Playground" (283) and on the sexual and
gender diversity that such "pollution" encouraged.
Capo's title Welcome to Fairyland: Queer Miami Before 1940,
and the book's cover, a reproduction of a John Singer Sargent
watercolor of naked men on a Miami beach, seem to promise a
gay city history, such George Chauncey's Gay New York (19944) or
Marc Stein's City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves (2000). Readers who
come to the book expecting a sharp focus such as Chauncey's and
Stein's may be disappointed. However, Welcome to Fairyland is an
academically rigorous work for which Capo employed an impressive array of sources to create his history of "queer Miami," as he
defines the concept. His sources include newspapers; films; short
stories; paintings; songs; correspondence; minutes of city boards;
judicial hearings; police, medical and psychiatric records; commission reports; immigration logs; and more. He examined archives
in the United States, the Bahamas, Cuba, and Haiti. His thorough
research enables him to present in convincing detail the injustices
that abounded around race and class in the fairyland of pre-World
War II Miami.
Lillian Faderman
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The Supreme Court of Florida: Ajourney Toward justice, 1972-1987.

By Neil Skene. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2017,
Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
Pp. xix, 506. $59.95 cloth.)

In the early 1980s the Florida Supreme Court Historical Society embarked on an ambitious project to publish a history of Florida's highest court. The goal was to write a definitive, readable,
and comprehensive history of the court that would be accessible
for both lawyers and the general reading public. Fortunately, after
over a decade of fits and starts, the society found two fine authors
that gifted the state, the nation, and the legal profession with two
excellent volumes. In The Florida Supreme Court and Its Predecessor
Courts, 1821-1917 ( 1997) and its successor volume The Supreme of
Florida, 1917-1972 (2006), Walter Manley II and Canter Brown,Jr.
set the bar high for studies of state supreme courts and any future
writers who write about the state's highest judicial tribunal.
In the next installment of the court's history, running from
1972 to 1987, Neil Skene's vivid portrayal of the court continues.
The society chose wisely in selecting Skene as the author of the
project. An accomplished journalist with legal training, Skene covered the court in the 1980s for the St. Petersburg Times until moving on to become the president and publisher of the Congressional
Quarterly Inc. At the Times Skene not only covered the court but he
interacted with many of the legislators of the time.
At first glance, a mere fifteen years would hardly seem sufficient to fill over 500 pages of text. (After all, these years only span
the two gubernatorial terms of Reubin Askew and Bob Graham.)
But these were years that were so transformative for Florida and
the court that this is not the case. In 1968 Florida voters approved
a new Constitution and four years later they approved Article V
which brought about court restructuring. The next fifteen years
witnessed the unfolding of massive judicial and political reforms as
membership in the state legislature and the Supreme Court grew
to represent modern Florida rather than its old "Pork Chopper"
past.
Skene's aim is to concentrate on "people who had a role in the
events of that era, including most of the justices themselves....
My goal," the authors states, "was to harmonize these individual
accounts with documents, articles, and cases to produce both a permanent record and a deeper understanding of how Florida's legal
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system and case law changed through that turbulent time" (xiii).
Skene accomplishes this task through extensive use of nearly sixty
oral histories, most of which he conducted himself over the last five
years. He also had access to the court's voluminous archives that
enabled him to discern relationships of the justices to the cases and
to themselves.
Skene's narrative begins in 1972 when Article V of the new
Florida Constitution was approved. Within a year a scandal rocked
the court when four judges were charged with wrong-doing. Two
resigned before they could be impeached and two others escaped
via mandatory retirement. This set-back, covered vividly by Skene's
fellow Times reporter Martin Dyckman in A Most Disorderly Court
(2008), gave Governor Askew the opportunity to appoint four
judges whom Skene refers to as "the Four Horsemen of a judicial
reformation": Justices Ben F. Overton, Arthur J. England Jr., Alan
C. Sundberg, and the Florida Supreme Court's first African American Justice, Joseph W. Hatchett.
In Part I, entitled "The Reformation," Skene narrates the
complicated march away from the old to the new court. Part II,
"The Life of the Law," includes chapter length topics taken up by
the court such as Personal Injury, Divorce and Family Litigation,
Environment and Growth, Reapportionment, Search and Seizure,
Open Government and Privacy. As well as the above mentioned
justices there are also full length chapters on Leander Shaw,Joseph
Boyd, Rosemary Barkett, Raymond Ehrlich, and Richard W. Ervin.
Not surprisingly, the court's involvement with the death penalty, beginning with the famous Spenkelink case appeal in 1973,
consumes a large number of these pages. The book begins the year
the U.S. Supreme Court effectively struck down every capital punishment law in the United States. The decision in Furman v. Georgia
(1972) declared that as it was carried out the decision of death was
inconsistent, arbitrary and fell disproportionately on minorities
and the poor. It took six more years for the Florida legislature to
cobble together a new death penalty statute that would meet the U.
S. Supreme Court's standards. With John Spenkelink's execution
in 1979 a greater portion of the court's time was consumed with
what Skene calls the "The Machinery of Death." Skene's adept coverage of this subject in three chapters should be mandatory reading for lawyers, policy makers, and the general public. Sadly, after
reading these pages it is difficult to come to any conclusion other
than one that amounts to the fact that the imposition of death in
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Florida-despite the painstaking efforts on the part of lawmakers,
court officials, and judges to make the process fair, non-discriminatory, and color-blind-is anything other than an arbitrary crapshoot.
Skene's vivid biographical sketches of members of the court,
political leaders, and court watchers enliven this study. The justices
come to life in these pages as do the legislators, practicing attorneys, and others associated with the court on many levels. A few
deserve special mention here: Chesterfield Smith, Talbot "Sandy"
D'Alemberte, Janet Reno, and Dempsey Baron. The sad saga of
Virgil Hawkins and his treatment by the court is also contained
within these pages. Skene's writing is smooth and highly readable.
His rich study of the court in the 1970s and 1980s adds to the growing body of works on Florida's recent legal, judicial, and political
history, such as memoirs by Fred Karl, Buddy MacKay, biographical
studies of Reubin Askew and Leroy Collins by Martin Dyckman,
Mary Adkins, Making of Modern Flnrida (2016), Susan McManus,
F/,orida Minority Trailhlazers, (2017), James M. Denham, Fifty Years
ofJustice, (2015), and Robert M. Jarvis ed. F/,orida's Other Courts,
(2018).
James M. Denham

F/,orida Southern College

Go, Flight! The Unsung Heroes ofMission Control, 1965-1992. By Rick

Houston and Milt Heflin. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2015. Illustrations, foreword, sources, index. Pp. xx, 368.
$36.95 cloth.)
Such was the nature of late-Cold War modernity that American tourists seeking thrills on a summer vacation might have easily
found themselves snapping photos of rocket engines at the beachside spaceport of Cape Canaveral, Florida, or enduring the trek to
the recovered wasteland south of Houston, Texas, that, then and
now, serves as headquarters for the nation's human spaceflight
program. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) 's Johnson Space Center (formerly the Manned Spacecraft
Center, or "MSC") always lacked the visual allure of its Florida sibling (Norman Mailer compared it to a business college), but the
site was not without its thrills, including control rooms packed with
scores of visually fungible men in skinny ties and short-sleeved shirts
who monitored every bowel movement of America's space heroes
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to the Moon and back. Visitors to the MSC were routinely ushered
through "the" Mission Operation Control Room (actually, there
were two), where nothing actually happened, but always seemed like
it did. For reasons no one knew, the room was utterly captivating.
There has been, until very recently, little written on the constellation of windowless rooms that constituted NASA's Mission
Control Center, or "MCC"; more is forthcoming from the space history community, but until then, the curious will do well to peruse
Rick Houston and Milt Heflin's Go, Flight!This volume's title takes
its name from the cult-like incantations of the flight controllers
who kept space missions on track ("Go!)," and the tribal leaders in
charge of them: Flight Directors like Gene Kranz, Glynn Lunney,
and Christopher Kraft,Jr., from whose inspired mind Mission Control emerged, and whose name it now bears at JSC. Readers who
have spent time with any of the useful volumes in the University of
Nebraska Press's Outward Odyssey series (of which this volume is a
recent entry) will know the format of these works: evocative, affectionate description sprinkled with engaging recollections of the
historical actors themselves. Go, Flight! continues that trajectory of
hagiographic prosopography, supplemented by the recollections
of Flight Director Milt Heflin and smoothed-out by journalist (and
aptly named space writer) Rick Houston.
NASA chose Texas for its control center (which could have
been located anywhere) for reasons that-as with much of the
space program-don't really make any sense, and the rest is, as
they say, history. Academics seeking scholarly treatments of the
history of the Southwest or of real-time computing will find some
material of interest here, but at the core of the book are the stories
of a handful of individuals who, in the authors' estimation, haven't
received nearly as much recognition as the "Cathedral" in which
they worked. Drawn to MSC in its heyday, the men of the MCC
(and they were virtually all men) ran back-room simulations of
space missions day and night for years until they had extinguished
the word "panic" from their vocabularies. Neither the people who
designed spacecraft nor those who flew them, MSC's often anonymous engineers then made sure that NASA's near-celebrity astronauts and their cantankerous machines did what they were told to
do. When trouble struck, they radioed instructions to both, most
famously during 1970's near-fatal Apol/,o 13 mission.
To be clear, this was not thrilling work, even if it might put a
man on the Moon. The famous Earth map in the MCC that tracked
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space vehicles in orbit was mostly for show: numerical data pumped
from mainframe computers into clunky data terminals provided
flight controllers with everything they needed to know about what
was going right and what wasn't. The environment in which the
men worked was "virtual" before the concept even existed, but the
social networking they did was never about themselves. A pitymany of the flight controllers were straight out of a Hollywood writers' room: the hardscrabble farmer with ailing parents, the drifter
with a genius IQ, the steely war veteran who ran "the Trench" like
a foxhole in a North Korean winter. Most, though, were first-generation college graduates from Western A&Ms. Brilliant iconoclasts
from universities back East couldn't swallow MSC's regimentation
and boredom.
Go, Flight! is enthusiast literature at its best, with all of the benefits and weaknesses the genre entails. More useful as a primary
source than a secondary one, the book speaks of its subjects in the
reverent tones normally found in ecclesiastical documents. The
hyperbole is not necessarily undeserved. The picture that emerges
is of a kind of greatness thrust upon ordinary men who had the
good sense to know that MSC had given them the chance to do
something extraordinary, at least for a while. Flight controllers like
John Aaron, Jerry Bostick, and Bob Carlton neglected their families so much to do it well that NASA sent commendations to their
wives instead of them. And their tenure was often brief: every few
missions, chairs shuffled as men moved up NASA's administrative
ranks, or disappeared.
Due to the nature of the sources used in Go, Flight!, post-Apollo
spaceflight is all but absent, as are the voices of other key players.
Veteran defense contractors did the earliest work on the MCC and
were responsible for much of its success, but earn little mention.
Deep down, some flight controllers feared that NASA's space missions would have gone fine without them. Readers will gather that
the authors did not feel that a true scholarly treatment of the men
of the MCC-warts and all-would do them justice, but on that
note, I suspect that they were wrong. Go, Flight! may be the most
important volume ever written about people whose job it was to
sit for long periods of time and watch other people do incredible
things, but, then, these weren't average people, and their sitting
and watching were often nothing short of incredible.
Matthew H. Hersch
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On This Day in Florida Civil War Hist<Jry. By Nick Wynne and Joe

Knetsch. (Charleston: The History Press, 2015. illustrations.
Pp. 192. $21.99 cloth).
The Civil War is a period of American history that has proven to be popular among both scholars and enthusiasts based on
the countless interpretations of it presented in books, movies and
other mediums. However, scholars frequently overlook Florida's
role and importance within portrayals of the Civil War. Nick Wynne
and Joe Knetsch believe that Florida's importance in the war goes
far beyond the cattle and salt that the state provided for the Confederacy. On This Day in Florida Civil War History provides relief to
the absence of Florida in the works on the Civil War and illuminates the various ways the state and those living in it were effected
by and affected the course of the Civil War.
Wynne and Knetsch combine their extensive knowledge of
Florida and the Civil War to produce a book that exposes various
important wartime events that took place in the state of Florida.
Wynne has co-authored many books on nineteenth and twentieth century United States and Florida history. His expertise on
the subject of Florida in the Civil War is evidenced through his
previous publications, Florida in the Civil War (2001) and Florida
Civil War Blockades: Battling for the Coast (2011). Knetsch, another
Florida historian, has published a book on the Florida Seminole
Wars and co-authored Florida in the Spanish American War (2011)
with Wynne.
Wynne and Knetsch document the experiences and stories
of the Civil War in Florida in a day-by-day chronical of events as
they occurred. Through hundreds of entries covering topics ranging from the process of secession to the conflicts that arose from
the Union naval blockade of the state, a part of General Winfield
Scott's larger Anaconda Plan, Wynne and Knetsch show the diversity of events and experiences that occurred in Florida. For example,
on January 10, 1861, the state seceded from the Union by a vote
of 62-7, becoming the third state to leave the Union. In addition,
the authors give the reader an idea of how the war was fought in
the state of Florida between July 9, 1864 and July 12, 1864, when
small-scale skirmishes and naval raids were more common than
large battles. Some entries discuss the larger context of the War
itself. For example, in the May 2, 1863 entry, the authors address
the involvement of Confederate Floridian soldiers at the Battle of
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Chancellorsville, which gives readers perspective on the far reaching involvement of troops from the state in other Civil War theaters.
The daily descriptions of events accompanied by the occasional photograph help to create an image of what the Civil War was
like in Florida. The subjects covered are not limited to secession,
the blockade and Floridians' inclusion in larger Civil War events.
Other topics covered in this work include, the first confrontation
between Confederate and Union troops at the beginning of the
Civil War in Pensacola, the prelude, confrontation and conclusion
of the Battle of Olustee, Confederate Governor John Milton and
his role in the war including his attempted kidnapping, Conscription, the pro-Union presence in the state and others. The events
and conflicts illuminated by Wynne and Knetsch provide ample
avenues for future research on Florida's role in the Civil War.
This informative work is limited by the absence of bibliographical information on the sources used and the exclusion of an index.
The book provides an abundance of primary source information
that could serve as the basis for numerous research possibilities,
but without bibliographical information to derive the origins of
the information, researchers may find it difficult to find relevant
primary sources. A similar argument can be made for the absence
of a reference guide. The brief table of contents and absence of an
index make it difficult for researchers to locate specific information or events described in the book. Including bibliographical or
reference information would have been beneficial to the authors'
goal of making this book a reference guide or starting point for
future research on Florida's role in the Civil War.
These limitations aside, Wynne and Knetsch make the case
that there was much more going on in Florida during the Civil War
than production of salt and cattle. Their work demonstrates the
value and availability of further research opportunities on a number of areas of Civil War research in Florida. This book could prove
to be valuable in High school and Middle School classrooms as a
means of promoting student interest in what happened in their
home state.
Tyler Campbell
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End Notes
THE FLORIDA lllSTORICAL SOCIETY ARCHAEOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE (FHSAI)

The Florida Historical Society (FHS) has established a new
department focusing on the intersection of history and archaeology. FHS launched the Florida Historical Society Archaeological
Institute (FHSAI) on March 4, 2014.
Established in 1856, the Florida Historical Society has been
supporting archaeology in the state for more than a century.
FHS was the first state-wide organization dedicated to the preservation of Florida history and prehistory, as stated in our 1905
constitution. We were the first state-wide organization to preserve
Native American artifacts such as stone pipes, arrowheads, and pottery, and the first to actively promote and publish archaeological
research dating back to the early 1900s. Archaeology enthusiast
Clarence B. Moore became a Member of the Florida Historical
Society in 1907, and donated his written works to the Library of
Florida History.
From the early twentieth century to the present, leading Florida archaeologists have had their work published in the FHS journal, The Flmida Historical Quarterly. The Florida Historical Society
was instrumental in the creation of the position of State Archaeologist and the establishment of the Florida Anthropological Society
(FAS) in the 1940s, and served as host of the Florida Public Archaeology Network (FPAN) East Central Region from 2010 through
2013. Under the direction ofFHS, the East Central Region was one
of FPAN's most successful.
Today, FHS is continuing our long tradition of supporting
archaeology in the state with the Florida Historical Society Archaeological Institute (FHSAI). The mission statement says that FHSAI
"is dedicated to educating the public about Florida archaeology
[395]
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through research, publication, educational outreach, and the promotion of complimentary work by other organizations."
FLORIDA FRONTIERS: THE WEEKLY RADIO MAGAZINE OF
THE FLORIDA IIlSTORICAL SOCIETY

Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine ofthe Florida Historical
Society, airing on public radio stations throughout the state, continues to be one of our most successful educational outreach projects.
The program is a combination of interview segments and produced
features covering history-based events, exhibitions, activities, places, and people in Florida. The program explores the relevance of
Florida history to contemporary society and promotes awareness of
heritage and culture tourism options in the state.
The first section of the program each week is a long-form NPRstyle piece from Florida Frontiers producer and host Ben Brotemarkle, Executive Director of the Florida Historical Society. He talks
with authors of books about Florida history and culture; takes listeners to historic sites around the state; discusses important issues
dealing with education and preservation; and demonstrates how
learning about our history and culture can provide a sense of community to Floridians today.
The second section of the program is a conversation between
Ben Brotemarkle and FHS Director of Educational Resources Ben
DiBiase about various items in our archive at the Library of Florida
History in Cocoa. Recent discussions have focused on the Seminole
War journal ofJohn W. Phelps, the Florida State Census, and Hugh
Willoughby's crossing of the Everglades in 1898.
The third section of the program is produced by Robert Cassanello, Associate Professor of History at the University of Central
Florida and an award-winning podcaster. Cassanello's segment has
recently featured a look at the 1916 election in Florida, the use of
pipes by indigenous tribes, and elegant railroad dining cars ..
The program is edited by FHS Director of Media Production,
Jon White.
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine ofthe Florida Historical
Society is currently broadcast on 90. 7 WMFE Orlando, Thursdays at
6:30 pm and Sundays at 4:00 pm.; 88.1 WUWF Pensacola, Fridays at
5:30 p.m.; 89.9 WJCT Jacksonville, Mondays at 6:30 pm; 89.5 WFIT
Melbourne, Sundays at 7:00 a.m.; 88.9 WQCS Ft. Pierce, Mondays
at 6:30 p.m.; 89.1 WUFT Gainesville, Saturdays at 6:00 am and Sundays at 7:30 a.m.; and 90.1 WJUF Inverness, Saturdays at 6:00 am
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and Sundays at 7:30 a.m. Check your local NPR listings for additional airings. The program is archived on the Florida Historical
Society web site and accessible any time at www.myfloridahistory.
org/frontiers.
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical
Society is made possible in part by the Jessie Ball duPont Fund and
by Florida's Space Coast Office of Tourism, representing destinations from Titusville to Cocoa Beach to Melbourne Beach.
"THE FLORIDA IIlSTORICAL SOCIETY PRESENTS:
FLORIDA FRONTIERS": THE TELEVISION SERIES

The public television series The Florida Historical Society Presents:
Florida Frontiers is now airing throughout the state. The first season
of the television series has ten episodes that are airing monthly.
The television version of Florida Frontiers is a series of half-hour documentaries focusing on a wide variety of topics relating to Florida
history and culture. The episodes in the first season of Florida Frontiers are:
FFIV S:01 E:01-The Civil War in Florida
Florida's involvement in the Civil War includes the Battle of
Olustee and the sinking of the Maple Leaf.
FFIV S:01 E:02-Everyday People Making History
Everyday people make history happen including author Stetson Kennedy and Civil Rights activist Barbara Vickers.
FFIV S:01 E:03-Exploring New Worlds
From Spanish colonization to the manned exploration of
space, Florida establishes the boundaries of the Modern Era.
FFTV S:01 E:04-The Windover People
The Windover Dig in Titusville, Florida, was one of the most
important archaeological discoveries in the world.
FFIV S:01 E:05-Florida Nature Meets Florida Culture
We visit Vizcaya Museum and Gardens, Bok Tower Gardens,
Atlantic Center for the Arts, and Morikami Museum and Japanese
Gardens.
FFIV S:01 E:06--The Lost Years of Zora Neale Hurston
Florida writer, folklorist, and anthropologist Zora Neale Hurston was one of the most celebrated figures of the Harlem Renaissance, but died in obscurity.
FFIV S:01 E:07 The Barber-Mizell Family Feud of 1870
Florida in the 1870s was every bit as wild as the Wild West, as
demonstrated by the infamous Barber-Mizell Family Feud.
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FFIV S:01 E:08-Tarpon Springs Epiphany
For more than a century, the Greek community in Tarpon
Springs has held a unique Epiphany celebration.
FFIV S:01 E:09-Fort Mose: America's First Free Black
Communicy
Established near St. Augustine in 1738, Gracia Real de Santa
Teresa de Mose was the first legal community of former slaves.
FFIV S:01 E:10-Florida Folk Festival
The annual Florida Folk Festival celebrates and preserves the
stories, music, dance, crafts, and food of the Sunshine State.
The Florida Historical Society Presents: Florida Frontiers is airing on
public television stations including WUCF Orlando, WPBT South
Florida, ~CT Jacksonville, WGCU Fort Myers, WUFT Gainesville,
WUSF Tampa, and WFSU Tallahassee.
The program is written, produced and hosted by Ben Brotemarkle. Field production, post production, and editing are by Jon
White. Program sponsors include the Jessie Ball duPont Fund,
Florida's Space Coast Office of Tourism; and the Department of
State, Division of Historical Resources and the State of Florida.

Florida Historical Qµarterly News
FHQWEBSITE

The Florida Historical Quarterly now has its own website. Previously Quarterly patrons found information about the journal on the
Florida Historical Society webpage or on the University of Central
Florida Department of History webpage. You can still reach the
Quarterly through those sites. Now, however, you can find the FHQ
at its own, expanded site: http:/ /fhq.cah.ucf.edu
On the Home page, users can see the editorial staff, connect to
JSTOR and PALMM, see the current Facebook posts, and Donate.
A Current Issue page shows the cover and the Table of Contents of the most recent issue.
The Thompson Award page lists award winners since 2000.
The Submissions page provides guidelines for manuscript submissions, book reviewers, and advertising.
The Membership tab takes you directly to the membership
page of the FHS.
E-FHQ connects you to the FHQ podcasts; FHQ Online
informs readers aboutJSTOR, Florida Heritage, and PALMM. The
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Copyright and Permissions tab informs users about copyright and
permission to use requirements.
FLORIDA filSTORICAL QUARTERLYPODCASTS

The Florida Historical Quarterly has entered a new era of media.
Dr. Robert Cassanello, Associate Professor of History at the University of Central Florida and a board member of the FHS, coordinates podcast productions. In conjunction with the Public History
programs at UCF, Dr. Cassanello produces a podcast for each issue
of the Quarterly. Each podcast will consist of an interview with
one of the authors from the most recent issue of the Quarterly.
The podcasts are free and available on iTunes and the complete
archive is available to the public at http:/ /stars.library.ucf.edu/
fhqpodcastproject/ .
Dr. Jack E. Davis on his article "Sharp Prose for Green: John
D. MacDonald and the First Ecological Novel," which appeared in
Volume 87, no. 4 (Spring 2009).
Dr. Michael D. Bowen on his article "The Strange Tale of Wesley and Florence Garrison: Racial Crosscurrents of the Postwar
Florida Republican Party" appeared in Volume 88, no. 1 (Summer
2009).
Dr. Nancy J. Levine discussed the research project undertaken
by her students on the Hastings Branch Library that appeared in
Volume 88, no. 2 (Fall 2009).
Dr. Daniel Feller, 2009 Catherine Prescott Lecturer, on "The
Seminole Controversy Revisited: A New Look at Andrew Jackson's
1819 Florida Campaign," Volume 88, no. 3 (Winter 2010).
Dr. Derrick E. White, on his article "From Desegregation to
Integration: Race, Football, and 'Dixie' at the University of Florida," Volume 88, no. 4 (Spring 2010).
Dr. Gilbert Din was interviewed to discuss his article "William
Augustus Bowles on the Gulf Coast, 1787-1803: Unraveling a Labyrinthine Conundrum," which appeared in Volume 89, no. 1 (Summer 2010).
Deborah L. Bauer, Nicole C. Cox, and Peter Ferdinando on
graduate education in Florida and their individual articles in Volume 89, no. 2 (Fall 2010).
Jessica Clawson, "Administrative Recalcitrance and Government Intervention: Desegregation at the University of Florida,
1962-1972," which appeared in Volume 89, no. 3 (Winter 2011).
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Dr. Rebecca Sharpless, "The Servants and Mrs. Rawlings: Martha Mickens and African American Life at Cross Creek," which
appeared in Volume 89, no. 4 (Spring 2011).
Dr.James M. Denham, "Crime and Punishment in Antebellum
Pensacola," which appeared in Volume 90, no. 1 (Summer 2011).
Dr. Samuel C. Hyde Jr., Dr. James G. Cusick, Dr. William S.
Belko, and Cody Scallions in a roundtable discussion on the West
Florida Rebellion of 1810, the subject of the special issue of the
Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 2 (Fall 2011).
Dr. Julian Chambliss and Dr. Denise K. Cummings, guest editors for "Florida: The Mediated State," special issue, Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 3 (Winter 2012).
Dr. David H. Jackson, Jr., on his article '"Industrious, Thrifty
and Ambitious': Jacksonville's African American Businesspeople
during the Jim Crow Era," in the Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 4 (Spring 2012) and Dr. Tina Bucuvalas, 2012 Jillian
Prescott Memorial Lecturer and winner of the Stetson Kennedy
Award for The Florida Folklife &ader.
Dr. Claire Strom, Rapetti-Trunzo Professor of History at Rollins
College, on her article, "Controlling Venereal Disease in Orlando
during World War II," Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 91, no. 1
(Summer 2012).
Dr. Matthew G. Hyland, on his article, "The Florida Keys Hurricane House: Post-Disaster New Deal Housing," Florida Historical
Quarterly Volume 91, no. 2 (Fall 2012).
Dr. Paul E. Hoffman, guest editor of Volume 91, no. 3 (Winter
2013) on sixteenth century Florida.
Dr. Christopher Meindl and Andrew Fairbanks were interviewed for the Spring 2013 (Volume 91, no. 4) podcast on their
article (with Jennifer Wunderlich). They talked about environmental history and the problems of garbage for Florida's environment.
Dr. Samuel Watson was interviewed about his article, "Conquerors, Peacekeepers, or Both? The U.S. Army and West Florida, 18101811," Volume 92, no. 1 (Summer 2013). His article challenged
some of the work published in the Fall 2010 special issue on the
West Florida Rebellion. In his interview Dr. Watson spoke about
the discipline of history and the way in which the field advances as
historians debate larger interpretative issues.
Richard S. Dellinger, Esq., attorney with the Orlando firm of
Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed and Vice President for
the 11 th Circuit Court, was interviewed for the Fall 2013 Special
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Issue on the 50th Anniversary of the United States District Court,
Middle District of Florida.
Dr. Jane Landers, guest editor for Volume 92, no. 3 (Winter
2014) on seventeenth century Florida, the second issue in the 500
Years of Florida History series of special issues.
Dr. Matt Clavin, an Associate Professor of History at the University of Houston was interviewed for Volume 92, no. 4 (Spring
2014) on his article "An 'underground railway' to Pensacola and
the Impending Crisis over Slavery."
Dr. Lisa Lindquist Dorr's article "Bootlegging Aliens: Unsanctioned Immigration and the Underground Economy of Smuggling
from Cuba through Prohibition" was the topic for the podcast on
Volume 93, no. 1 (Summer 2014).
Dr. C.S. Monaco was interviewed on his article "'Wishing that
Right May Prevail': Ethan Allen Hitchcock and the Florida War"
which appeared in Volume 93, no. 2 (Fall 2014).
Dr. Sherry Johnson, special issue editor for the 18th Century in
Florida History, was interviewed for the Volume 93, no. 3 (Winter
2015) podcast.
Dr. Robert Cassanello was interviewed for the Volume 93, no. 4
(Winter 2015) podcast. He talked with Dr. Daniel Murphree about
the career of urban historian Dr. Raymond A. Mohl, a long-time
member and friend of the Florida Historical Society and contributor to the Florida Historical Quarterly. Dr. Mohl passed away in Birmingham, Alabama, onJnauary 29, 2015.
Dr. Laura E. Brock was interviewed for the Volume 94, no. 1
(Summer 2015) podcast. She spoke with Dr. Daniel Murphree
about her article "Religion and Women's Rights in Florida: An
Examination of the Equal Rights Amendment Legislative Debates,
1972-1982."
Dr. John Paul Nuno was interviewed for the Volume 94, no. 2
(Fall 2015) podcast. He spoke with Dr. Daniel Murphree about his
article, "'Republica de Bandidos': The Prospect Bluff Fort's Challenge to the Spanish Slave System" which appears in this issue of
the Quarterly.
Dr. James Cusick was interviewed for Volume 94, no. 3, 19th
Century Special Issue (Winter 2016) podcast. Dr. Cusick spoke
with Dr. Daniel Murphree about the 19th Century Special issue of
the Quarterly and his role as guest editor.
Brad Massey, Ph.D. Candidate at the University of Florida
and Instructor of History at Polk State College was featured in the
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Spring 2016 podcast. He spoke to Dr. Daniel Murphree about his
work on the FHQ article "The Hammer, the Sickle, and the Phosphate Rock: The 1974 Political Controversy over Florida Phosphate
Shipments to the Soviet Union," which was published in Volume
94, no. 4 (Spring 2016): 637-667.
Kathryn Palmer was interviewed for the Summer 2016 podcast
and discussed her article "Losing Lincoln: Black Educators, Historical Memory, and the Desegregation of Lincoln High School in
Gainesville, Florida," which appeared in Volume 95, no. 1 (Summer 2016): 26-70.
Judith Poucher was interviewed for the Fall 2016 podcast
and discussed her article "The Evolving Suffrage Militancy of
May Nolan," which appeared in the Volume 95, no. 2 (Fall 2016):
221-245.
Gary Mormino, the guest editor for the final special issue commemorating 500 years of Florida history, was interviewed for the
Winter 2017 podcast. His historiographic essay, "Twentieth-Century Florida: A Bibliographic Essay," appears in volume 95, no. 3
(Winter 2017): 292-324.
Keith D. Revell was interviewed for the Spring 2017 podcast.
His article "The Rise and Fall of Copa City, 1944-'957: Nightclubs
and the Evolution of Miami Beach" appears in Volume 95, no. 4
(Spring 2017): 538-5 76.
Derek R. Everett was interviewed for the Summer 2017 podcast. His article "The Mouse and the Statehouse: Intersections of
Florida's Capitols and Walt Disney World" appears in Volume 96,
no. 1 (Summer 2017): 63-94.
Cynthia L. Patterson was interviewed for the Fall 2017 podcast.
Her article "Catching the Spirit: The Melrose Ladies Literary and
Debating Society 1890-1899" appears in Volume 96, no. 2 (Fall
2017): 174-200.
FLORIDA IIlSTORICAL QUARTERLY
AVAILABLE ON JSTOR

The Florida Historical Quarterly is available to scholars and
researchers throughJSTOR, a digital service for libraries, archives,
and individual subscribers. The FHQ has 3-year window between
print publication and availability on JSTOR. More recent issues
of the Quarterly are available only in print copy form. JSTOR has
emerged as a leader in the field ofjournal digitization and the FHQ
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joins a number of prestigious journals in all disciplines. The Florida
Historical Quarterly will continue to be available through PALMM,
with a 5-year window.

FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY ON FACEBOOK
Join the Florida Historical Quarterly on Facebook. The FHQ
Facebook page provides an image of each issue, the table of contents of each issue, and an abstract of each article. There is also
a link to the Quarterly podcasts and the Florida Historical Society.
Go to the FHQ to find information on recent "Calls for Papers" for
conferences in Florida and the South.
GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS TO THE FLORIDA
HISTORICAL QUARTERLY

The Florida Historical Quarterly is a peer-refereed journal and
accepts for consideration manuscripts on the history of Florida,
its people, and its historical relationships to the United States, the
Atlantic World, the Caribbean, or Latin America. All submissions
are expected to reflect substantial research, a dedication to writing, and the scholarly rigor demanded of professionally produced
historical work. Work submitted for consideration should not have
been previously published, soon to be published, or under consideration by another journal or press. Authors who are engaged in
open source peer review should watermark any manuscript available through an open source site as "Draft Under Consideration."
Authors should submit an electronic copy in MS Word to the
Florida Historical Quarterly, at Connie.Lester@ucf.edu.
Manuscripts should be typed and double-spaced (excluding
footnotes, block quotes, or tabular matter).
The first page should be headed by the title without the
author's name. Author identification should be avoided throughout the manuscript. On a separate sheet of paper, please provide
the author's name, institutional title or connection, or place of residence, and acknowledgements. Citations should be single-spaced
footnotes, numbered consecutively, and in accordance with the
Chicago Manual of S-ty/,e. Use the reference feature to create footnotes rather than the superscript button.
Tables and illustrations should be created on separate pages,
with positions in the manuscript indicated.
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In a cover letter, the author should provide contact information that includes phone numbers, fax number, email address, and
mailing address. The author should provide a statement of the
substance and significance of the work and identify anyone who
has already critiqued the manuscript.
Images or illustrations to be considered for publication with
the article may be submitted in EPS or PDF electronic format at
300 dpi or higher. Xeroxed images cannot be accepted. All illustrations should include full citations and credit lines. Authors
should retain letters of permission from institutions or individuals
owning the originals.
Questions regarding submissions should be directed to Connie L. Lester, editor, addressed to Department of History, PO Box
161350, 12790 Aquarius Agora Dr., Suite 551, University of Central
Florida, Orlando, FL 32816-1350, by email to Connie.Lester@ucf.
edu, or by phone at 407-823-0261.
Please note the addition of Guidelines for e-FHQ Publication.
GUIDELINES FOR e-FHQPUBLICATION

Publication of material on the Fl,orida Historical Quarterly website (e-FHQ) is viewed as supplemental to the print journal and not
a separate publication. Publication falls into four categories.
1. e-Appendices. This is primary source material that informs
an article published in the print journal. It may include
audio or video files that were used in the research and
informed the interpretation of the article. e-Appendices
will be published on-line at the time of the print publication. The print publication will include a reference to the
website. Determination of the inclusion of e-Appendices
will be made by the editors in collaboration with the author
and the referees who evaluated the original manuscript.
2. e-Documents and Notes. This is primary source material that includes a significant number of images and/ or
audio-video material that precludes print publication. As
with the print journal version of documents, this publication will include a descriptive essay of the material that
indicates its importance to Florida history. Decisions
regarding the publication of e-Documents and Notes will
be made by the editorial staff with advice from appropriate
scholars.
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e-Reviews. These are critical, scholarly analyses of borndigital projects (electronic archives, multimedia essays/
exhibits, teaching resources, etc.) hosted by academic
institutions, museums, and archives. Projects produced by
commercial interests are not eligible for review. E-reviews
will published in the print edition and may also appear in
the online-e-FHQ to facilitate access to interactive/multimedia content.
e-Articles. This category refers to the growing body of
non-traditional, born-digital scholarship and multimedia
essays/ exhibits hosted by academic institutions, museums,
and archives. Materials falling within this category may be
submitted for editorial review by the lead author, with permission of co-authors. Submissions must include a 750- to
1000-word introduction and a stable URL for publication
in both the print edition and online e-FHQ. Submissions
will undergo the same double-blind review process that
other submissions to the Flnrida Historical Quarterly receive.
Process for e-FHQsubmission:

All materials for consideration should be submitted electronically to the editor and digital editor of the Florida Historical Quarterly:
Connie L. Lester, editor: connie.lester@ucf.edu
Scot French, digital editor: scot.french@ucf.edu
Citation of material published electronically:
Materials published as e-FHQprimary source material, reviews,
or articles should be cited as follows:
Author, Title, e-FHQ.; date of publication, www.fhq.cah.ucf.
edu/ fhqonline /
Reviewer Guidelines
The Quarterly solicits reviews of scholarly books, museum exhibitions, history-oriented movies, and digital sources (websites)
related to Florida history and culture. Accepted reviews may
appear in both the FHQ and e-FHQ See specific guidelines for
evaluating works in each category below.
The Quarterly gives its reviewers complete freedom except
as to length, grammar, the law of libel, and editorial usages of
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punctuation, capitalization, spelling, etc., required to conform to
FHQstyle.
All reviews should be double-spaced, between 800 and 1000
words in length, with parenthetical citations for all quotes. Please
save reviews as a Microsoft Word document and submit them as
email attachments.
For Book Reviewers
Reviewers should strive to:
• Provide the informed reader with a brief, clear idea of the
nature, content, and purpose of the volume and indicate
its place in the literature on the subject, especially if it pertains to Florida history
• Include a discussion of how well the author succeeded
in his or her purpose, covered the subject, used available
resources, organized material, and expressed the narrative
• Evaluate the book as history for the potential reader and
purchaser. Critical evaluation may be either favorable or
unfavorable. Do not allow sympathy or difference of opinion to keep the review from being a strict and straightforward but courteous judgment
• Avoid digressive essays that might well appear in your own
works
• Stay within the wordage assigned unless the editor agrees
to a change
• Refrain from listing typographical or minor errors unless
these materially affect quality
Unsolicited reviews are not accepted. However, a person wishing to be added to the reviewers' list should provide a letter of
interest and a current c.v. to the editor, and that request will be
considered.
The editor wishes to receive for review non-fiction books relating to Florida and its people. The editor will also consider for
review books on the United States, Southern history, the Atlantic
World, the Caribbean, and Latin America. Send books for review to
the Florida Historical Quarterly at Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu
For Museum Exhibition Reviewers
Reviewers should strive to:
• Provide the informed reader with a brief, clear idea of the
nature, content, and purpose of the museum exhibition
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and indicate its connection to the literature on the subject,
especially if it pertains to Florida history
• Include a discussion of how well the curator succeeded
in his or her purpose, covered the subject, used available
resources, organized material, and depicted the historical
topic being addressed
• Evaluate the museum exhibition as history for the reader
and potential audience. Critical evaluation may be either
favorable or unfavorable. Do not allow sympathy or difference of opinion to keep the review from being a strict and
straightforward but courteous judgment
• Avoid digressive essays that might well appear in your own
works
• Stay within the wordage assigned unless the editor agrees
to a change
Unsolicited reviews are not accepted. However, a person wishing to be added to the reviewers' list should provide a letter of
interest and a current c.v. to the editor, and that request will be
considered.
The editor wishes to receive for consideration notices of museum exhibitions relating to Florida and its people. The editor will
also consider for review museum exhibitions on the United States,
Southern history, the Atlantic World, the Caribbean, and Latin
America. Send notices of museum exhibitions eligible for review to
the Florida Historical Quarterly at Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu
For Movie Reviewers

Reviewers should strive to:
• Provide the informed reader with a brief, clear idea of the
nature, content, and purpose of the movie and indicate its
connection to the literature on the subject, especially if it
pertains to Florida history
• Include a discussion of how well the movie succeeded in
its purpose, covered the subject, used available resources,
and depicted the historical topic being addressed
• Evaluate the movie as history for the potential reader and
audience. Critical evaluation may be either favorable or
unfavorable. Do not allow sympathy or difference of opinion to keep the review from being a strict and straightforward but courteous judgment
• Avoid digressive essays that might well appear in your own
works
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Stay within the wordage assigned unless the editor agrees
to a change
Unsolicited reviews are not accepted. However, a person wishing to be added to the reviewers' list should provide a letter of
interest and a current c.v. to the editor, and that request will be
considered.
The editor wishes to receive for consideraton notices of movies
relating to Florida and its people. The editor will also consider for
review movies on the United States, Southern history, the Atlantic
World, the Caribbean, and Latin America. Send notices of movies
eligible for review to the Florida Historical Quarterly at Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu
For Digital Source Reviewers

Reviewers should strive to:
• Provide the informed reader with a brief, clear idea of the
nature, content, and purpose of the digital source and
indicate its connection to the literature on the subject,
especially if it pertains to Florida history
• Include a discussion of how well the source succeeded in
its purpose, covered the subject, used available resources,
organized material, and depicted the historical topic being
addressed
• Evaluate the digital source as history for the reader and
audience. Critical evaluation may be either favorable or
unfavorable. Do not allow sympathy or difference of opinion to keep the review from being a strict and straightforward but courteous judgment
• Avoid digressive essays that might well appear in your own
works
• Stay within the wordage assigned unless the editor agrees
to a change
• Refrain from listing typographical or minor errors unless
these materially affect quality
Unsolicited reviews are not accepted. However, a person wishing to be added to the reviewers' list should provide a letter of
interest and a current c.v. to the editor, and that request will be
considered.
The editor wishes to receive for consideration notices of digital sources relating to Florida and its people. The editor will also
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consider for review digital sources on the United States, Southern
history, the Atlantic World, the Caribbean, and Latin America.
Send notices of digital sources eligible for review to the Florida Historical Quarterly at Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu
Process for becoming an FHQ or eFHQ Reviewer:

Individuals who desire to become a reviewer in any review category should email Dr. Daniel Murphree and include a letter of
introduction and a cv outlining their areas of expertise.
Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu
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The Florida Historical Society
The Historical Society of Florida, 1856
The Florida Historical Society, successor, 1902
The Florida Historical Society, incorporated, 1905
OFFICERS
Tracy Moore, President
Maurice O'Sullivan, Vice-President
Leonard Lempe!, Immediate Past President
DIRECTORS
Abel A. Bartley, Clemson, SC
Robert Cassanello, Longwood
Judy Duda, Oviedo
David H. Jackson Jr., Tallahassee
Tom McFarland, Merritt Island
Harvery Oyer III, West Palm Beach
Sandra Parks, St. Augustine

Emily Lisska, President-Elect
Sherry Johnson, Secretary

Richard "Dick" Prescott, Fort Meyers
Christopher J. Ranck, Heathrow
KC Smith, Tallahassee
Robert Snyder, Lutz
Anne V. Stokes, Orlando
Irvin D.S. Winsboro, Fort Meyers
Council "Butch" Wooten, Orlando

ex-officio:
Perry D. West, Chair, Rossetter House Foundation
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STAFF
Ben Brotemarkle, Executive Director
Ben DiBiase, Ed. Resources Coordinator
Patty Meyers, Director of FHSAI & Brevard Museum
Deanna Runyan, CFO
Delores Spearman, Develo-pment Coordinator
Created in St. Augustine in 1856, The Florida Historical Society is the oldest
existing cultural organization in the state, and Florida's only state-wide historical
society. The Society is dedicated to preserving Florida's past through the collection
and archival maintenance of historical documents and photographs, the publication
of scholarly research on Florida history, and educating the public about Florida
history through a variety of public history and historic preservation projects. We
publish scholarly research in the Florida Historical Quarterly and through the Florida
Historical Society Press. Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida
Historical Society is broadcast on public radio stations throughout the state and is
archived on our web site. The Florida Historical Society headquarters are located
al the Library of Florida History in historic Cocoa Village. The Florida Historical
Society manages the Historic Rossetter House Museum and the Florida Books &
Gifts.
Florida Historical Society: (www.myfloridahistory.org.)
Rossetter House Museum: (www.rossetterhousemuseum.org.)
Flmida Historical Quarterly Podcasts: (http:/ /floridahistoricalquarterly.blogspot.com/)
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